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MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT
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6949 03312001
Utica, City Of And John E Creedon
Pba Of Utica
CITY OF UTICA
and
JOHN E. CREEDON POLICE BENEVOLENT
ASSOCIATION OF UTICA, NEW YORK, INC.
'Whereas the City of Utica (hereinafter the City) and the Jo1m E, Creedon Police
,
.
Benevolent Association of Utica, New York. Inc. (hereinafter the PBA) are parties to a
Labor Relations" Agreen1ent" for t~e period Aprill ,.199~ through March 31, 1999 ~1d.
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Whereas' the p~e~- have' reached an agrcclnent to settle the: tciril~:.or..a.su~ces,sor:
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Now therefore in consideration of the mutual agreenlellts.herein 'and in apco~dance
'.
with the policies set forth in the Taylor Law, it is hereby.:
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AGREED th~t the CUlTent"Agreement" shall b<rextended to ~oyer th~ peri~d : .
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"Aprill~ 1999 through March 31, 200l' and sballbe modifiedas.follows:'. .: ::: ',:' ',:.'.
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: i. Effective April1, 1999. salaricrs shali be incr~ased by 3% above the rate.~. wlli,qh'
.
'.' ..',~.
,
became effective April}, 1998.
2. Effective April 1t 2000t salaries shan be increased by 3% above the rates which
became effective April 1, 1999.
3. Appropriate changes in the dates referred tl) in Section 3 and Section 50 of the
Agreement shall be tnade.
.,
CITY OF UTICA
EDWARD A. HANNA
~~~~5, 2000
1Kennedy Plaza, Utica, New York 13502
DEPARTMENT OF LAW
315-792-0171
Fax: 315-792-0175
John W. Dillon
Corporation Counsel
Charles Brown
First Assistant
State of New York
Public Employment Relations Board
80 Wolf Road
Albany, New York 12205
RE: City of Utica
PBA Contract
FFA Contract
BECEIVED
NYS PUB-LIC EMPLOYMENT
RELATIONS BOARD
JUN 1 9 2000
REPRESENTATIQN
NYS PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT REIAflONS BOARD
R E C E IVE 'D
JUN 1 9 2000
Dear Sir: CONCILIATION
Enclosed, for your information, is a copy of the following documents which constitute the
collective bargaining agreement between the John E. Creedon PBA and the City of Utica:
Agreement for the period April 1, 1991 -March 31, 1993
Interest Arbitration Award dated November 15, 1994
Memorandum of Agreement dated July 28, 1998
Memorandum of Agreement dated December 22, 1999
Also enclosed is a copy of the following documents which constitute the collective bargaining
agreement between the City of Utica and the lAPA:
Interest Arbitration Award dated March 16, 1995
Agreement which incorporated that award for the period April 1, 1992 -
March 31, 199()
Interest Arbitration Award dated April 23, 1999
Memorandum of Agreement dated February 22, 2000
Adhering Only To The Dictates of Sound Business Practices.
,
~.
-2-
I hope this is helpful to you.
Very truly yours,
~//C
Charles N. Brown
First Assistant Corporation Counsel
CNB/mcl
Enel.
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4. Except fOf the n1odificanons agreed to herein.. the 1996-) 999 Agreement shall
~-
be continued without change.
s. The parties acknowledge that this Memorandum of Agreement is subje.ctto
approval by the Board of'Estimate and Apportionment of the City of Utica and
ratification by the PBA membership.
CITY OF UTICA
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MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT
Between
CITY OF UTICA
and
JOHN E. CREEDON POLICE BENEVOLENT
ASSOCIATION OF UTICA, NEW YORK, INC.
WHEREAS, the City of Utica (hereinafter the "City") and the John E. Creedon Police
Benevolent Association of Utica, New York, Inc. (hereinafter the "PBA") are parties to a Labor
Relations "Agreement" (1991-1993 Agreement as amended by the Interest Arbitration Award dated
November 15, 1994 in PERB Case No. IA93-018) and have been engaged in negotiations for a
- successor agreement; and
WHEREAS, the parties have reached an agreement to settle the terms of a successor
agreement;
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual agreements herein and in accordance
with the policies set forth in the Taylor Law, it is hereby
AGREED that the current "Agreement" shall be extended to cover the period April 1, 1996
through March 31, 1999, and shall be modified as follows:
1. There shall be no increase in the salary schedule for the period April 1, 1996 through
March 31,1997.
2. Effective April 1, 1997) salaries shall be increased by 3% above the December 31)
1995 rates.
3. Effective April 1, 1998, salaries shall be increased by 3% above the April 1, 1997
rates.
( 4. The City shall adopt a pre tax investment plan for the benefit of the members of the
PBA's bargaining unit as soon as reasonably possible after the ratification of this Agreement. The
City shall not bear any expenses related to the adoption of such plan other than the administration
of the plan.
5. Section 18 of the Agreement shall be modified by substituting the following language
in paragraphs "d" and "e":
d. Vacancies. Members of the rank "Police Officer" seeking to
bid outside of the patrol division to preferential assignments
(including but not limited to investigations and office assignments)
shall be assigned in accordance with the following procedure.
The City shall maintain a list of members with the top five number of
~- arrests in each field of assignment (i.e., narcotics arrests for the
Special Investigations Unit, burglary arrests for the Burglary Unit,
arrests for rape, robbery, homicide and other related crimes for the
Criminal Investigations Unit). Candidates for assignment for each
such unit shall be selected from among the top five members in the
field for which the assignment is to be made.
e. In the event a position is (or positions are) abolished,
members shall be bumped out in the inverse order of seniority, and go
on a special list for reassignment, and shall be reassigned in
accordance with the procedure above, prior to members seeking
(
,
assignment according to paragraph "d" above. All members on a
special list shall be eligible for appointment to vacancies irrespective
-.
( of the list referred to in paragraph "d" above.
f. Involuntary Transfers. Involuntary transfers shall only be
made in the event of an emergency and shall only be made on the
basis of inverse seniority.
Reletter paragraph "f' of existing agreement to paragraph "g".
6. Section 5, paragraph "b" of the current Agreement shall be deleted and Section 38
shall be amended by deleting the existing language and substituting the following:
a. The Uniform Patrol Division shall be divided into 3 squads
which shall be designated "A Squad", "B Squad" and "C Squad".
Each squad shall rotate through the three work shifts which are: the
12pm to 8am shift, the 8am to 4pm shift, and the 4pm to 12pm shift.
t-- b. Each squad shall consist of three platoons of patrol officers
and two platoons of supervisors. Each squad of supervisors shall
include one lieutenant and two sergeants. Each platoon shall consist
of a work schedule, as defined below, with rotating days off which do
not overlap from one platoon to another.
c. Work schedules for supervisors shall be in a rotating pattern
of 3 days on, 1 day off, 4 days on, 1 day off, 3 days on, 2 days off,
which shall be referred to as one cycle. This work schedule shall
commence on a Monday to provide supervisors with a schedule of
every other weekend off, every other Tuesday off, and every other
Thursday off.
(
.I
( d. Work schedules for patrol officers shall be in a rotating
pattern of 3 days on, 1 day off, 4 days on, 2 days off, 4 days on and
1 day off, 4 days on, 2 days off, which shall be referred to as one
cycle. This work schedule shall commence on a Monday to provide
~~
the officers with a schedule of every third weekend off, every fottrtft V
e~eoN~111
Monday off, every third Tuesdai\off and every third Thursday off.
e. Each squad of supervisors shall rotate through the shifts after
completion of one work schedule cycle for a rotating pattern of one
cycle on the 12pm -8 am shift, one cycle on the 8am -4pm shift, and
one cycle on the 4pm - 12pm shift.
f. Each squad of patrol officers shall rotate through the shifts
f-- after completion of one work schedule cycle for a rotating pattern of
one cycle on the 12pm -8am shift, one cycle on the 8am -4 pm shift,
and one cycle on the 4pm - 12pm shift.
7. It is understood by the parties that implementation of the new schedule in paragraph
6 above shall require the placement of individual members within the schedule on days of the week
other than those designated in paragraph 6, sections "c" and "d" above. Implementation of the new
work schedules shall be completed by December 31, 1998 unless the parties mutually agree
otherwise. It is further understood that the above work schedules are intended to result in a 260 work
day year for all members on a January 1st through December 31st basis.
8. Section 43 - Education Plan. Effective April 1, 1999, delete current language and
(
add: The City shall reimburse the cost of required books and tuition payments for all courses
completed by employees, provided that the course is within a degree program (including post
(t-
(
/.
graduate) and the degree program is in a police related field (including but not limited to criminal
justice, MPA, MBA and JD degrees). However, the City shall not be required to reimburse in excess
of Thirty-five Thousand Dollars ($35,000.00) per fiscal year, and in the event requests for
reimbursement exceeds Thirty-five'Thousand Dollars ($35,000.00) in a fiscal year, the employees
shall be reimbursed on a pro-rata basis up to the Thirty-five Thousand Dollars ($35,000.00). In the
year subsequent to a year in which employees reimbursement requests are pro-rated, if the
reimbursements paid for that year are less than Thirty-five Thousand Dollars ($35,000.00), the
employees who were previously pro-rated shall be entitled to reimbursement of previously
unreimbursed expenses, from the expense pool, on a pro-rata basis. Reimbursement pursuant to this
section shall be made upon presentation of the receipts from the employee. Reimbursement shall
be contingent upon completion of the course with a grade of "C" or the numerical equivalent of a
"C".
9. Appropriate changes in ~e dates referred to shall be made in Section 3 and Section
50 of the Agreement.
10. Except for the modifications agreed to herein, the 1991-1993 Agreement, as modified
by the Interest Arbitration Award, shall be continued without change.
11. The effective date of this Agreement, unless otherwise noted, shall be the 1st day of
the month following ratification of the Agreement by both parties.
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}1 The parties acknowledge that this Agreement is subject to approval by the City
1~1a
Council and ratification by the PBA membership.
Dated: i:v1~!
JOHN E. CREEDON POLICE BENEVOLENT
ASSOCIATION OF UTICA, NEW YORK, INC.
Dated: July ~~ 1998
~a
1\0(1. Q.J'IC\.""'('~
J es . Franco, PresIdent
((
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STATE OF NEW YORK
PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS BOARD.
INTEREST ARBITRATION PANEL
In the Matter of the Arbitration
between
.
.
.
.
THE CITY OF UTICA,
Public Employer,
.
.
.
.
.
. OPINION
"
-and-
.
.
.
. AND
JOHN E. CREEDON POLICE BENEVOLENT
ASSOCIATION,
.
.
.
. AWARD
.
.
Employee Organization. .
.
PERB Case No. IA93-018; M92-604
.
.
.
.
.
.
BEFORE: Jeffrey M. Selchick, Esq.
Public Panel Member and Chairman
Ronald G. Dunn, Esq.
Employee Organization Panel Member
Benjamin J. Ferrara, Esq.
Employer Panel Member
APPEARANCES:
For City of Utica:
Ferrara, Fiorenza, Larrison, Barrett & Reitz, P.C.
Henry F. Sobota, Esq., of Counsel
For John E. Creedon Police Benevolent Association:
Gleason, Dunn, Walsh & O'Shea
Mark T. Walsh, Esq., of Counsel
1... ")
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BACKGROUND
Pursuant to the provisions contained in Section 209.4 of the
Civil Service Law, the undersigned Panel was designated by the
'Chairperson of the'New York State Public Employment Relations
Board, to make ~ just and reasonable determination of a dispute
between the City of Utica ("City") and the John E. Creedon Police
Benevolent Association ("PBA").
,The City of Utica is a municipal corporation located in
Oneida County. Its population is currently. estimated as
approximately 70,000 people.
(
The PBA is the'certified bargaining agent for all Police
Officers employed by the City, exclusive of the Chief of Police
and the Deputy Chiefs. 'There are 164 unit positions, but due to
unfilled vacancies, there has'consistently been less than the
, full complement.
The last collective bargaining agreement between the parties
covered the period commencing October 1, 1987 and ending March
31, 1991. For the period commencing April 1, 1991 and ending
March .31, 1993, the parties were subject to an Interest
Arbitration Award, which was issued on September 25, 1992. That
Interest Arbitration Award expired on March 31, 1993.
('
(
. ~
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Prior to the expiration of the 1991-93 Award, the parties
began negotiations for a successor contract in late 1992, ~t
such negotiations were unsuccessful, and in February of 1993 the
parties reached impasse. Subsequent mediation by a PERB Mediator
was unsuccessful, and on July 28, 1993, the PBA filed a Petition
for Interest Arbitration pursuant to Section 209.4 of the civil
Service Law.
The City filed a Response to said Petition on August 16,
1993, and thereafter, on December 16, 1993 the undersigned Public
Arbitration. Panel was designated by the Public Employment
Relations Board, pursuant to Section 209.4 of the NYS Civil
Service Law.
Hearings were conducted before the undersigned Panel in.
utica on December 21, 1993, February 17, March 23 and June 16,
.1994. At all hearings, both parties were represented by Counsel
and by other representatives. Both parties submitted numerous
and extensive exhibits and documentation, and both parties
presented argument on their respective positions. After the
hearing process was completed, both parties submitted additional
exhibits and post-hearing briefs to the Panel.
.Thereafter, the undersigned Panel met in several Executive
Sessions, and reviewed all data, evidence, argument and issues.
After significant discussion and deliberations at the Executive
Sessions, the Panel members reached unanimous agreement on this
Interest Arbitration Award.
~
. ~
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The positions originally taken by both parties are quite
adequately specified i~ the Petition and the Response, n~ous
hearing exhibits, and post-hearing briefs, which are all
incorporated by reference into this Award. Such positions will
merely be summarized for the purposes of this Opinion and Award.
The parties extended the jurisdiction of the Panel and
requested that a three year Award be'issued. Set out herein is
the Panel's Award as to what constitutes a just and reasonable
determination of the parties' contract for the period April 1,
1993 through March 31, 1996.
(
In arriving at such determination, the Panel has considered
the following factors, as specified in Section 209.4 of' the Civil
Service Law:
a) 'comparison of the wages, hours and conditions of
employment of the employees involved in the arbitration
proceeding with the wages, hours and conditions of
employment of other employees performing similar services or
requiring similar skills. under similar working conditions
and with other employees generally in public and private
employment in ~omparable communities;
b) the interests and welfare of the public and the
financial ability of the public employer to pay;
c) comparison of peculiarities in regard to other
trades or professions, including specifically, 1) hazards of
employment; 2) physical qualifications; 3) educational
qualifications; 4) mental qualifications; 5) job training
and' skills;
d) the terms of collective agreements negotiated
between the parties in the past providing for compensation
and fringe benefits, including, but not limited to.,the
provisions for salary, insurance and retirement benefits,
medical and hospitalization benefits, paid time off and job
security.
((
c. ~
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HEALTH INSURANCE
Discussion on Health Insurance
The continuing problem with increasing health insurance
costs is at the center of the instant dispute. 'Under the current'
contractual commitment, the City provides 100% of health
insurance coverage for all members of the police unit, except for
those employees hired after April 1, 1990, who are required to
, ,
contribute 25% of the cost of health insurance. All parties
recognize that the continued escalation of employee benefit costs
significantly affects the City~s ability to pay for a fair and
reasonable increase. in salary. During the instant arbitration
hearings, the City indicated that the cost of providing family
health insurance and related benefits coverage under the existing
plan for police members is $6,917 for 1994-95 (City Exhibit 40).
This represents an increase of 10.4% over the cost for the same
health coverage in 1993-94 (PBA Exhibit 31).
To its credit, the City is attempting to have all City
employees, not just members of the Police unit, contribute 10% of
the cost of health insurance, 'in addition to those hired after
April 1, 1990, who are already contributing 25%, and under the
City's proposal, will continue to pay 25%. The City has reached
agreement with the CSEA unit that if other city employees,
including either police or fire are required to contribute 10%,
then CSEA unit members will, contribute 10%. Additionally, the
City is seeking significant changes in the current health
~( Page 6
insurance coverage, including increased deductibles, increased
prescription co-pays and a less expensive dental plan, alr-Qf
which should serve to lower the costs. However, it is important
to note that the City cannot indicate just how much will be saved
by either the changes in the current plan, or 'by having all
members of the police unit hired pre-April 1, 1990 contribute 10%
of health insurance costs.
There is no question that the Panel is concerned with the
overall financial health of the City. In that regard, the Panel
takes notice of how the City is attempting to manage-health
(
insurance costs in the other bargaining units. However, the
focus-of the Panel herein must be to continue tq provide quality
health insurance benefits for members of the police unit at a
fiscally prudent and reasonable cost to both the City and the
members of the police unit. What will or will not be done in
other City bargaining units (excluding fire) is merely collateral
to the decisions which must be made herein by this Panel. More
importantly, the Panel must consider other proper police
comparables to determine a fair and equitable resolution to the
health insurance issue for police in Utica.
~.
'.
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In viewing the appropriate police comparables1, it is
apparenf that all municipalities continue to struggle to fTnd
ways to cope with increasing health insurance costs. Binghamton
and Niagara Falls continue to pay 100% of health insurance costs
for police (PBA Exhibit 1, tabs 2 and 5). However, Schenectady
and Troy provide for a health insurance contribution which is
scaled back during the first five years of employment, resulting
in the payment of 100% of health insurance costs by the employer
(PEA Exhibit 1, tabs 8 and 11). Furthermore, Rome currently
provides 100% of health insurance costs for all employees except
for those hired after December 31, 1985, who contribute 25% (PBA
(
Exhibit 1, tab 6).
Also of interest herein is that the City of Utica is
currently providing 100% of the cost of health insurance to City
firefighters, except those hired after April 1, 1990, who pay
25%. The City.has made efforts to maintain parity.in health
insurance coverage for police and fire, and now indicates that it
seeks to provide consistent cost-benefits. and a reasonable
contribution from all City employees, including management
personnel.
1 The parties have agreed that the proper comparables for
Utica police are those which were used in the 1991-1993. Interest
Arbitration Award issued by Chairman Selchick on September 25,
1992. Those cities--all in New York State--are Niagara Falls,
SChenectady, Troy, Binghamton and Rome.
(
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It-is the view of the Panel, after careful study, th~'the
City's high cost of health insurance is a direct result of the
present system of being self-insured in this area. The self-
insurance m~thod of paying claims, cou~led with the necessary
cost of the third party administration of benefits, has evolved
to the point at which the City'has no choice but to pay what the
Panel views .as an excessively high cost for health coverage--that
of almost $7,000 per year per police employee for family
coverage. While the City is correct that assessing all po1ice
members hired before April 1, 1990 a 10% contribution will
provide some immediate relief, it does not realistically solve
('
the problem for the future.
As health costs under the current City plan will continue to
rise at an alarming rate, the City will have to seek additional
contributions beyond the 10% from members hired before April 1,
1990, until such time as all police are paying 25% of their
health insurance costs. Providing the City with the requested
10% contribution to the current plan merely solves an immediate
shortfall, and does not address the real problem. That is, the
City's cost of prov~ding health insurance coverage is simply too
high.
((
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There is no question that the City has recognized that the
-
cost of the current health insurance program is too high, '-andin
response to a consultant's study (City Exhibit 35) has requested
changes in coverage and increased co-pays as mechanisms to help
reduce costs. Nonetheless, even the consultant's study
recognizes that such changes and increased co-pays will not
reduce costs by any certain amount; as it all depends on the
frequency and nature of claLms presented to the plan. This is
the essential problem with the concept of self-insurance, and it
is the view of the Panel that such changes and co-pays as
requested by the City, along with the 10% contribution for all
members, are insufficient to resolve the health insurance problem
on a long term basis.
Rather, it is the finding of the Panel that the only certain
way to reduce costs is to change to a more efficient and better
managed health insurance program. In the face of continuing
health insurance costs, it is necessary to change to a plan which
recognizes that managed care is the key to keeping costs down,
and yet still providing a high level' of benefits. Accordingly,
it is the finding of the Panel that effective April I, 1995, the
City shall provide health insurance coverage for members of the
police unit by joining the New York state Government Employees
Health Insurance Program as a participating agency, and shall
adopt a resolution to such effect, providing that police shall be
covered by the Empire Plan benefits described as Core plus
Medical and Psychiatric Enhancements.
( Page 10
The Panel has been. advised by representatives of .the NYS
Government Employees Health Insurance Program that under state
law it must accept the Utica police' unit in the NYS Government
Employees Health Insurance Program (often referred to as the
Empire Plan), and that the approximate cost of requested coverage
will be slightly over $5,000 per year per employee for family
coverage.2 That represents a very significant savings for the
City from the existing. coverage provided through self-insurance
for the duration of this Award and the future years.
(
While there is no doubt some differences in coverage and/or
benefits provided, as well as required co-pays, the Panel finds
that the Empire Plan as.designated herein provides substantially
similar coverage to that currently enjoyed by utica police---at a
much reduced cost to the City.
It is important to emphasize that the Panel is only
directing a change in the health insurance coverage for members
of the police bargaining unit. While the City has indicated a
desire and even had.entered into separate agreements for other
bargaining units to make changes if such are made for the police,
this Panel is aware and cognizant that our jurisdiction extends
only to members of the police bargaining unit.
2 The Panel' recognizes that there may be other cost-
effective managed health insurance plans available which would
fit the needs expressed herein. The Panel has decided upon the
NYS Empire Plan because it is required by law to accept,the City
of Utica as a participating agency at an established cost,.and
because it has a proven and ongoing track record in the Utica
area.
((
.
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The savings gained from changing to the Empire Plan will
both serve to help to fund salary increases provided in tfirs
Award and to help the City avoid future unbudgeted and unplanned
for increases beyond the norm in the area of health insurance.
The Empire Plan is gaining notice for its concept of managed care
and for providing a high level of benefit at the lowest cost
possible. The Panel believes that such astute management will
continue in the future and will save the City future dollars.
However, the Panel further finds that some contribution to
health insurance should be required of every employee in the
police unit, not just those who were hired after April 1, 1990.
All police share equally in the dangers of their chosen
profession and all should share equally in the costs of benefits
provided to them. Therefore, effective with the changeover to
the Empire plan on April 1, 1995, all members of the police unit
will contribute 10% of the cost of their coverage, whether
individual or family. The 25% contribution now paid by police
hired after April 1, 1990 shall be reduced to 10% effective with
the changeover to the Empire Plan on April 1, 1995. The City
shall adopt and implement a Flexible Benefit Plan pursuant to
Section 125 of the Internal Revenue Code. All contributions made
by Utica police for health insurance coverage shall be made and
taken by the City in accord with Section 125 of the Internal
Revenue Code, providing for a Flexible Benefit Plan.
((
.
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It is not the intent of the Panel to disturb the current
enrollments of any members of the police unit in Health
Maintenance Organizations (IHMO's"), but only to replace the
city's existing self-insurance known as the Blue Cross/Blue
Shield UB17X Plan. All such HMO's in which police are currently
enrolled shall continue in accord with current practice.
For those police enrolled in an HMO, including police hired
after April 1, 1990, there shall be no employee contribution
required, unless the net cost of HMO coverage exceeds 90% of the
cost of Empire Plan coverage (individual or family coverage as
selected). In the event selected HMO coverage exceeds 90%. of the
net cost of Empire Plan coverage, the employee must contribute
that portion of the. increased cost, up to a maxLmum of 10% cost
of the Empire Plan (individual or family.coverage as selected).
Members of the police unit who retire on or after the date
of this Award shall be bound by the health insurance provisions
herein, and shall, effective April 1, 1995, contribute 10%
towards the cost of their health insurance coverage, individual
or family coverage as selected.
The Panel has found herein that changing to the Empire Plan
provides substantial benefits at a significantly lower cost than
the City is now incurring. However, in the event the Empire Plan
premiums increase, the City shall have the right to change to a
((
-"
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different health insurance plan if the Empire Plan premiums have
increased to the extent that another plan providing substantially
similar coverage is more cost effective. This shall not affect
the contribution rates specified in this Award.
Upon determination by the City that another health insurance
plan is more cost effective, it shall give the PBA 90 days
advance notice of such change, and shall allow the PBA to examine
the new plan and present any arguments of objection to the city.
The City shall have the unilateral right to change to a
different health insurance plan, so long as the coverage provided
is substantially similar to the Empire Plan. The issue of
"
.
whether or not the new plan is substantially similar shall be
arbitrable at the request of the PBA, and the Panel Chairman
retains jurisdiction of this issue during the term covered by
this Award.
While not discussed in detail herein, this Award continues
the current Dental Plan provided to members of the police unit.
The Panel also finds that there should be a 10% employee
contribution for the Dental/Optical Plan for precisely the same
reasons as Health Insurance generally. "The Panel Award further
provides that the City shall have the right to change to a
different Dental Plan of substantially similar coverage upon 90
days notice to the PEA, if the City determines that such new plan
would be more cost-effective. Upon such determination by the
.'
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City, and notice to the PBA, the PBA shall be allowed to examine
the new-plan and present any arguments of objection to the City.
The issue of whether or not the new plan is substantially similar
is arbitrable at the request of the PBA, and the Panel Chairman
retains jurisdiction of this issue during the term covered by
this Award.
Accordingly, and after consideration of the extensive
exhibits, documentation, and testimony presented herein; and,
after due consideration of the criteria specified in Section
209.4 of the Civil Service Law, the Panel makes the following
( AWARD ON HEALTH INSURANCE
1. Effective April 1, 1995, the City shall adopt the
necessary resolution and take all other required action to adopt
the New York State Government Health Insurance Program, Core plus
Medical and Psychiatric Enhancements, for members of the police
unit.
2. Effective April 1, 1995, all members of the police unit
will contribute 10% of the cost of their coverage, whether
individual or family. The 25% contribution now paid by police
hired after April 1, 1990 shall be reduced to 10% effective with
the changeover to the Empire Plan on April 1, 1995. The City
shall adopt and implement a Flexible Benefit Plan pursuant to
Section 125 of. the Internal Revenue Code. All contributions made
by Utica police for health insurance coverage shall be made and
((
.
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taken by the City in accord with Section 125 of the Internal
Revenue-Code, providing for a Flexible Benefit Plan. -;;.--
3. All HMO's in which police are currently enrolled shall
continue in accord with current practice. For those police
enrolled in an HMO, including police hired after April 1, 1990,
there shall be no employee contribution required, unless the net
cost of HMO coverage exceeds 90% of the cost of Empire Plan
coverage (individual or family coverage as selected). In-the
event selected HMO coverage exceeds 90% of the net cost of Empire
Plan coverage, the employee must contribute that portion of the
increased cost, up to a maximum of 10% cost of the Empire Plan
(individual or family coverage as selected).
4. Members of the police unit who retire on or after the
date of this Award shall be bound by the health insurance
- provisions herein, and shall, effective April 1, 1995, contribute
10% towards the cost of their health insurance coverage,
individual or family coverage as selected.
5. The City shall have the right to change to a different
health insurance plan if the Empire Plan premiums have increased
to the extent that another plan providing substantially similar
coverag~ is more cost effective. Upon determination by the City
that another plan is more cost effective, it shall give the PBA
90 days advance notice of such change~ and shall allow the PBA to
examine the new plan and present any arguments of objection to
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the city. The issue of whether or not the new plan is
substantIally similar is arbitrable at the request of the'~A,
and the Panel Chairman retains jurisdiction of this issue during
the term covered by this Award.
6. The current Dental/Optical Plan provided to members of
the police unit shall be continued'unless changed by the City as
provided herein. Effective April 1, 1995, all members of the
police unit will contribute 10% of the cost of coverage, whether
individual or family. All contributions made by utica police for
Dental/Optical coverage shall be made and taken by the City in
(-
accord with section 125 of the Internal Revenue Code, providing
for a Flexibie Benefit Plan. Effective on the date of this
Award, the City shall have the right to change to a different
Dental/Optical Plan of substantially similar coverage upon 90
days notice to the PBA, if the City determines that such new
Dental/Optical Plan would be more cost-effective. Upon such
determination by the City, and notice to the PBA, the PBA shall
be allowed to examine the new Dental/Optical Plan and present any
arguments of objection to the City. The issue of whether or not
the new Dental/Optical plan is substantially similar is
arbitrable at the request of the PEA, and the Panel Chairman
retains jurisdiction of this issue during the term covered by
this Award.
(
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SALARY
Discussion on Salary
Notwithstanding the health care cost concerns raised by the
City, the paramount issue as articulated by the PBA is in gaining
a significant increase in 'salary so that the Utica police are no
longer the lowest paid police when compared to similar cities.
The PBA is seeking a 15% salary increase effective April 1, 1993,
and a 15% salary increase effective April 1, 1994. The PBA
maintains that such proposed significant increases are required
and justified' based on comparable salaries received by police
officers in similar cities. The PBA argues that the Utica police
(
remain the lowest paid police when viewed against the agreed upon
comparable cities--Niagara Falls, Schenectady, Troy, Binghamton
and Rome. The PEA also indicates that the Utica police remain
below the Utica firefighters in overall compensation.
The City argues that its economic condition has not
significantly improved since the 1991-93 Interest Arbitration
Award for police, and that increased costs in providing health
insurance for City employees, including the police, prevents it
from funding the high salary increase sought by the PBA. The
City offers a 4% increase effective 4/1/93 and a 4% increase
effective 4/1/94, but only if coupled with an extensive cost
containment award on health insurance.
(
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The City points 9ut that through prior Interest Arbitration
Awards and subsequent collective bargaining, police offic~
salaries in utica have increased 47% between 1984 and 1991. In
the last. Interest Arbitration Award, covering the 1991-1993
period, the PEA unit received a 6% increase effective April 1,
1991, a 4% increase effective April 1, 1992 and a 2% increase
effective January 1, 1993. It is the position of the City that
due to past increases, the.current City salary offer is fair and
reasonable, and is comparable to that received by other police in
the agreed upon comparable cities. The average of the increases
received by police in such comparable cities for the relevant
time period is only 2.5% and no increase larger than 4.5% was
( received by any of the police units in such comparable cities
during this time period.
The City argues that when looking beyond the five agreed
upon comparable cities, it is clear that police settlements and
interest arbitration awards have ranged from 0% to 6% per year,
with the majority coming in below that which is currently being
offered by the City herein (see Cities of Auburn, Town/Village of
Harrison, City of Kingston, and City of Amsterdam settlements and
Awards.) .
The.City points out that the rate of inflation has steadily
declined, and reached a 7 year low of 2.7% in 1993. The most
recent figure (May 1994) puts the rate of increase at ~.1% for
the month and 2.3% during the previous 12 months.
(
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The City remind~ the Panel that utica must be considered a
relative~y poor city, consisting of large numbers of retired
residents living on fixed incomes, and that it has a declining
property tax base. During the past decade, city taxes have
increased nearly every year (City Exhibit 4). In 1993-94 City
taxes were increased by 22%. Due to increases in City school
taxes, the real property tax burden has continued to rise sharply
each year. In addition to increased real property taxes, the
City has implemented a system of user fees for garbage removal,
which impacts upon the same property owners as the increase in
real property taxes (City Exhibits 22, 28 and 29). Further, the
City has encountered a problem in collecting taxes, with
( uncollected taxes increasing to 7.1% in 1991-92.
In reaching the salary determinations herein, the Panel has
considered the current state of the Utica area's economy, and the
attendant loss of jobs from the realignment of nearby Griffis Air
Force Base (City Exhibit 14). The Panel has also reviewed the
city's budget for 1993-94 (City Exhibit 11) and 1994-95 (City
Exhibit 18>",as well as the budget history for the past 10 years
(City Exhibit 26). The Panel has also reviewed Utica's current
bond rating (City Exhibits 13 and 31) and the City's overall
financial status (City Exhibits 1, 2A, 2B, 23, 24, 25A, 25B and
32). The Panel notes that the City has implemented a tax cut in
the property tax rate for 94-95 and that the previous budget
deficit has been addressed by the issuance of Special Revenue
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Bonds pursuant to state legislation (Chapter 711, Laws of 92; PBA
Exhibit 4).
The Panel has considered all of the data and arguments
presented by both parties, and has applied such data to the
criteria mandated by statute as specified in Section 209.4 of the
Civil Service Law. .
It is clear that the proper comparables for utica pol~ce
'officers are the New York State cities used in the 1991-93
Interest Arbitration Award. Those cities are Niagara Falls, with
(
a population of approximately 62,000 people and a police
department of 154; Schenectady, with a population of
approximately 65,000 people and a police department of 142; Troy,
with a population of over 54,000 people and a police department
of 126; Binghamton, with a population of approximately 53,000
,people and a police department of 136; and Rome, which although
smaller than utica .inboth population and the size of the police
department, has many similarities with utica. The Panel also has
compared utica police officers with Oneida County Deputy
Sheriffs, where appropriate.
As the Panel stated in the 1991-93 Interest Arbitration
Award, there are many factors that must be considered under the
Taylor Law to reach a just and reasonable determination of the
proper compensation to be awarded to the Utica police herein.
The issue of Utica's ability to pay is an important factor that
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must be given paramount attention, but it must be viewed against
the qbvtous importance of maintaining an acceptable level'~
police services. which are necessary. to protect the citizens of
Utica. The ability of the employer to provide for salary
increases must be balanced with the public safety and welfare,
and the obligation to provide Utica police officers with a fair
and equitable wage for the important and in many cases, dangerous
work which they. perform.
As of 3/31/93" the top base salary for a utica police
officer was $31,672. A review of salaries of police officers
with similar service experience, in the comparable cities as of
( 3/31/93 is revealing:
Niagara Falls
Schenectady.
Troy
Binghamton
Rome
$34,383
$35,126
$34,662
$34,813
$33,957
Although the Utica police starting salary of $25,756 is
still either above or at the starting salaries of the comparable
cities, it is clear that the top base salary for experienced
utica police officers is below that of comparable cities and
requires adjustment.
As of 3/31/93, a Utica police sergeant earns $34,842, while
police sergeants in comparable cities earn as follows:
Niagara Falls
Schenectady
Troy.
Binghamton
$34,717
$37,516
$41,055
$38,214
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It is clear to this Panel that utica police sergeants are behind
police sergeants in comparable cities, with the exception'~
Niagara Falls, in terms of base salary. Albeit, the utica
sergeants are not nearly as far behind when compared to other
departments as are Utica police officers.
The City has made provisions in its budget for a 4% salary
increase for police for 1993-94 and an additional 4% salary
increase for police in 1994-95. The salary increases awarded
herein utilize the money previously budgeted, and fund the
increase for 1995-96 with the savings garnered from the change in
health insurance and the 10% health insurance contribution to be
( made by all members of the police unit. It is the considered
opinion of the Panel that such increases as provided herein are
within the ability of the City to pay and will not require any
additional tax levy or bond issuance to be met.
The Panel has also considered the fact that the complement
,of utica police officers remains unfilled under the authorized
positions of 164 (PEA Exhibit 2)~ This has resulted in
significant savings to the City in salary and other benefits.
While .some increased overtime for the remaining officers has
resulted from this reduction in complement, the overall effect
has been of a monetary' saving to the City (PEA Exhibit 14).
Therefore, after careful consideration and review of all the
data and material presented herein, the Panel has concluded that
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salary increases to utica police officers are warranted, and that
the City does have the ability to pay such modest increas~~
Such increases are necessary, and will bring utica police up to
par when viewed against comparable police departments in upstate
New York.
However, it is apparent that the entry level salary for
utica police continues to be acceptable, based on number of
applicants seeking employment as utica police, and when compared
with the starting salaries of other comparable police
departments. The Panel has therefore, excluded entry level
salaries from any of the salary increases awarded herein, and has
( frozen the entry level salary for a utica police officer at
$25,756 until March 31, 1996.
The Panel also finds that second year salaries for utica
police are equal to the norm in other comparable police
departments, and therefore excludes second year police from
receiving any increase until 4/1/95, as more fully detailed in
the Award infra.
Accordingly; and after consideration of the extensive
exhibits, documentation, and testimony presented herein; and,
after due consideration of the criteria specified in section
209.4 of the civil Service Law, the Panel makes the following
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AWARD ON SALARY
1. All police unit members who were on the police payroll
on 4/1/93 and were at the third year base salary or above, and
. remain on the payroll on the dat.e of. this Award, shall receive a
lump sum payment of $1,250 in lieu of any percentage increase to
salary or any other payment. .This payment of $1,250 shall be
placed on the salary schedule effective 4/1/95, with the
exception.of the entry level salary and the second year salary.
2. All police unit members who were on the police payroll
on 4/1/94 and were at the third year base salary or above, and
(
remain on the payroll on the date of this Award, shall receive a
lump sum payment of $1,250 in lieu of any percentage increase to
salary or any other payment. This payment of $1,250 shall be
placed on the salary schedule effective 4.11/95, with the
exception of the entry level salary and the second year salary.
3. The above two payments of $1,250 each to eligible unit
members shall constitute the sole and full retroactive payment
for the period commencing 4/1/93 and ending 3/31/95.
4. Effective 4/1/95 the salary schedule shall be increased
by 3%, with the exception of the entry level salary which remains
frozen at $25,756.
('
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5. Effective 1/1/96 the salary schedule shall be increased
by 3.5%; with the exception qf the entry level salary whictt
remains frozen at $25,756.
6. The salary of superior officers shall continue to be at
least 10% higher than the salary of the comparable officer at the
next lower rank.
7. The salary schedule for the 1993-96 Agreement is'
attached hereto as Appendix A.
(
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LONGEVITY PAYMENTS
Discussion on Lonqevity
The PBA seeks increases in longevity payments made to police
officers for years of service. Specifically, the PBA requests
that longevity increments be a percentage of base salary and
requests that the number of years of service required to be
eligible for such increments be modified. The City is opposed to
any increase in longevity payments.
The issue of longevity payments arose after the issuance of
the 1991-93 Interest Arbitration Award and resulted in all
increments being added to the salary schedule. That salary
( schedule, including longevity increments, was used as the basis
of the salary award made herein. Therefore, longevity increments
are now included on the salary schedule for 1993-96 attached
hereto as Appendix A. Accordingly, the PBA proposal is denied,
as there is no need to make any award on longevity. Further,
that Section 4 of the 1991-93 Agreement which pertains to
Longevity payments should be deleted from the 1993-96 Agreement
as unnecessary.
AWARD ON LONGEVITY PAYMENTS
The PBA proposal seeking increases and modifications to
longevity payments is denied, as such payments are included in
the attached salary schedule (Appendix A). Accordingly, Section
4 of the 1991-93 Agreement which pertains to Longevity payments
shall be deleted from the 1993-96 Agreement as unnecessary.
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SENIORITY
Discussion on Seniority
In the 1991~93 Interest Arbitration Award, the Panel
modified the definition of seniority to include only service as a
police officer, and further provided that seniority be the
determining factor ~or vacation scheduling, subject to the
. operating needs of the Police Department. In the instant.
arbitration, the PBA requests that a more precise definition of
seniority be adopted, and that seniority be utilized for bidding
for assignments, vacancies, transfers, and overtime assignments,
( in addition to vacation scheduling. The PBA asserts that every
single comparable police department--Binghamton, New Hartford,
Niagara Falls, Rome, Troy and Schenectady, all have seniority
based bidding for assignments, vacancies and transfers.
The City responds that the current system of making
assignments has been based upon the use of stated criteria by the
Police Chief (see PEA Exhibit 21), and that such system has
worked well over the years and has served to allow the Department
the necessary flexibility' for making assignments and transfers.
The City argues that seniority should be only one of many
relevant criteria utilized for making assignments and transfers,
as has been the custom and practice for over two decades.
The Panel finds that a more detailed definition of seniority
.is needed to avoid disputes over use of seniority, and generally
(~'
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adopts the definition as proposed by the PBA with minor
modifications. The exact text of the seniority definition-'
awarded by the Panel is set out in 'the Award section.
In connection with the application of seniority as a
"specific criteria" to particular benefits and conditions
contained in the 'contract, the' Panel received much testimony,
opinion and forecasting from the parties on its feasibility and
the practical impact on decisions which affect the day-to-day
operations, of the department~
With regard to vacation scheduling, the Panel finds that
( there have been problems with vacation scheduling by seniority,
in that some members of the unit are deprived of any vacation
whatsoever during the summer vacation period. Therefore, Section
IS of the 1991-93 Agreement shall be amended to provide that
while seniority shall determine the granting of vacation days,
all members of the unit shall be entitled to bid for and be
granted 1 week vacation during the period commencing June 15 and
ending September 15 of each year. However, all granting of
vacation days remains subject to the necessary operating needs of
the Department, as provided in Section 15 of the 1991-93
Agreement.
Regarding transfers, the Pane~ heard some testimony
concerning what was perceived by the PBA as disciplinary
transfers of certain police officers during August/September 1993
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and in December 1993 ..(PEA Exhibits 20A through 20D and 22). This
-
was disputed by the City's witnesses. The Panel does.not'Delieve
that seniority should be the sole determining factor for
transfers, but rather agrees with the City that it is one of many
relevant criteria to be considered.
However, the Panel does find that unit employees should not
be subject to disciplinary transfers without proper procedural
..
safeguards, and awards that such protection should be added to
. the Agreement. Any such claim of a disciplinary transfer shall
be subject to grievance and arbitration under the Agreement.
(
.As to vacancies, the Panel does not believe it to be
appropriate to have seniority be the sole determining factor.
The Panel is of the.view that seniority is a primary factor to be
considered. In the past, the Utica Chief has given seniority
equal weight with.other criteria when filling vacancies. The
Panel finds that seniority is entitled to greater weight.than the
other criteria, but that such relevant factors regarding the
performance in.the vacancy must be considered when filling
vacancies which the City in its discretion determines should be
filled. Therefore, the Panel adopts a modified seniority
provision for filling vacancies, which shall establish that when
all other relevant factors concerning qualifications, including
performance in the vacancy are substantially equal, seniority
shall be used as the final determining factor. In the event the
most senior candidate is not selected, he/she shall be entitled
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upon request to the reasons for such non-selection. If not
-
satisfied, the non-selected candidate may file a grievance;-'which
shall be subject to arbitration. The initial decision as to the
relative qualifications of the candidates shall remain in the
discretion of the City subject to review as noted above.
The PBA has also requested'that overtime assignments be made
based on seniority. While the Panel does not accept the PBA
proposal, it does find that the current method of assignment of
overtime has led to perceptions of inequity and favoritism among
certain members of the unit. Although the Panel recognizes that
unscheduled overtime must continue to be assigned at the
( discretion of police management based on operational needs, the
Panel is of the view that the opportunity to work scheduled
overtime should be assigned equitably amongst all members who
desire to be called' for such overtime.
Therefore, the Panel awards that all'scheduled overtime
shall be equitably distributed among all qualified members of the
department by seniority, who have expressed an interest in being
assigned such overtime. Commencing on January 1, 1995, and every
six (6,)months thereafter, members of the department interested
in working scheduled overtime shall place their name on a
scheduled overtime roster with a telephone number where they can
be reached on short notice, from which scheduled overtime shall
be assigned in order of seniority using a rotating wheel. If a
member refuses the overtime or cannot be reached at the telephone
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number they have designated, that person shall be skipped and
will not be eligible for scheduled overtime again until the'wheel
rotates again to their position.
All other PBA proposals for modifications in the current
practices in the department which would require the use of
seniority'as an exclusive, controlling.or determining factor are
rejected by the Panel.
AWARD ON SENIORITY
(
Accordingly, the Panel Awards that the definition of
seniority contained in Section. 19 be cnanged to read as follows:
Section 19. Seniority
a. Definition of Seniority
The employee's seniority shall be determined by the
employee's length of service as a police officer in the utica
.Police Department. The effective date of employment as a sworn
police officer shall be used as the original date of employment.
S~niority in rank shall be determined by the effective date of
the employee's permanent appointment to that rank from a civil
service list provided that the first date of employment is the
same. For the purpose of determining relative seniority between
employees who receive appointments to the rank of patrolman on
the same day, the employee who receives the higher mark on the
civil service examination shall be deemed to have the greater
seniority. Should the marks be tied, a flip of a coin shall
determine relative seniority. For the purpose of determining
relative seniority between employees who receive promotional
appointments effective on the same day, the employee with the
greater seniority in the department shall be deemed to have the.
greater seniority between the two employees. Any periods of
unpaid leave shall be deducted from the calculation of an
employee's seniority date.
(
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b. Seniority List
A current seniority list showing the names, length ot--'
service, department assignments and rank shall be furnished to
the PEA on or about.January 1 of each year. A copy of the list
shall be maintained by the department for inspection by members
'of the unit.
c. Loss of Seniority
An employee shall forfeit seniority rights only for the
following reasons:
1. Resignation without reinstatement within one (1) year.
2. Dlsmissal without reinstatement.
3. Retirement.
As regards vacation scheduling, the Panel awards a
( modification of Section 15 of the 1991-93 Agreement, which shall
be amended to provide that while seniority shall determine the
granting of vacation days, all members of the unit shall be
entitled to bid for and be granted 1 week.vacation during the
period commencing June 15 and ending September 15 of each year.
'All granting of vacation days remains subject to the necessary
operating needs of the Department, as provided in Section 15 of
the 1991-93 Agreement.
Regarding the issue of involuntary transfers, the Panel
rejects the PEA proposal to have all such transfers determined by
seniority. The Panel awards that a new provision be added to the
1993-96 Agreement which provides that all decisions regarding
involuntary transfers of employees to positions or job
assignments (except for filling of vacancies) shall remain in the
sole discretion and autho~ity of the department management.
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However, absent agreement by an employee, transfers made for the
purpose of imposing discipline shall be subject to review'under
the grievance and arbitration provisions of the Agreement.
As to vacancies, the Panel awards that a new provision be
added to the 1993-96 Agreement which will read as follows:
"If all other factors relevant ~o the filling of the vacancy are
substantially equal, seniority shall be the determining factor
for the filling of vacancies. In the event the most senior
candidate is not selected, upon request, he shall be provided
with the reasons for such non-selection. This provision shall be
subject to grievance and arbitration under the Agreement."
(
As regards the assignment of scheduled overtime, a roster
shall be created by the department on January 1, 1995, and
updated every six (6) months, of all members who wish to be
assigned scheduled overtime. A member who wishes to be
considered for sch~duled overtime will leave their telephone
number on the list where they can be reached on short notice.
Such assignment of scheduled overtime shall be equitably
distributed pursuant to such roster in order of seniority using a "
rotating wheel. If a member refuses the overtime or cannot be
reached at the telephone number they have designated, that member
shall be'skipped and will not be eligible for scheduled overtime,
again until the wheel rotates again to their position.
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OUT OF TITLE WORK
Discussion on Out of Title Work
The 1991-93 Agreement provides in Section. 8 that an employee
assigned to perform the duties of a higher rank shall receive the
higher rate of pay only when the employee is replacing a superior
who is sick or on a leave of absence. Therefore, if an employee
is assigned to perform the duties of a higher rank while such
position is vacant, he receives no additional pay for performing
the work at the higher rank. Section 8 further provides that
when out of title pay is awarded as a result of performing duties
of a higher rank when filling in for a superior who is sick or on
( a leave of absence, such out of title pay is only provided
commencing with the sixth (6th) full day of such assignment.
The PBA seeks a modification of the Agreement providing that
out of title pay be provided for all the time.an employee
performs the duties of a higher rank, regardless of the reason
for such assignment. The PBA requests that such pay be provided
commencing on the first day of such out of title work assignment.
The City opposes the PBA proposal as suggesting a de facto
promotion for officers regularly assigned to perform the duties
of a higher rank, and constitutes a violation of Section 61(2) of
the Civil Service Law.
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The Panel finds that there is no basis for the distinction
-
as to the reason an employee is assigned to perform the duties of'
a higher rank which should serve as'the basis. for out of title
pay. It is the view of the Panel that regardless of reason, if
an employee is specifically assigned to perform the duties of a
higher rank on a temporary basis, he should be compensated at the
rate of pay for the higher rank. This is exactly what is
currently provided for utica Firefighters in their collective
bargaining agreement (see Article V, Section 5). This is 'also
what is found in a review of the other comparable police
departments. Further, neither the utica Fire Department nor the
(
other comparable police departments have a six day waiting period
before such out of title pay will attach for providing work at a
higher rank.
Therefore, it is the finding of the Panel that Utica police
are entitled to the same benefits in the area of out of title pay
as are currently received by utica Firefighters and by other
police in comparable police departments.
(
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AWARD ON OUT OF TITLE WORK
...;.-..
Accordingly, the Panel Awards that the Section 8 of the
1991-93 Agreement be replaced with the following provision:
Section 8 Out of Title Assignment and Pay
a. An employee specifically assigned to perform out of
title work at a higher rank shall be compensated on a
per diem basis at the salary rate of the higher rank
when such temporary assignment is made for more than
one (1) day, regardless of the reason for such
assignment.
(
. .
b. The Chief of Police, or his designee, may
specifically assign a bargaining unit member to perform
on a temporary basis the duties of a higher rank. The
selection of the member to be assigned the duties of a
higher rank shall be at the discretion of the Chief, or
his designee.
c. The PEA, individually and collectively, on behalf
of its membership, does hereby voluntarily waive and
intentionally relinquish. any rights afforded under the
provisions of Section 61, Subdivision 2 of the NYS
Civil Service Law, for "employees assigned out of
classification duties pursuant to this section.
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INDEMNIFICATION
Discussion on Indemnification
The 1991-93 Agreement provides in Section 33 that the City
will defend and'indemnify police officers in actions arising from
the officer's activities in the performance of duty. The PBA
seeks broader protection for members when faced with the threat
of punitive damages. assessed against them personally for actions
taken while in the performance of police duties. The utica
Police Chief indicated his support for such protection for utica
police officers (see PBA Exhibits 33 and 34).
C' The Panel also takes note of the fact that this type of
indemnity protection is not unique. Municipalities within the
relative universe of comparable employers, including the Cities
of Troy, Niagara Falls, Rome and the Town of New Hartford, among
others, already provide Section 50-j defense and indemnity
protection for their police officers.
The City opposes this proposal on the basis that no utica
police officer has been required to pay punitive damages in any
case arising out of the proper performance of police duties, and
further argues that New York State public policy prohibits the
awarding of punitive damages against a municipality.
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In the current climate of increasing civil rights litigation
against-police officers who act in the performance of the~r
police duties it is not unusual for'a police officer to be sued
and for punitive damages to be sought against such officer.
Under the existing contract provisions, any award 'of punitive
. damages, even against a Utica police officer who acted in the
performance of his duties, must be paid'out of the officer's
personal assets. This undue exposure to civil liability for
municipal police officers has been addressed by the New York
state Legislature by the adoption of Section 50-j of the General
Municipal Law.
( Section 50-j of the General Municipal Law provides, ,in
relevant part, as follows:
6. a. In addition to the requirements of subdivision
one of this section, upon discretionary adoption of a
local law, ordinance, resolution, rule or regulation,
any city, county, town, village, authority, or agency
shall provide for the defense ,ofany civil action or
proceeding brought against a duly appointed'police
officer of such municipality, authority or agency and
shall indemnify and save harmless such police officer
from any judgment of a court of competent jurisdiction
whenever such action, proceeding or judgment is for
punitive or exemplary damages, arising out of a
negligent act or other tort of such police officer
committed while in the proper discharge of his duties
and within the scope of his employment. Such
municipality, ,authority or agency is hereby authorized
and empowered to purchase insurance to cover the cost
of such defense and indemnification.
b. The determination of whether any such police
officer properly discharged his duties within the scope
of his employment shall be made in a manner which shall
be promulgated by the chief executive officer, and
adopted by the governing board of such municipality,
authority or agency.
.r I
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While the Panel agrees with the City that a police officer
should not protected from acts of wrongful misconduct, SectIon
50-j of the General Municipal Law clearly provides protection for
an officer who acts in the "proper discharge of his duties" and
"within the scope of his employment." The statute further
. provides that the determination as to whether the officer acted
"within the scope of his employment" shall be made in accordance
with procedures promulgated by the chief executive officer and
governing board of the city.
The Panel notes that the demand for indemnification pursuant
to Section 50-j of the General Municipal Law is a mandatory
( subject of bargaining under New York law (see City of Newburqh,
"18 PERB 3065 aff'd sub nom. City of Newburgh v. Newman, 19 PERB
7005 (Sup. Ct. Co. Alb. 1986)]. Acceptance of the demand to
include the provisions of Section 50-j of the General Municipal
Law in a collective bargaining agreement requires the City to
adopt a resolution to such effect, as provided in paragraph 6(a)
of such law.
It is the finding of the Panel that under the circumstances
adoption of Section 50-j of the General Municipal Law is a
reasonable and prudent request, and will provide Utica police
officers with necessary indemnification from the fear of punitive
damages awarded by juries for acts committed in the proper
discharge of their police duties, and at the same time, not
."
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(
require the City to defend or indemnify an officer who has acted
wrongfully and outside the scope of his employment.
Indeed, it appears that ultimate judicial protection of the
municipal employer and its taxpayers from inappropriate
indemnification remains viable in New York. See, for example,
Miller v. City of Rensselaer, 94 A.D.2d 862 (3rd Dept. 1983)
wherein the court explained that punitive damages are available
against individual police officers only for "maliciously engaging
in conduct far in excess of their rightful authority."
The Panel further notes that the City may purchase liability
( insurance to protect itself in the event it must indemnify a
police officer for punitive damages.
In view of the above Award, the City's obligation contained
at Section 27 "Legal Plan Benefits" of the Agreement to
contribute towards a legal defense fund for participating
employees is hereby eliminated from the Agreement.
. , I .
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AWARD ON INDEMNIFICATION
-
The Panel awards that the City take necessary legal aClion
to adopt the provisions of Section 50-j of the General Municipal
Law and that the 1993-96 Agreement contain a provision providing
that Utica police officers are covered both for defense costs and
punitive damages, pursuant to. the provisions of Section SO-j of
.the General Municipal Law.
The Panel deletes that portion of Section 27 "Legal Plan
Benefits" that requires the City to contribute.
LABOR MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
(
Discussion on Labor Mahaqement Committee
The PEA seeks the creation of two new committees; a labor
management committee and a safety committee. The PEA argues that
the formal creation of such committees will provide a needed
forum for constructive dialogue between the PBA and police
management concerning day to day issues and problems. The City
indicates that the PEA has not shown a need for such committees,
as the Police Chief meets on.a regular basis with the PEA
leadership on a variety of topics.
There is no doubt that Labor-Management Committees, when
used properly, serve to promote cooperation and dispute
resolution between the parties. While the Police Chief has
~I'
.
(
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demonstrated a willingness to meet as needed with the PBA, it
would be-beneficial to establish a contractual mechanism wnI"ch
promotes such meetings and discussions. This will allow the
parties to meet on a regularly scheduled basis, and discuss and
resolve matters which are not covered by the Agreement, or which
arise during the course of the Agreement, and are of mutual
concern to the parties.
Accordingly, the Panel accepts the PBA concept to create a
Labor-Management Committee, but finds that one committee is
sufficient. Most importantly, the meetings of the Labor-
Management Committee shall not constitute negotiations under the
co Taylor Law, and no agreement reached by the Labor-Management
Committee shall contravene the provisions of the collective
bargaining agreement. The members of the Labor-Management
Committee sOhal1be the Police Chief and one (1) other person
selected by the City, and the PBA President and one (1) other
person selected by the PBA. Additional members may be added by
mutual agreement of the parties. The Committee shall meet
quarterly at a minimum, but more often as agreed upon by the
parties. The Committee shall discuss and hopefully resolve
matters of concern to both the department and the members, but
cannot amend, modify or contravene any provisions of the
collective bargaining agreement. Agreements and understandings
reached by the Labor-Management Committee shall not be
arbitrable.
,r'
.
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Creation of a Labor-Management Committee is not intended to
be a sUDstitute for the normal and customary meetings whict.rmay
occur on a frequent basis between police department management
personnel and members of the PBA.
AWARD ON LABOR-MANAGEMENT COMMITTEES
The Panel Awards that a new provision be added to the 1993-
..
. 96 Agreement which provides for the creation of a Labor-
Management Committee, consisting of the Police Chief and a member
selected by the City, and the PEA President and a member selected
by the PBA. The Committee shall meet on a quarterly basis to
( discuss and resolve issues of mutual concern to the parties. The
Committee may have additional members, and may meet more often,
as mutually agreed upon by the parties. The Committee shall not
have the authority or power to amend, modify or contravene any
provision of the collective bargaining agreement. Agreements and
. .
understandings reached by the Labor-Management Committee are
grievable, but shall not be arbitrable.
.r"
,;
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PAS~ PRAC~ICES
Discussion on Past Practices
The 199i-93 Agreement contains a provision in Section 49
which provides for the continuation. of past practices. The City
seeks the modification of this provision, arguing that it is
unduly vague. The PBA agrees that the current provision requires
modification, but does desire the inclusion of a past practice
provision.
Therefore, the Panel adopts a new past practice provision,
which fully replaces Section 49 of the 1991-93 Agreement.
( AWARD ON PAST PRACTICES
The 1993-96 Agreement shall contain a new provision on Past
Practices, which fully replaces Section 49 of the 1991-93
Agreement. The new Past Practice provision reads as follows:
Past Practice Clause
A past practice will be any practice or rule relating
to a condition of employment which is established by
(1) its clarity and consistency, (2) longevity and
repetition, (3) acceptability and mutuality. There
will be no change in such condition without first
having obtained agreement and consent of the PBA.
'1"
r I .
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NECESSARY EQUIPMEN~/UNIFORMS
Discussion on Necessarv Eauipment/Uniforms
Section 9, paragraph 3 of the 1991-93 Agreement contains a
provision which requires the Department to provide all newly
appo~nted officers with "official equipment." The City seeks to
clarify this provision, and insure that the only "official
equipment" which must be furnished to a newly appointed of.ficer
is what is necessary for the proper performance of his duties.
The PBA has no objection to such clarification.
(
AWARD ON NECESSARY EOUIPMENT/UNIFORMS
The Panel awards that Section 9, paragraph 3 be modified to
indicate that only equipment deemed necessary by the Department
for the performance of police duties shall be provided to a newly
appointed officer.
'I:,
,_ ,.
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REMAINING ISSUES
Discussion on Remaininq Issues
The Panel has reviewed in great detail all of the demands
and proposals of both parties, as well as the extensive and
voluminous record in support of said proposals. The fact that
these proposals have not been specifically addressed in this
Opinion and Award does not mean that they were not closely
studied and considered in the overall context of contract terms
. and benefits by the Panel members. In interest arbitration, as
in collective bargaining, not all proposals are accepted, and not
( all contentions are agreed with. The Panel, in reaching what it
has determined to be a fair result, has not addressed or made an
Award on many of the proposals submitted by each of the parties.
The Panel is of the view that this approach is consistent with
the practice of collective bargaining. Thus, we make the
following award on these issues:
AWARD ON REMAINING ISSUES
Any proposals and/or items other than those specifically
modified by this Award are hereby rejected.
~(,. ..
,,-
~-
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RETENTION OF JURISDICTION
The Panel Chairman hereby retains jurisdiction of any and
all disputes arising out of the interpretation of this OpLnion
and Award.
REVISION OF CONTRACT
The Panel directs the parties herein to revise the 1991-93
Agreement in accordance with the provisions of this Award, and,
to prepare and execute a 1993-96 Agreement which reflects the
provisions of this Award-, to be completed no later than 4/1/95.
('
('of i'.
:r,
, .,.
(
DURATION OF CON~RACT
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The Panel has been authorized by the parties to exceed the
in Section 209.4(c)(vi).
two year.maximum contract duration as provided by.the Taylor Law
This Award therefore provides for an Agreement for the
period commencing April 1, 1993'and ending March 31, 1996.
(
Concur
Panel Member
.Concur ~~\.II//\.I.\
ERRARA, ESQ.
Panel Member
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THE CITY OF UTICA, hereinafter referred to as the "CITY" and
,the JOHN R. CREEDON POLICE BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION, INC. OF UTICA,
I
~~ YORK, hereinafter referred to as the "ASSOCIATION" agree as
,'fOllOWS:
A'G R E E MEN T
I
I
I
~he CITY recognizes the ASSOCIATION as the'exc~usive
I
'
ilrepresen~ative and bargaining agent for the bargaining unit which
Iishallconsist of all full-time civil service uniformed and
!/
!/investigative police personnel within the Utica Police Department
I'
:1
!/authorized to exercise police powers under the Laws of the State
I!of New York and the City of Utica, exclusive of the Chief of
II .
"IjPol~ce and Deputy Ch~efs of Pol~ce.
i'
II
:j
: I
"IIjI
I
II,
I
I
earned wages of each employee member in such amounts as determined
SECTION 1 - RECOGNITION
SECTION 2 - CHECK-OFF
The CITY shall monthly deduct ASSOCIATION dues from the
jby the ASSOCIATION, provided that no deduction shall be made from
I
I
'
,
lany employee's wages except when authorized by such employee on
"
.
'
i!appropriate form, a copy of which must be submitted to the CITY.I ,
"
:I;.
, i;1
i
i,
II
,i;j
i;
iI
:I
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I
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t-
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I
i
II,
II
11
11
:!
i!
II
!I
11jibe ani n c r ea s e of six pe rc en t (6 %) to ba s e sa 1 a r y f or all
II
IrmPIOyees. Effective on and retroactive to April 1, 1992, there
lishall be an increase of four percent (4%) to base s~lary for all
Ii!,employees. Effective on January 1, 1993, there shall be an
I'increa se of two percen t (2 %) to base salary for all employees.
I _
I
I
i
~I The entry level salary shall be frozen at $25, 756.00, until
II
'!March 31, 1993.
~II,
I.
11
il
II
iibe set forth in the attached Salary Schedule of this Agreement.
il .
j~aid wages are inclusive of Longevity.
'I!I
'I!/
Ii
I!
:1
!i
:I
'I!!
:I
'j
II
II
Ii
I~etroactive to, April 1, 1982, applicable for the duration of this
II
ilagreemen t.
II
'
il STEP ONE:
II
!I STEP TWO:
Ii
.. I
SECTION 3 - WAGES
Effective on and retroactive to April 1, 1991, there shall
The annual wage of employees covered by this Agreement shall
SECTION 4 - LONGEVITY
The following longevity steps shall be effective on, and
Five years or more of Police Service - $300.00
Ten years or more of Police Service $600.00
i;
"
I
"
,
ii
STEP THREE: Fifteen years or more of Police Service-$900.00
STEP FOUR : Twenty years' or more of Police Service-$1200.0Q
~i
j'
"i,
"
i
.
: iIi
il
:1, .
2
( .
, ,
(
f-
, I
"
I
"
I
I
I
I
I'
,I
jlshall be paid commencing on Apri 1 1 inunedia tely preceding the
~I
lianniversary date of a member-employee which would entitle him to
I
same.
.
Ij
I
II
"
The longevity pay increases set forth in this agreement
SECTION 5 - HOURS AND WORK WEEK
The standard work day shall be eight (8) hours. The
I standard
II
I
I
I
II
I,
I
I
I
work week shall be forty (40) hours.
SECTION 6 - OVERTIME
(1) Except as otherwise stated herein overtime compensation'i
II
jjfor all hours in excess of forty (40) hours per week, shall be
"paid at the rate of time and one-half of the employee I s usual rate
.
"Ilof pay per hour.
.1
I!
II
(2) Commencing August 1, 1979, employees working regularly
/sCheduled hours in excess of the standard work week (that is, the
i
/six and two shift) shall be compensated by entitlement to thirteen'
Icompensatory days off. (Also see Section 40 for further
3
T \
, ,
(
\
E-
.
'I
f
I
I
I
iI
I,usual rate of pay per hour. Employees scheduled to make such
:,appearances when not on a scheduled tour of duty shall receive as
'i . .
'I .. f .
j
lJa rnlnlmum, pay of our (4) hours at tlme and one-half his usual
i/hoUrlY rate.
r
(4) Any employee who is required to report to In-Service
ITraining Schedules on off-duty hours shall be paid at the
,employee's usual rate of pay per hour under this Section.
(5) Employees who work more than eight (8) hours on
election_day shall receive overtime pay at the rate of one and
I
lone-half (1 1/2> the employee's usual rate of pay per hour, for
I
leach hour so worked beyond the eighth hour. If an employee is
IreqUire~ to work on election day, and election day is his day off, .
I
Iithat employee shall be paid at the rate of time and one-half (I
I,
111/2> for all hours so worked.
"
II
II
II
! I
,.
Ii
il
II
(1) Conunencing April 1, 1984, employees assigned to or
.1
"
/otherwise working the night shift shall receive additional
jcornpensation at the rate of $1.00 per hour, between the hours of
I
SECTION 7 - NIGHT ..DIFFERENTIAL
/6: 0.0
"II
"
I
iI
i
.
i. .
tf
:I
.,
:i
d
:1
~
i
II
ii
: :
/1
"Ii
.,
p.m. and 6:00 a.m.
4
, ,
(
t-
"")
I
I
Ii
"Ii ..
II Any employee of the Utica Police Department who is
/temporarilY assigned to perform duties of a higher rank or grade
ISha11 be paid at the wage scale of the higher rank for every day
Iisoemployed conunencing with the sixth (6th) full day of such
/LsSignment where the vacancy and assignment is the result of a
I
.
sickness or leave of absence.
. .
SECTION 8 - WAGES FOR OUT OF GRADE ASSIGNMENT
I (1~ The CITY shall pay all employees covered under this
'I
I
l
'section, during the pay period that the employee performs
I .
J
".out-oi-grade assignment.
I
.
II
Ii
,I
1/I,q
Iid
I!CITYshall pay the monetary sum of Three Hundred ($300.00) Dollars i
Ii
Ilper year for Cloth ing Maintenance for all uniformed personnel of
I'
Ij
ijthe Utica Police Departmen t.
I,
I
ICITY shall pay to all employees not covered under the Uniform
I
ISUPPlY System, the monetary sum of Seven Hundred ($700.00) Dollars:
!per year for clothing allowance.
I
(3) All newly appointed employees of the Utica Police
/,Department shall be fully equipped with all necessary uniforms and
II t ff '" f . d ',10 her 0 J.cJ.al equJ.pmen t, at the expense 0 the CITY, J.nclu 109I; ",
I:one set of handcuffs.
1/
Ii
II
.1
II
/I
II
!;
"
SECTION 9 - CLOTHING MAINTENANCE/CLOTHING ALLOWANCE
(1) Effective on and retroactive to October 1, 1990, the
(2) Effective on and retroactive to October 1, 1990, the
5
."
II
Ii
, , i
I
i I
Ii
'I
II
II
!I( 6) days annually (each contract year) with pay for personal leave.
lIThe employee shall be en ti tIed to personal leave, wi thout
Id~duction of vacation or .siCk time. The CITY agrees that if an
IOfficer gives a 30 day advance notice to the CITY of a request for
liapersonal leave day, then in that event, the CITY shall not be
II
.
liable to cancel the personal leave day, except for statutory
l!emergenCies.
!i
II
II
:I
!!
Ii
if
! I
Ii
II
Ii
"ijdayS per month for non-service connected sick leave; and,. in
I.
liaddi tion thereto, all employees shall be granted two (2) further
I'SiCkleave days per year. .
i (2) Service-connected injuries or illnesses and time
I
SECTION 10 - PERSONAL LEAVE
(
Effective April 1, 1982, all employees shall be granted six
f--
SECTION 11 - SICK LEAVE
(1) All employees shall be g~anted one and one-half (1 1/2) ;
actually spent in a hospital shall not be charged against the
accumula tion.
(3) Effective and retroactive to January 1, 1982, officers
ilshall be enti tIed to receive a Fifty ($511.00)Dollar per day bon us
ii .
I!for each day of unused sick leave in excess of 13 unused days in
JI
...II
!1each calendar year.
~
;
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11
I.
I'II
II
II (1) All employees at the time of retirement from Police
I
j
'SerVice shall receive the monetary sum of Five ($5.00) Dollars per
day for each day of unused accumulated sick leave up to 149 days
I
SECTION 12 ~ PAYMENT OF SICK LEAVE/RETIREE'S HOSPITALIZATION
(
times $5.00 per day; and the monetary sum of Ten ($lO.OO) Dollars
~-
Iper day ~or each day of unused accumulated sick leave over 149
/ldayS; and if unused accumulated sick leave exceeds 250 days then,
I
!the monetary sum of Fifty ($50.00) Dollars per day f~r each day of
I
IjUnusedaccumulative sick leave of every such day over 250 days; or
'Iin the alternative and in lieu of the above, at the discretion of!I
lithe retiring officer the CITY shall pay hospitalization for
1/
~Ihimself and his dependents at current benefit levels until the
i!
i!retiring officer reaches the age 'of 65. This section is mutually
:1
liexclusive of Section 11(3), and the ,payments due hereunder are in
"
iiaddition to the payments due in Section 11(3).
I
'
11
':; (2) For purposes of this Agreement, "Retirement" shall be
II
I,
i
j
:defined as follows:
(A) The voluntary separation from service by an
i
I
employee, at a time when said employee has completed at least
I,twenty (20) years of service; or,
!/
11
I
.
:/employee as a resul t of said employee having been awarded ei ther
II
~i
:Iaccidental disability retirement or performance of duty disability
:i
;
j
if
I'
II
II
i'
1/
:1
(B) The involuntary separation from service of an
7
,,
(
~
. I
Ireti"rement
I
I!jlength ofI,
'I
II
Icompleted
I
I
I
I
,I
I
by the New York State Retirement System, regardless of
service; or
(C) Death of an employee who at the time of death had
at least twenty (20) years of service.
SECTION 13 - HOLIDAY PAY
Commencing April 1, 1982 employees shall be paid at the rate
lof one and one-half their regular hourly rate for New Years Eve,
j
NeW Years Day, the Fourth of JUly, Thanksgiving Day, Christmas
,Eve, Christmas Day, Columbus Day, Labor Day, Memorial Day, and
I/veterans Day (on the da te celebrated by other Ci ty employees); all;
Ilmoneys due hereunder shall be paid by November 30th of each
I
I
I
calendar 'year.
I
,
I
i.
ji
/'
:1
litherate of one and one-half their regular hourly rate for Martin
i/LutherKing Day and the day after Thanksgiving Day.
Commencing February 1, 1989, employees shall also be paid at i
I
I
I
(1) All employees
1/
the following holidays:
/. .
Ii
I
SECTION 14 - HOLIDAYS - COMPENSATORY TIME
shall receive compensatory time-off for
i
I
I
j
,
/:
"
J/
Ii
,.
'/
1/
it
"
(1) Martin Luther King Day - when worked
(2) Lincolnls Birthday - when worked
(3) Washington IS Birthday - when worked
(4) Memorial Day - whether worked or not
8
(c-.
I.
/I
:1
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/I
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l!fOllOW6:
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I'II
II
!I
Ii
liseniority as hereafter defined in Section 20, subject to the
o'
Iinecessary operating needs of the Department. Should a conflict
Ilarise, it shall be the burden of the CITY to show that necessary
'/operating needs prevent the scheduling of a vacation request by
Iisenior ity.
,
I
II
I,
"I!
lito. cancellation, unless 24 hour advance notice of cancellation is
I'
ilgiven. In the event tha.t a holiday and/or vacation is cancelled
Ii
"!'w{thout 24 hour advance notice, the employee shall receive time
j
,
"
(6)
(7)
(a )
(9 )
(10)
(11)
(12)
-
(S) Veterans Pay - (as celebrated by other City
employees) - whether worked
New Years Day - when worked
Fourth of July - when worked
Labor Day -'when worked
Columbus Day - when worked
Thanksgiving Day - when worked
Day after Thanksgiving Day
Christmas Day - when worked
SECTION 15 - VACATIONS
or not
The present vacation policies shall remain in effect as
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
Ptl., 3rd Grade - 15 working
Ptl., 2nd Grade 17 working
Ptl., 1st Grade - 19 working
Ptl., 1st Grade - 21 working
(with ten years or more)
Detectives - 22 working
Sergeants - 22 working
Lieutenants - 23 working
Captains 24 working
Inspectors - 25 working
days vacation
days vacation
days vacation
days vacation
days
days
days
days
days
vacation
vacation
vacation
vacation
vacation
The granting of vacation days shall be determined by
Scheduled holiday, and/or vacation days shall not be'subject
i
I;,
I.
,/1.
i i 9
.
I
I .
, ,
(
f--
I I
.,
II
II
!Iand one-half for having to report to work on his scheduled day off
III;for all hours so worked.
;/:,
I:
"I,
II(
,I
I'
The CITY shall pay monetary payment, for all accumulated
i
'overtime and for all unused vacation credits to the Estate of the
Iideceased.member , ~ho at the time of death was employed by the
!IBureauof Police. The CITY shall pay for funeral expenses
I
l
lincurr~d by the estates of those officers who die in"the line of
I.duty , up' to the amount of $2, SUO. 00, per death.
,I
II
I'
II
'I
I'
II
'I
,.
II
II In the event. of the death of an employee Is spouse, child,
"
Ilfather, mother, sis ter, brother, fa ther-in-law, mother-in-law,
ij
/!brother-in-Iaw, sister-in-law, grandfather, grandmother,
,!grandChild, or any other rela ti ve permanen tly domiciled in the
,lempIOyee'S household, the employee shall be granted funeral leave
'I .
,
I!of absence with pay from the date of death to and including the
i
l
'day of the funeral, and the employee shall be paid his regular
Irate of Pay for each day of funeral leave that falls within his
II
!/regularly scheduled tour of duty.
!:
.,
11
it
;;Commi ssioner
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SECTION 16 - ESTATE PAYMENT
SECTION 17 - FUNERAL LEAVE
In extreme circum~~ances, at 'the discretion 6f the
of Public Safety and/or the Chief of Police, a longer
10
, ,
(
f-'
. . .
I
I
I:leave of absencemay be granted, the said leave shall be without
'I
lireduction in payor vacation time or sick or personal leave.
! I
Ii
'IIi
II
I'
I
SECTION 18 - TERMINATION PAY.
All employees, upon effective retirement from Police
~ervice, in accordance with the provisions of the New York State
rOlicemep's and Firemen's Retirement System, shall receive the
bonetary payment of $250.00 from the CITY.
II.
.
I
.
i
i
I.
i
I
I
II The employee Is seniori ty shall be determined by the
I'
i!ernployee I s length of service as a police officer in the Utica
:1
!iPolice Department.
:
I
II
H
11
ij
"
Ii
!~greement with a hospitalization plan, of the same scope and
/nature as that afforded to all other bargaining units contracting
I
!:wi th the CITY OF UTICA, at the same time and under the same
.j
Ii
!icondition as offered to all other bargaining uni ts. This shall
;j
",
!I
ijspecifically be construed as agreement by the CITY that persons
~II:11
i':/
III.
/I
II
SECTION 19 - SENIORITY
.
.
SECTION 20 - HOSPITALIZATION
(1) The CITY agrees to provide employees under this
11
(f:--
f. I
II
II
ilcovered under the agreeme.nt shall be afforded this .benefit at the
il
i/same time and under any plan the CITY shall adopt for its
/:
!employees.
i,
Ithereafter will contribute from their salary on an on-going basis
,Ian amount equal to twen ty-five (25 %) percen t of the cost of their
/individual and/or family health insurance as procured for them by
!the CITY OF UTICA. The Comptroller of the CITY OF UTICA is
I
/authorized to make regular payroll deductions so as to effectuate
Ijthis provision.
!I
II
I,
IITeamsters Dental and Optical program currently in effect for the
iluticaDPW, effective and commencing on December 1, 1983. Further,
11
lIthe CITY OF UTICA agrees to contribute in accordance therewith.
I,
11
Iitj
/1
II
:/
il;/
ii
(A) Effective April 1, 1990, all new employees hired
(21 The CITY OF UTICA agrees to provide the PBA with the
SECTION 21 - PRESCRIPTION COVERAGE
I
II
II
the
,12111
/I .
'I
! I
iI:,
"
.,I,
Effective on October 1, 1982, the CITY shall also provide
"Dollar Deductible" Blue Cross Prescription Coverage Plan for
police officers and their dependents.
;i
:1
.j
I:,
'.ii;i
I'jl
d,.
1/;i
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II
I
I
i
I ..
-
The CITY will provide and maintain a non-contributory
SECTION 22 - RETIREMENT BENEFITS
etirement plan for employees under Section 384 (Twenty-five Plan)
,
I
.
j
Of the New York State Policemen's and -Firemen's Retirement System.
I
'11 . d d ' t . t . b .
.
! he CITY w~ provl e an ma~n a~n a non-con rl utory retlrement
/, Ian for employees under Section 384(d) (Twenty year Plan) of the
ew York State Policemen's and Firemen's Retirement System. The
FITY wil~ provide for all employees the Plan known as the One Year'
~inal Average Salary Plan under Section 302(9)(d) of the New York
etirement and Social Security Law at the CITY's cost and expense.
j
he CITY~will also provide and maintain at its own expense the
,career Retirement and Social Security Law.
I
I
II
I
I
I,
il
i
i
Ilof the Arbi tr ation Opinion and AWard relating thereto):
SECTION 23 - RETIREMENT INCENTIVE
(1) Effective on and retroactive to July 24, 1992 .(the date;
(A) Employees who retire at the end of twenty (20)
ears of service, will be entitled to receive, upon retirement, a
total lump sum payment of twenty (20%) percent of their final
,year' 5 salary.
(B) Employees who retire at the end of twenty-one (21)
;
/years of service, will be entitled to receive, upon retirement, a
itotal lump sum payment of fifteen (15%) percent of their finalj.
ilyear Is salary.
II
II
IIII
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II
!j
1/
'I
/!
I'
.
! IIyears of service, will be entitled to receive, upon retirement, a
1/ o.
j/totallump sum payment of ten (10%) percent of their final year's
I
I
,salary.
. .
.
I CD) City to implement upon execution a three year
I~indow Period for employees with twenty (20) or more years of
Iiserviceso that such employees can take advantage of either the
I
I
/optimum and/or thereafter declining incentives, depending on when
I.they retire.
!
I
I,
1/
1/
ilemPlOy~e~ who filed "Letters of Intent" and received additional
Ilcompensation purs uan t to the previously existing Retiremen t
'I
IIIncentive Program, shall return to their pre-Retirement Incentive
I!salary.
I',I
il
if
(3) Effective on and retroactive to July 24, 1992 all
"!!employeeswho received Retirement Incentive moneys and who did not
II
liretire at the end of the year, will have the amount which was paid
II
lito them deducted from any retirement incentive in effect at the
Iltime each off icer actually retires.
I
I,
(4) Effective on and retroactive to July 24, 1992, in the
!/eventthere is no Retirement Incentive benefit in effect at the
. i!time such officer retires, the moneys paid under the current
Ii. .
;iRetirement Incent ive benef it to such off ieer shall not be
'I:I
IIrecaptured by the CITY.
!
I
!/
i
I
II
.J
'i
"
.
..
CC) Employees. who retire at the end of twenty-two (22)
(2) Effective on and retroactive to July 24, 1992 all
14
I .
, ,
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f--
, I
,
"
I
I
II
II
":j
!.
IIthose office'rs wh'o filed "Letters of Intent" prior to February 14,I
:1 1 b . 11 . ,
' I h 1 f th1199, ut dLd not actua y retLre, may now avaL t emse ves 0 e
!:RetirementIncentive provision for the year of service in effect
,Lt the time of actual retirement, but cannot take advantage of the:
I
.I
'Retirement Incentive provision for the year of service in effect
(~) Effective on and retroactive to September 25, 1992,
at the time of the filing of the "Letter of Intent" prior to
February)4, 1991.
!
I
SECTION 24 - OFFICERS AND DELEGATES LEAVE
I
I
I
I
II
I.
Iishall be enti tIed to leave wi th pay, wi thout reduction in sick
'I
!/time or vacation time, to attend a reasonable number of duly
'/
!iauthorized police conferences, meetings, and other legislative or
I'
i/
!jother organized activities for the betterment of law enforcement
/I
"Iland for the promotion of a more heal thy and efficient law
i/enforcement department. Said leave is to be with the permission
I,ofthe Chief and/or the Commissioner of Public Safety. It is
/understood and agreed that requests for such leave must be made to;
Ithe Chief and/or the Commissioner prior to the affected time and
I .
/must indicate the persons involved and the places to be visited.
II
Ii
"i I
il
:/
il
;!
'I:,
I!;j
i;
,i
The duly elected officers and delegates of the ASSOCIATION
15
~,.,
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II
II
"!i
!
i
;
!
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SECTION 25 - SPECIALIZED TRAINING
i:
!i
;,
The CITY shall provide funds in advance for any employee
!!participating or attending training schools, seminars, institutes,
I!
,/upon the recommendation of the Chief of Police and the approval of
lithe Commissione~ of Public Safety at the established rates.
qI,
!I
II
Ii
IiI,
I;
. ,
'I
All employees shall be paid by the Bureau of P~lice for
litravel n-ecessarily incurred in the performance of the employee I s
II
i/duties, such as investigations, prisoner transfers, arrests and
i:
11
iicOSts of travel to and from a ttending any schools, seminars,
II
iiinstitutes, not already covered by the District Attorney's Office
!
!of Oneida County, when regularly assigned by their respective
,
I
!commanding officer, at established CITY rates.
,,
,
'II
:i
:
,
Ii
,,
Ii
Ii
I!
II
il
: i
11
!
I
I,
i!
!~per month for each employee who elects to participate in the
II
Jlpolice Conference of New York Group Legal Plan.
ij
I,
: i
,!
:,
II
I.
:I
:j
;1
ii
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11
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SECTION 26 - PER-DIEM PAYMENTS
SECTION 27 - LEGAL PLAN BENEFITS
The CITY shall contribute the sum of Four ($4.00) Dollars
16
, ,
" .
(
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II
II
I
I
I
i
I
'I
:1!,
!i. ..
I!
. All employees covered by this Agreement shall have the right
" ' t 1
,. .
th '
/
pnce annually, on wrlt en app lcatlon, to reVlew elr own
I
.
,bersonnel record, under the direction of the Chief of Police or
,!anypersonnel designated by the Chief of Police and/or
Ibommissioner of Public Safety, which permission shall not be
I
/unreasonably withheld.
I
II
'I
II
II
1/
I
I
I
I
I
L The CITY agrees to provide benefits for the dependents of a
q
!,covered member and employee in accordance wi th Section 208-B of
lithe General Municipal Law.
~I
11
II
Ii
"
11
!1
ij
!.
i,
ii
II
'
I
'
Disciplinary procedures ~hall be as follows:
I
I
(1) Disciplinary procedures, including appeals shall remain
I,in effect in accordance wi th the Rules and Regulations of the
!!Bureau and appropriate CITY ordinances.
II
,I;,
11j
,j
~'Regulations of the Bureau, under appropriate State Law, is
'.
SECTION 28 - REVIEW OF PERSONNEL RECORDS
SECTION 29 - SECTION 208-B OF THE GENERAL MUNICIPAL LAW
SECTION 30 - DISCIPLINE
(2) The right of the Commissioner to amend Rules and
:!acknowledged and confirmed, and such Rules and Reg~lations
;i
:.I:
f::iI:;.;,
"I'
.:
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II
I
I~ffecting disciplinary procedures as are presently in effect shall
I;
i1remain in effect, except to the extentmodifiedherein, unless and
.,
:1 .,
i
l
'until amended by the Commissioner acting within the scope of his
I
"
I
lauthority and in consultation with the ASSOCIATION.
I
0
I
I
I
(3) EXCEPT, HOWEVER, that any employee subject to
disciplinary charges shall have the choice of electing either the
p~ocedure provided in Civil Service Law, Section 75, or having the'
charges Deard in final and binding arbitration by an arbitrator,
jeither.selected by joint agreement of the parties, or selected
!thrOUgh the Public Employment Relations Board Voluntary Dispute
~esolution Procedure.
II
II
II
II
11
"II
II (I) Definition of Grievance.~ A grievance is any
I~ontroversy, dispute or difference between the parties arising out
'I
'
I
:of the interpretation or application of this Agreement or the
Irules and regulations or working conditions, affecting any
I
'individual employee or group of employees or the PBA and the CITY.
SECTION 31 - GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
I
Iland such grievances shall be signed by the aggrieved party or the
II
/iPBA and presented to the Commissioner of Public Safety. Within
"
.
:1£ive (5) working days thereafter, the Commissioner of Public
;I o.
i;
: I
'1,I
.1
'I
I
i
I
I
I
i1
,
1
I
(2) Procedure. Any g"rievance shall be reduced in writing
18
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,
'
I'
I/safety shall schedule a meeting to discuss the subject of said
!:grievanceand attempt to reach resolution of the grievance.
ji If the grievance is not resolved through such meeting,
litheCommissioner of Public Safety, within five (5) working days
'thereafter, shall reply in writing to the PBA or the aggrieved
tlemployee. wi thin ten (10) working days thereafter, the PBA or
,Iaggrieved employee shall present the grievance together with a
I
I~Opy of the Commissioner of Public Safety's reply, to the Mayor of
Ithe CITY. The Mayor shall reply in writing within ten (10)
Ilworking "dayS thereafter to the PBAand aggrieved employee.
j
I
(3) Arbitration. If the decision of the Mayor is
j
unacceptable to the PBA or the aggrieved employee, within thirty
I
(30) calendar days after the receipt of the Mayor's decision by
l
i!the PBA, the PBA shall forward a wri tten demand for arbi tration to
d .
"lithe Public Employment Relations Board, wi th a copy sent to the
1/
IjMaYOr. The parties shall request PE;RB to provide a list of
jiarbi trators and pursuant to the PERB Voluntary Dispute Resolution
I/procedure, an arbitrator shall be appointed by PERB to hear and
/finallY resolve the grievance. The parties may also agree upon a
,!particulararbitrator to hear and finally resolve the grievance in
illieu of utili zing the PERB selection and appointment procedure.
I
,
'
I
The decision of the arbitrator shall be final and
/binding and in accord with Article 75 of the New York Civil
I'
;/practice Law and Rules. All fees and expenses of the arbitrator
'I
:1 .
i!Shall be shared equally by the PBA and the CITY.I!
;j
:~;I
;f
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II
'Ij
lor questioning of any employee shall not take place in the
;/
I~resence of any person not of police personnel, when inquiries are
I
SECTION 32 - EMPLOYEES' PREROGATIVE
In the interest of maintaining high morale, the interviewing
. I
instituted by the Police Department, in the personal conduct of
the employee involved in the manner in which the employee had
I
I
i
I
. .
Iperforme~ police duties.
'/
I
,I
II
I'd
'I
The CITY agrees to defend and pay any civil settlements
I
i,Claims or judgments brought against or recovered against any
"11member of the Police Department arising from the Department
II
I'
IImernber's activities in the performance of duty only, including but
I'
!Inot limited to the operation of the Police Department vehicles or
jl
i/apparatus or any alleged intentional tort, provided that the
Ilmember requests such defense in writing and delivers to the
1/ .
'
ff . dIlcorporat10n Counsel s 0 1ce a copy of any legal process serve
Ijupon him within five (5) days of being served.
I
I
II
I'
Ii
"
"Ii
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.i,
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SECTION 33 - DEFENSE OF ACTIONS
20
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,I
II
The CITY agrees to pay and the employees agree to accept
!Ipayment on the first pay period of December of each year for all
Imoneys due for paid holidays, clothing allowance, clothing
'raintenance, unused vacation pay, exclusive of moneys earned for
IfegUlar pay periods and special training or eJ!:ceptas otherwise
specified in this Agreement.
SECTION 34 - PAYMENT 'OF MONEYS DUE TO EMPLOYEES
All overtime moneys due employees entitled to receive same
IShall be paid by the CITY to said employees on a regular basis at
,Ileast six times a year.
j
I
junder the foregoing and including the payment of termination pay
Iland unused sick leave specified in this Agreement not later than
!Ithirty (30) days after the employee's effective date of retirement
!Ifrom acti ve P olice services.
III; ,
:1
H
II
II
'I
II
I
I
lin effect at the time of execution of this Agreement shall, except:
lias improved herein, be maintained dur ing the term of thi s
IAgreement. No employee shall suffer a reduction in any benefits
I
ilas a consequence of the execution of this Agreement.
Ii .
,j
t'
However, the CITY agrees to make payment of all moneys due
"
SECTION 35 - CONDITION OF EMPLOYMENT
Wages, hours and all other conditions of employment legally
;1
!/Ii
,iI:
II!I
II
ii
ilIi
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/I The ASSOCIATION hereby affirms that it does not assert the
,
!right to strike against the CITY either directly or indirectly, to
fssist or participate in any such strike directly or indirectly,
lor to impose an obligation to conduct, assist or participate
Id ' 1 " d ' t 1 , h t ' k . 1 ' , h .
.
~rect y or ~n ~rec y ~n suc s r~ e ~n comp ~ance w~t Sect~on
SECTION 36 - NO RIGHT TO STRIKE
207, Subdivis~on 3 of the Taylor Law, Article 14, of the Civil
!,Service Law of the State of New York.
II
II
II
II
!I
/I
ilorderlY conduc t of the CITY's bus iness and operation and the
!JASSOCIATION and its members will co-operate and assist the CITY in
Iij1the performance of its duties and oqligations to the citizens
.1
;/
jithereof. The provisions of this Agreement will be expressly
Ij
!limited to salaries, benefits, and other conditions of employment
i
lof the covered employees of the CITY OF UTICA, and shall not in
lany way be construed to restrain or limit the CITY in the full and
I!absolute management of its affairs.
I'
II .
I
SECTION 37 - CITY AFFAIRS
The ASSOCIATION understands the importance of the normal and
,
Iii
'.
:1i
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SECTION 38 - AIR CONDITIONING & SPLIT FRONT SEATS
I
!
I
I.
Iishall
i
I
Ali official bureau vehicles purchased after April 1, 19)9
be equipped with air conditioning and split front seats.
. I
I
I
.
Th~ CITY agrees to continue the ten (10%) percent rank
Idifferential, as reflected in the attached police salary schedule.
SECTION 39 - TEN PERCENT RANK DIFFERENTIAL
'I
II
II
IIII
II
!Iandtwo". The CITY agrees that in consideration of the officer's
I!agreeingto continue to work the said "six and two" shift, that
lithe officers so working said shift are to receive a compensatory
;j
/day off for every "six and two" shift worked, for a total of
thirteen compensatory days (104 hours) per year, and in addition,
SECTION 40 - SIX AND TWO SHIFT/ADDITIONAL COMPENSATION
The CITY agrees to 'continue the shift schedule known as "six
lofficers so working said shift are also to receive an additional
lone-half days pay for each of the said 13 days over and above all
f .
Iremuneration currently received; all moneys due hereunder are to
I
.
Ibe paid by June 30th of each calendar year. Further and in
I
/addition, effective on and retroactive to January 1, 1982,
liofficersassigned to the "six and two" shift shall have the right
/,
;I
.
:Ito "sell back" to the Cit y Up to six and one-half (1 1/2> days of
i
I
I
I
i
I
I,
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lithe said
Iione-half
"
:
j
I,
I'
'I
I
thirteen (13) compensatory days, per year, for six and
(6 1/2) days of straight time pay.
SECTION 41 - LEGISLATIVE APPROVAL
It is agreed by and between the parties that any provisions
I
of this Agreement requiring legislative action to permit its
implementation by arnen~rnent of law or by providing additional
Ifunds therefor, shall not become effective until the appropriate
I
IlegiSlative body has given approval.
I
I
I
,I
II
il
II
'II,
'I
'/PBA
:1ij
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SECTION 42 - CONTRACT COPIES
The CITY shall, within 30 days after execution, provide each
member with a contract booklet. .
SECTION 43 - AGENCY SHOP PROVISION
The CITY agrees to implement the Agency Shop provisions of
Taylor Law.
:!
ij
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I
' Effective on and retroactive to April 1, 1982, the CITY
lagrees to implement the "Oneida County" education reimbursement
il. .
/Ip lan for all officers so entitled to receive same.
"
.
II
I'I
i
I
I
I _
II WHEREAS, the CITY, and the ASSOCIATION were signatory to a
'Ilabor bargaining agreement which commenced April 1, 1979 and
expired March 31, 19B1, and
WHEREAS, subsequent to the execution of that labor
Ibargaining agreement, the CITY and the ASSOCIATION entered into
II
"collective negotiations for the limited purpose of discussing:
I',I
!leI) The use, maintenance of and financing of the old photocopy
il .
ilmachine that is located in the Records Room at the Police
IjDepa-rtmentand which is now being used by the department for the
!,
jreproduction of records and documentation; and (2) The effective
,/date of longevity pay increases which are provided for Section 4
lof said contract, and
I
WHEREAS, that it was agreed that it would be in the best
I!interest of the parties hereto for the results of these collective.
I!negotiations to be reduced to writing and attached to the labor
;1 .
i!bargaining agreement is hereby amended as follows:
Ii
.
:I
SECTION 44 - EDUCATION PLAN
SECTION 45 - PHOTOCOPY MACHINE AGREEMENT
:I
:,;1
I;
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il
II
I:otherwise repair the a'foresaid photocopy machine, located in the
"
iI
j~eCOrds Room at ~he Police Department.
I
(2) The ASSOCIATION agrees to furnish, at the
I.ASSOCIATION'S own cos t and expense, photocopy paper and toner for
1/ f . d h . d . . d t . f!the a oresa1 rnac 1ne, an 1n conS1 era 10n 0 same,
I
I
I
Ipermit the ASSOCIATION to use and operate the aforesaid machine,
land charge a reasonable and proper fee for copies made on said
Irachine ;it being the understanding t~at the ASSOCIATION intends
lItouse the moneys collected therefrom for a retirement fund that
ILill be used for the advancement of the ASSOCIATION membership as
,I
qa whole).
I,
,Ij
I
I
iI
II
if
I';j
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iI
II
lithis Agreement, effectiv~ on and retroactive to April 1, 1982, all
Iluniformed personnel assigned to pre-starting time roll call shall
'
I
/be entitled to receive and shall receive an additional fifteen
I .
Ij (15) minutes of straight time pay, per day, whether worked or not.
I,uniformed personnel who are not assigned to pre-starting time roll
licall shall instead receive iri addition to the remuneration
i!specified in Section 9(1) of this Agreement, an additional Two
1/ . .
/!Hundred ($200.00) Dollars clothing maintenance allowance, for a
:j
~itotal clothing maintenance allowance of $500.00.
(1) The ASSOCIATION agrees to upkeep, maintain, and or(
(3) The CITY agrees to authorize and or otherwise
,-.-..
SECTION 46 - ROLL-CALL TIME
In addition to the remuneration specified in Section 9(1) of
"
!I
~I;I
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I.
I/right to provide, install, and maintain vending ,machines at the
f.
/'PBA'S cost and expense, in the Police Department proper subject
lo~ly to the approval of the Chief of Police as to type and
'jlOCa tion.. The proceeds for such mach ines shall belong to the PBA'.
I.
t'
Ii
II
II
I,
!/
/1
I,
!I
1/ Effective on October 1, 1982, the CITY shall provide five
1/(5) full-time memberships in the local YMCA Health Club, for
IIii
I~hysical fitness purposes.
II
I!
11j:
;I
ii
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II
,
I
II
Ilpractices, policy or procedure, now in effect which are not
IlspecificallY provided for elsewhere in this Agreement, shall
I .
Iremain in effect for the duration of this Agreement, unless
,
I
j!mutually agreed otherwise between the CITY and the ASSOCIATION.
!/
i!Any dispute or grievance as to such conditions or provisions shall
'. SECTION 47 - VENDING MACHINES
"~ , ' J
, ,
I ,
(
The CITY hereby agrees that the PBA shall have the exclusive
SECTION 48 - Y.M.C.A. MEMBERSHIPS
'--
SECTION 49 - PAST PRACTICES
All conditions and provisions beneficial to officers by past
; I
:/I.
il
I'II
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./
I,
Ibe processed and resolved through final and binding arbitration
Ii
.
I~is a vis the Grievance Procedure set forth in Section 31 above.
i I
II
"
Ii
II
II
,/
!j
I:
I
iterms and conditions contained in the Agreement constitute the
i
.
I~ntire agreement and is the final and binding contract.
II
(2) It is further understood and agreed that.no agreement,
I
i/alterations or modif ications of the terms of this Agreement shall
Ibe made or recognized unless executed in writing by all persons
11
'
I~uthorized and required to sign on behalf of both parties hereto.
II (3) The parties acknowledge and agree that this Agreement
"II
IIhas been authorized by both parties and as such is not to be
I~onstrued more strictly in a court of law against one part or the
IIi.other.
I ~
:/
II
II
!I
il
"il
1/
Ii
I' This basic Agreement shall become effective April 1, 1991,
Iland shall terminate on March 31, 1993. This basic Agreement shall
i!berenewed from year to year thereafter unless ei ther party shall
l:nOtifY the other party in writing no earlier than October 1, 1992,
!I
II 'i;and no later than October 15, 1992, or as hereinafter provided for
;;any renewal per iod of the party's in tent ion to change, al ter,
i:j.
!I
:,
,I
SECTION 50 - AGREEMENT - ALTERATION
, I. .
"
, ,
(
(1) It is understood and agreed by the parties that the
'---
SECTION 51 - DURATION
:jI,
i;
,
.i.
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II
~Iamend or terminate this Agreement. It is agreed and understood
Ii
"jlthat negotiations pursuant to the above notice shall begin no
II ,
"illaterthan October 15,1992, thereafter. If any section,
I/subsection, clause, phrase, portion of this Agreement is for any
I
, .
reason held invalid or unconstitutional by any Court of Competent
I
IJurisdiction, such portion shall be deemed a separate and
lindependent provision and such holidng shall not effect the
,validity of the remaining portions thereof.
I
I
I
However, if on April 1, 1993, no new basic Agreement has
,
'.
. . .'
:,..
"
r
, ,
(
~_.._.
Ibeen executed between the CITY and the ASSOCIATION, the parties
I
I .'
lagree that all of the terms, provisions, and benefits of this
/'Agreement will remain in effect until a new agreement has been
I/executed retroactive to the extent permitted by law to April 1,
i119 93 .
II
11
IIDATED:
ilI,
I'
II
II
il
11
i/DATED: (\)C,/ 3 (\ ) ~~0
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MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT
,By'and' Between
The City orUtic~, New York
(hereinafter referred to as "the City")
and, ,
Local 32, International Asso(iatioR.ofFirefigbters,
AFt-CIO-CLC" Utica Professional. Firefighters Assodation
(hereinafter r~ferrcd to'~s 'itbe Asso(iation" or "the Union)
WHEREAS, the City and the Union have entcred into discussions concerning a
successor agreement to the Collective Bargaining Agreement ,which expired on March 31,
1998;and
WHEREAS, based i,pon those discussion~lhe parties agree to "thefollowing subject
to ratit1cation by the membership of Local 32 and the Board; of Estimate and Apportionment
of the City of Utica; and'
WHEREAS, the A$sociation has affirmed their agreement with Mayor Edward A.
Hanna that the 139 staffing le"velcan be reduced to 130. This is to be accomplished by not
tilting four (4) currentlyvacaot positionsand eliminatingtive (5):positronsthroughattritiqn.,
This provisioJ\ shall not b~ con~trued to be a minimum manning requiremenl o'n the ,part of
the City.
1. The' Association agrees to withdraw, with prejudice, any and all font:1sof
litigation bctw~en the Association and the City. including," but nut limited tOt the
following actions:
8. Ljtigation cunently' in the Ap'penat~ Divi~ion, concerrung scope' cbarge
(Albany County, Index No. 7642.98).
b. "PERB Improper Practice Charge No. lJ~20836 concerning the
A~~ociation's allegations that it was entitled to withdraw ftom the interest I
arbitrcllion process.
1
..JI.
.' c. The Association's Demand for Arbitration dated July 29, 1996.conceming
the AssocjatiQn'~ contention that ,the City WMin non-compliance with the
. .
minim~ manning.provision. (PERB No. A-96-196)
d. PERB Imp~per Practice Charge No. U-20924 concerning, among ,other
matters, the Association's contention that only incident cOlnmanders may
issue orders at an active' fire scene, except that pQnion. of the Charge
. . .
contained in paragraphs 52 through 59 of said Charge.
. t!'. The Association's right, if any,.to appeal the dismissal of it's' Artjcle 75.
proceeding to vacate the interest arbitn;ltjon award (Oneida COWlty
S.upreme Court, [ndex~ No. 99-1618).
f. the Associati()n's Demand for Arbltration (PERB No. A99-342)
concerning the Association's challenge to what are claimed to be .certain
departmental policy changes win be held in abcyancct and the parti~s
agree to set a Labor/Management meeting within thirty (30). days of the
'ralit1Cationof this Agreement to attempt to resolve these issue!i. However,
. .
in the event any of these Inatters.are not resulv~q. the Association. shall b~
free to pursue its grievance.
In furtherance of the cessation of all Htigation betwet:n the panieSr Local 32 shall
. promptly submit any .and. all wrinen' notice~ of discontinuance/withdrawal to the
apptopriatc. authority.
')u. The salary schedules a!1dbase salaries. for all employees in the bargaining
unit shall' be adjusrcd upward by the folluwing amoun~s on the followil1g dates:
April 1
~ 1998 Ij%
October 1, 1998: 1.5%
April' t, 1999 15%
2
. --......
Apri'l 1. 2000
January 1, 2001
1.s0/0
3,00/0
3. The City agrees that for the term of this Agreement (through 3/31/01}. no,
.
'
member of the bargaining unit shall be laid off. This provision wilt expire or "sunset" on
3i31/01.
4. The' City will provide a retirement incentive equal to $500~OOfor each y'ear of
'sel'vi~eup to twenty-five (2S) years to any member of the bargaining unit who retires from
City service on or between January 1. 2000 and June 30, 2000',
s. The City agrees that ~ffective April f'. 2000~ the Assistan.t Mechanic shaH b.e
paid.a base salary equivalent to a Captain s'a(ary.
6. Effective upon the ratification of this Agreement, the Collective Bargaining
A.greementshall be amended to reflect that all persons hired after the date of the ratification
of the Agreement shall earn sick teav~ allhc rate of one and om~-quarter (1 %) eight (8) hour
days per month or- a' total of ten: (l0) hours per month.
DATED:' February 22. 2000
LOCAlJ32, INTERNATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF FIR~FIGHTERS,
,
' '
.
AFL-CIO, UTICA PROF£SSIONAL'
~
"
.
. .
FIIU:FIGHTERSASSOCIATION
.
.
y: --',u~BY: A~wl!£---
, Edward A. ~anna, Mayor ' George W. Clark, Pres,ident'
,
Local 32 Ratified This Ag,reem'ent
On Feb,ruary 19,2000
rb~. W. ti---
'George, Clark, President
J(.ucr1)ttIUli,,"MUA - Firdighttrs ~1.3.01)
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STATEOF NEW YORK
'
PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS BOARD
INTEREST ARBITRATION PANEL
In the Matter of the Arbitration
between
THE CITY OF UTICA,
Public Employer,
-and-
UTICA PROFESSIONAL fIREFIGHTERS ASSN.,
LOCAL 32, INTERNATIONALASSOCIATION OF
FIREFIGHTERS,'AFL-CIO-CLC~
~ployee Organization.
.
~
PERB Case No. IA97-045; M97-065
BEFORE: Jeffrey M. Selchick, Esq.
Public Panel Membe'r and Chairman
Jane K. Finin, Esq.
Employee Organization Pan~l Member
James W. Roemer, Jr.,' Esq.
Employer Panel Member
"
APPEARANCES:
For Citv of Utlca:
'
Roemer Wallens & Mineaux LLP
Jeffrey s. Har~nett, Esq., of Counsel
For Utica P,rofessional Firefiahters Association:
Grasso & Grasso .
John v. Cremo, Esq., of Counsel
-
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BACKGROUND
Pursuant ~o the provisions contained in Section 209.4 of the
Civil Service Law, the undersig,ned Panel was designated by, the
. Chairperson of the New York State Public Employment Relations'
Board, to make 'a just and reasonable determination of a dispute
between the City of Utica {"City"'} and the Utica Professional
Firefighters Association ("Union").
The City of Utica is a municipal corporation located in Oneida
County, which is i'n Central New York State. The City has a
population' currently eS'timated at approximately 68, 000 people, with
a land area of 17. square miles.
The Union is the certified bargaining agent for all full-time
civil service 'uniformed and investigative Firefighter personnel,
including Firefighters, Lieutenants, Captains, Chief Instructors"
'Deputy Chiefs and Assistant Chief I a Finance Administrator
I' Fire
Mechanics and Fire 'Siq~al Maint~nance Workers, exclusive of 't~e
Fire Chief. There are currently 139 authorized unit po~itions, the
majority of which are the position of Firefighter.
The last collective bargaining agreement between the parties
;"
covered the period conunencinq April 1, 1989," and' ending March 31", ..
", 19,92.
.. .
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Thereafter, for .the period commencing April 1, 1992 and ending
'March 31, 1996, the parties were subject to an Interest Arbitration
. .
Award (Award 'dated March 16, 1995; PERB Case No. IA93-032; City
"
.
Exhibit 5): The Public Panel Chairman of the instant arbit~ation,
Jeffrey M. Selchick, Esq., also served as Chairman for the'1992-96
Interest Arbitration proceeding. The parties did codify the terms
of .the 1992-96 Interest Arbitration Award, into their existing
collective bargaining agreement (City Exhibit 4).
Prior to the expiration of the term of the 1992-96 Interest
Arbitration Award, ,the parties 'conunenced negotiations on or about
September 30, 1997 for a $uccessor contract. Such negotiations
were unsuccessful, and impasse' was declar-e.d by the Union on or
about October 9,1997 Subsequent mediation by.a PERB Mediator was
unsucce$sful, and on or about February 23, 1998, the Union filed a
Petition for Interest Arbitration pursuant to Section 209.4 of the'
Civil Service Law (Joint Exhibit 1).
The' City filed. a Response. to said Petition on o.r about
February 26, 1998 (.Joint Exhibit 2)'. On. or about June 5, 19.98, the
Union filedan AmendedPetition (see Joint Exhibit 1). No further
response was filed by the Cit~.
i
... .
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Thereafter, on or about July 13, 1998, the undersigned Public
Arbitration Panel was desigoated by the Public Employment Relations
,
Board, pur$uant to Section 209.4 of the NYS Civil Service Law.
Pursuant to joint agreement of the parties, pre-hearing
conferences were held on September 21 and. October 5, 1998.
Thereafter, hearings were conducted before the und~rsign~d Panel in
Utica on December 7 and 10, 1998, and January 4, 1999. At all
hearings, both parties were, represented by Counsel.and by other
representatives.
~ Both parties submitted numerous,and, extensive
exhibits ana documentation, and both parties prese~ted argument on
their ,respective positions.' 'After the hearing process was
completed, both parties submitted additional exhibits and post-
.
hearing briefs 'to the Panel.
Thereafter" the undersigned Panel met in Executive Session on
March 1, 1999, and reviewed all data,' evidence, . argument and
issues. After significant discussion and deliberations at, the
Executive Session, ~he Panel members were unable to reach unanimous
agreement on this Interest Arbitration Award.
, ,
The -posi ti,ons originally taken by both parties are, qui te
,adequately specified in' the Petition'a,nd the Response, numerousi
hearing exhibits, and Pos,t~hearing, briefs, which are, aJ.J.'
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incorporated by reference into this Award. Such positions will
merely be summarized for the purposes of this Opi~ion and Award.
Set out herein is the Panel's Award1 as to what constitutes a
just and reasonable determination of the parties', contract' for the
period April 1, 1996 through March 31, 1998.
In' arriving at su'ch determination, the Panel has considered
the following factors, as specified in Section 209.4 of the Civil
Service -Law:
a) comparison of the wages, hours and. condi tions of
employment 'of the employees involved in the arbitration
proceeding with the wages, hours and conditions of employment
of other' employees performing similar' 'servi.ces or requirinq
similar skills under similar 'workinq ~onditions' 'and withother
employees g.enerally in public and private employment in
comparable communities; . . .
b). the interests and welfare of the public and the
, financial ability of the public employer to paYi
c) comparison of peculiarities in regard to other trades
or professions, including, spec:ifically, 1).' hazards of
employment; 2)' physical. qualificatiQns.; 3) ed~cational
qualifications; 4) mentalqualificat~ons; 5) job training and
skills;
,
. .
d)' the terms of. collective agreements negotiated between
the' parties in the. past providing for compensation and fringe
benefits, including., but not' limited to.,. the provisions for
salary,. insurance and retirement. benef i ts i medical and
hospitalization benefits, paid time off and jQb security.
.
-
, ,1
'References from thi~ point forward to' the "Panel" ref.ers
to the '~ajorit'y of the Panel, consisting of the Chairman/Publi~ .
. Panel Member and toe Employer Panel Member. . .
I
\ .
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SALARY
Background on Salary
The Union contends that currently Utica firefighters remain
among the lowest paid firefighters w~en,compared to firefighters in
slniilar cities. The Union is seeking 'an 10% salary increase for
each year of the two years covered by this Award.
.
,
The City maintains that the'current financial 5i~uatiQn of the
City- is poor, and, that the City is unable to prov~de' any wage
increases for firefighters' unless such increases are, 'funded by
givebacks ~rom existing 'ben~fits enjoyed by the .firefi~hters.
Further, the City argues that when viewed against prop~r
comparables; the Utica firefighters are pai,d within the range of
other firefighte~s, and in some instances,' Utica firefighters are
paid more than those in other jurisdictions.
A review of the la.st, Interest Arbitration Award for the period
.
,
1992-96 indicates that Utica fire,fiqhters r.eceive'd a 4% general
salary increase effective 4/1/922: a lump sum 'payment of $1500
effective 4/1/93: a lump sum payment of $150'0 effective 4/1/943; a
. 2 The-entry 'level firefighter salary of $24,492 was frozen
during the term of the 1992-96 Interest Arbitration Award.' The
ent~y'level firefighter salary is therefore 6u~rentl~ $24,492.
,
,
] As provided ,in the 1'992-96 Interest Arbitration Award,
both lump sum p~yme~t's were, in lieu of any percentage increases
to salary ,and both ~ump'5um paymen~5 were plqced on the 'salary.',
schedule effec~ive 4/1/95.
"
" '
,
l
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3% general salary increase effective 4/1/95; and a 3.5% general
salary increase effective 1/1/96.
The result' o'f s'uch salary increases and lump sum payrnehr.s
(subsequently. added to the salary schedule) is that the base salary
fo~ a Utica firefighter with 5 ye~~s of service~ was' $36,498 ai the
.expiration of the 1992~96 Interes~ Arbitratiori Award on 3/31/96.
The Panel herein .shall continue to use the U.tica firefighte,r base
salary after 5 years of service as the general benchmark for
'comparison wi th firefighter .salaries in' comparable jurisdictions..
. ,
It was,the judgment of the 1992-96 Interest Arbitration Panel that
the salary increases provided therein brought the Utica
firefighters up to par with the selected comparable jurisdictions,
Comparable Jurisdictions
As previously "indicated, the City of Utica has a 'current
,
,
population of approximately 68,000 'people, . and the Utica. 'Fire
Department has an authorized compleme~t of 139. In determining the
. appropriate comparable cities, the .pane'1 has investigated other
'upstate New York cities with. populations equal to or less than
Utica. The Panel has also sought to comparethe'salaries of Utica
,
firefighters with' those of firefig,hters in similar si.zed
4'The 'panel has used'the 5 year service sala~y as'
the.' ,benchmark when comparing Utica firefighters with firefiqhters i~
comparable. jurisdictions.. The 5 year benchmark was also. used by'
the. Panel in tl\e 1992-96 In~erest Arbitration. Award~ . '
I
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departments. Finally, the Panel' has sought to compare Utica,
firefighters with ihose in cities with similar economic problems,
,
and with a population which has per capita income close to that of
Utica families.
It is clear that the proper comparables for Utica Firefighters
are the New York State cities previously utilized by the 1992-96"
Interest Arbitration Panel: Binghamton, Niag~ra Falls, Rome,
'. .Schenec'~ady and Troy. Those ci ties w~re carefully selected," and are
re-selected :herein, because of similarities in size, population,
fire department size, a'nd per capita income~ .All are upstate
cities, with similar economic'and social problems, and all face ~
,
.declining resident population, and a .decliningtaxpayer base.
The Panel rejects the Union's argument that the cities of
Albany, Rochester and Syracuse should be viewed' as additional
comparables. None of these cities is comparableto the City of
Utica in terms. of population, size of the fire department,. per
.
,
capita income or overall economic situation. Statistics indicate
.
.
that Albany has a population of over 10Q,UO and a fire department.
with a complement of 256; Rochester .has a population of over
230, 000, and a fire department with a complement of 525; and
Syracuse has a population of over 163,000, with a fire' departme~t
complement of 380. 'A~l:enj~y a much higher per capita income and
.
'all have a much different and significantly better economic i
situation than the eliy of. Utica. . ~,
,
.-
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'
The' ci ties selected, and cited as proper ,camparabIes 'by the
1992-96 Interest Arbitra'tion' Panel, are more like Utica in terms of
the notable criteria. As previously indicated, Utica has a
population of approxima~ely' 68,000', with a fire department
,
-complement of 139 and per capita income of $10,790. The City of
Binghamton has a population of apptoximately 53,000, a fire
department complement of 142 and per capita income of $12,100i
Niagara Falls has a population of approximately 62,OOO~ with a fire
department complement of 142 and per capita income of almost
$11,000; Rome has a populati9n of approximately 45,000, with a fire
department c;:omplement of 83 and lJer capita income of s-hghtly over
..$11,0005; Schenectady has a population of approximately 66,000,.
. .with a fire department
complement of 117 and per capita income of
. $12,500; and Troy ~s a population of approximately 55,000, a fire
department complement of 112 and per capita income of$11,700(See
City Exhibit 13}.
It must be noted that when compared,to each of, the
"comparable" cities, Utica is the most economically distressed. In
fact, Utica is' currently one of the cities receiving "Aid for
Distres.ed Cities" fr~ the State of Ne~ York, as also teceived by
the compar'able cities of Niagara Falls and Troy,.
.$ Although smallei th'!J} Utica in both population and the
size, of the fire department, the,' City of Rome has many
similari ties 'with ,Utica, inc~uding geographic loca,tion', work';
fprce and ecofto~icsituation.
'
,
. .
,
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. In reviewing salaries of firefighters in the comparable
jurisdictions, the Panel has continued to use the salary of a I. I
.firefighter with 5 years of serviceas the benchmark. A comparison
shows the following:
As of 3/31/96
Utica $36,498
Binghamton
Niagara Falls
Rome
Schenectady.
Troy
'_
$ 38, 721
$34,062
$36,770
$4.0,577
$35,200
For 1996, salary increases received by 'firefighters in the
comparable jurisdictions ranged from a 0% increase for Troy
firefiqhter-s to a split 5% increase for Niag~~a Fa.lls firefighters.
Those increases are included in the" ~aIaries shown above.',
.
For 1997, salary increases r~ceived by firefighters in the
comparable jurisdictions ranged from a 0% .increase for Rome and
Schenectady firefighters to a 3% increas~ for - Niagara' Falls
firefighters.
When made', salary comparisons with firefighters in ,the
'comparable jurisdictions indicate tl)at Utica firefighters have
received salaries equal, to" or better, than those' received. by
firefighters -in the, compara.ble cities. Contrary to the claim of
the Utica fi~efiqhte~s, there is no-great. salary inequity evidenced
- ,,
'1;>y the comparisons. . This is' particularly tt:ue in light of' the
..
."'
current financial situatio~ of the Ci~y'~f Utica.
I
I
.
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The Panel also has compared Utica firefighters salaries with
those of Utica police, where appropriate. This is particularly
important as the salary increases provided to Utica firefighters
and police have been generally the same, as the City has sought to
maintain parity between the firefighters' and police (see Ci ty
Exhibit 15; 1993-96 Interest Arbitration Awa~.d bet\lleen City of
Utica and, John E. Creedon Police Benevolent Association, PERB Cas~
NO. IA93-018; .Award dated 11/15/94, S"elchick, .Panel Chair). During
the same two year period for which' the instant Panel must determine.
.
salaries for Utica firefighters,: it is important to note that the
. .
Utica police reached agreement with the City anq accepted a 3 year
agreement which provided a zero salary increase for fiscal year
. .
1'996-97 and' a 3~. salary increase for fiscal year 1997-98 (City.
Exhibit 14). Such agreement involved a sign~ficant giveback in
that the police ag.reed to a new work schedule which the City
maintains resulted in savings valued at approximately 3% of police
payroll per fiscal year.
The Panel has also considered the salary increases provided to,
.
Utica police for 1996. and 1997 as this Panel is of the view that
pattern bargaining is a proper managerial concern,and is a well
established. principle in New York State public sector labor
relations (see 1996~97 Interest Arbitration Award between City of
Oneida '~nd Oneida .Paid Firefighters As~n., .Local 2692; PERB Cas~ .
No. IA96-015; Award dated 5/20/97, Selchick, Panel Chair).' . . \
rr In ') aCQf], 'OM )11 vnVMMTW ~ ~MM11VM ~MWMn~ vu r n : 7 T ~h~ T '~l ., n r .
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Ability to Pay
In reaching the salary determinations herein, the Panel ~as
considered the curr'ent state of the "City of Utica's economic
situation, the economic situation of the surroun~ing Oneida County
area, th~ oveiail rate of inflation, raises and salaries received
. .
by firefighters in comparable j ur isdictions ,. salary increases
received by the Utica police for the same period as covered by this
Award, the declining population base of. the City, the status of
. .
business within the City,as well as revenues from Sta.te aid,' sales
tax and mortgage tax,e's.
The Panel is of the view that .there is little doubt that the
City of Utica is in severe fiscal' crisis. It is currently
attempting' to maintain levels of service. to its cit.izens at-
increasing costs while revenues decrease.
.
.
The Panel aqre~s wi~h ~he City that its taxpayers have c~rried
a heavy burden over' the past decade, and that the economic
condition of the. City simply does n~t allow for .th~ high salary
incre~ses souqht by the' firefighters. The City maintains, and the
Panel a9r~es, that the raises sought ~y .the'firefighters are way
above the rate of inflation and are not' within .the'ability of the
City to .pay due to the. current economic con~ition'of the City.
Such significant salary' increases are' unwarranted whe'n Utica.
firefighter salari~s are compared with' those of flrefiqbters in the'
~omparable jurisdictions..Utica saiaries are not' out of line. ... .
. ££/H ~d 9S8v'oN
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There is no question that Utica must be cqnsidered a
relatively poor city, consisting of la!:ge numbers of retired
residents living on fix~d incomes, and that it' has a de6lining
property tax base. Al ~hough .pe'ople are leaving' the City, the
services provided by the City have become more expensive: The(
.
,.
recent revaluation of the City' 5 real property,. a.s mandated by New
York -State law, resulted in a l~ss of $8.7 million in assessed
value. This ~onfirms that qtica's property tax base continues to
decline, arid will result in a $i.7 million revenrie 1055. In the
~ace'of such ~evenue' loss, the City has only two choices: to raise
taxes or to reduce expenses.
.
The Panel agrees th.at raisi~9 taxes is simply no.t realistic,
qi ven the current state of Utica's economy, failing business
community, and the general lack of increased' em~:doyment . in. the.
City. As indicated 'by the highnumb~r of property foreclosures,
. ,
.
the real estate market in Utica is in terrible shape. . Foreclosures.
.
have increased each year, and the resultof foreclosure is another
property which does not generate taxable income tor the. City.
.Raising taxes will only serve to increase the number of
foreclosures in the City and continue the exodus of taxpayers from
the City.
The City has' managed to avoid extensive layoffs as a result of
Stat.~ aid pro~ided through the p~oqram' for. D1stre.~sed Cities. . This~.'
.recognition by the'State that Utica req~ires such.financi~l.help it
.r.r./G I
.
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not a badge of distinction that any ~unicipality would seek. Aid,
for Distressed Cities, is provided to only those 5-6 ~ities which
are in the worst 'financial situation. The purpose of such State
aid is to allow a rn~nicipility to stabilize the financial picture;
to, do so, a City must act' responsibly in terms o.f spending and
cutting costs. This' State aid has resulted in a' posit~ve fund.
balance for the City, but such State aid cannot be relied upon as
a'future revenue source as there ,is no guarahtee that s~ch aid will
continue beyond the 1998-99 fiscal yea'r (see, City Exhibit 8).
Without the current State aid provided, through the .Aid
'
for
Distr~ssed'Cities'and as part of the Special Financiai Aid prqvided
as a result of surplu. State r~venues, th~,City rifptica ~ould be
short $3.5 million in -revenue. That wouid translate to' the
elimination of ~3~5 million in expend{tures and. would of nec~ssity
entail' layoffs' of City employees and the loss of many. services
I
'
currently p~ovided by the tity. This in turn would r~sult in the
loss of additional business and 'residents,' and of, course, tax
revenue.
Not only have tax reveriues decreased, but the City has had a
continuing problem in collecting taxes, with uncollected taxes
runn,ing at approximately 7.12% in 1997-98 ('see City Exhibit 8).
Thi~ remains'
~ long standing problem in the City of Utica ,and ,w,a$
r~cognized as such by the 1992-96 Interest Arbitration Panel (seei
Award, page 20).
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The, City also continues to have financial, problems due to
numerous'extensive e~vironmental situations and structural repairs
which have been pending for several years. The Ci t'j remains
responsible for a, landfill remediation which has been estimated to
,cost $lS million, and is the si~e of PCB contamination~ The City'
also ma'y be financially responsible for the clean-up, of several
, ,
toxic former industrial sites.
As a result of ,such long term and continuing financial
problems, th~ City is not the recipient of any current vote of
confidence from the firiancialcommunity_ The bond rating 'of the '.
City is 92, which is consid~~ed to be "junk bondH ~uality and is
presently the lowestratinq'of any municipality in the State of New
York. ' This continuing financial crisis in Utica recei"ed the
attention
'
of the New York State Office of the 'Comptroller, which
consideredthe declarationof a financialemergency' situation for
the City. This would have resulted in the ~ppointment of a State
Control Board. Instead, the State purchased the City's debt, which
it was unable to secure funding for through bonds,' artd established
a Private Sector Partnership Board to act as a financial oversight.
.,
".board (see City Exhibit 3~). This 11 person Board, consisting ~f
public officials ,and private sector business ,representatives, was
charged with the re'sponsibility of. "developing" goals and benchmarks
, ,
to rnea$ure the City's finan6ial progress, and to research savings'
opportunities through consolidation,of services and streaml1'ning bf
r r / I. I
.
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'government.h (Id.) If the Partnership Board does not succeed in
this goal, it is anticipated that an emergency State Control Board
will of, necessity be appointed. .
In a report issued by the Partnership Board in March 1997, the
clear conclusion emerged tha~ the City mus~ reduce the expense of
,
government services if it is to achieve financial stability and
allow Utica to become 'a more competi~ive and attiactive
municipality for business and residents.
,-
The .cost' of police and
'fire services remains the largest expense in the City's budget;
almos~ $21 million for 1998-99 (see City Exhibit 9; 1998-99 City
Budget). It was the view of the Partnership Board th~t such
, spending must be contained in order to avoid the need to increase
, property taxes, which would he a disastrous codrse of action for
the City_
The .Panel is of the view th'at the recommendations of the'
Partnership Board are well reasoned and repr~sent necessary steps
,
,
. for the City to take in order to attain financial stab~lity. The
City has sought to accomplish -such recommendations, and the ,Panel
particularly notes the recen,t settlement with the Utica police
which provided for a 0% salary increase for +996, 'and a modest 3%
salary increase for ~997. funded through savings as a result of
scheduling concessions made by the police. This is'the level of,
fiscal responsibility required if the City of Utica is to z;egain i
-
,
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financial stability and an acceptable credir. rating, which are
necessary to economic recovery.
The Panel has also reviewed the City' 5 budget fo.r 1998-99 and
(City Exhibit 9), as well as. the audited financial statemen~ for
the period'ending 3/31/98 {City Exhibit 11). The Panel 'h~s noted
Utica's current bond rating, and has reviewed the Official
Statement issued in support of $4 ,500,000 in. Tax Anticipation
Notes, which were issued on 11/10/98 (City Exhibit 10) ~ The Panel
has also reviewed and considered the CityI s overall financial
status.
It is. the finding of this .Panel that the cur~ent financial
. ,
situation of the City of Utica prohibits it from providing any
salary increases for firefighters unless savings is ,attained during
the period of thi.s Award. In the same manner as the recent
set t lement wi th the Utica police, any salary increase
f
must be
funded throug~ savings in the existing budget. In the .absence of
such savings, the City of Utica does not' have the ability to
provide salary increases to Utica firefighters.
Panel Determination onSalarv
The 'Panel has considered all of .the data and arguments
presented by both parties, and has applied such data to the
criteria mandated by statute as specified in Section 209.4 of.th~
Civil Service. Law.
;.,
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Therefore, after ~areful tons ide ration and review of all the'
data and material presented herein, the Panel has made the
following conclusions: tbat current Utica firefighter salaries are
in,line with those of firefighte'rsin 'comparable j.urisdictions for
the period covered by this Award; that such 'jurisdictions have'
pro~ided modest salary increases for the period 1996-97; that the
Utica polic~ accepted a 0% salary increase fo~ 1996 and a 3% sal~r~
'increase for 1997, coupled with scheduling changes which provided
sufficient budgetary savings to fun~ the ~% salary increase; that
the settlement reached with the Utica police is significant in the
determinations made' by this Panel and that the. Utica. firefighters
have not shown c~mpell1n9 reasons why they shoQld receive' a greater
. . .
salary increase than provid~d.to the Utica police; that while the
City does have a limited .ability to pay salary increases it can
provide a similar wag~'increase t? Utica firefiqht~rs,as p~ovided
t9 the police~ conditioned upon similar savings to be gained in the
firefighters ,op~rational budget; that the determination of' the
elimination of the manning provision (discussed infra), willprovide
,
,
.the necessary savings 'to fund the 3% salary ~ncrease for
firefighters effective 4/1/97; and that a 3% salary increase
,
.
.
effective 4/1/91 for Utica firefighters will provide an equi~able
wage when compared with that received, by. firefighters in the
comparable jurisdictions~ i
.. .
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Accordingly, and after consideration of the extensive
exhibits, 'documenta.tion, and testimony presented herein: and, a.fter
due consideration of the triteria specified in Section 209.4 of the
Civil Service Law, the Panel makes the following
AWARD ON. SALARY
1. There shall b~ no .increase in the salary schedule for the
period April 1, 1996 through March 31, 1997.'
'-..
2~ Effective April 11 1997, salaries for all members of this.
bargaining unit shall be increased by 3% above the' December 31,
1995 rates..
i
;. .
,
.
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MANNING OF APPARATUS
Backaround on Manning of Apoaratus
Article VI, Section 12. of the 1.99,2-96 contract provides as
follow's:
Section 12~ Manning of Apparatus
A. The ,CITY agrees that there shalL be n9 less than 9
.pieces of appa:r:atus in servicecomrnencing April 1, 1987.
The CIT~ further agree~ that there shall be no less than
28 men on duty on any given day commencing April 1, 1987.
B. The CITY-agrees to have an of~icerand three men on
each appar~tus'in ~ervice each day except in cases of
sickness, emergency leaves, compensatory days and
vacation.' ,
c. In the 'event that any company has fess than the
prescribed, number o~ personnel, off-duty pe'rsonnel sha 11
be called back to meet the minimum manpower. He shall be
paid at this prevailing rate of p~y.' Such'monies shall
be paid under the overt~me provisions in ARTICLE IV, Sec.
3.
In sum, this contract,provision requires th~ City to have 9
,
,
pieces,6f apparatus in service ea~h day,' and no less than 28 men on
duty each day. If ther~ are ,absences, this provision requires that
off-,duty personnel be ,called in to replac;e, those absent.
There ha.s been signific~nt litigation regarding this provision
,
"
including charges of violation of Section209-al(d) of the ~ublic
Employees', Fair Employment Act; stays, of enforcement of 'the
manning provision as, obtained in various courts throughout the
Sta te; and grievances which have, been subj ect 'of 'Demands for
,.
Arbitration under the provisions of ,the collectiv'e bargaining
p
.
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agreement' (see City ,Exhibit 29; Union Exhibits 22A-E). The Panel
finds that such litigation is not material to the determinations
,which ~ust be made in this Award. What is relevant and material is
that the City's demand to delete Article'VI, Section 12' from the
.
Agreement was found by PERB to be a mandatory subject of
negotiation [see"PERB Board Decision and Order dated 11/23/98: Case
No. U-19829, citing City, of Cohoes and Uniform Firefighters of
~ohoes, Local 2562, 31 PERB ~3020 (1998)]. Accordingly, the Panel
has det'eJ;mined it appropriate to address the City' 5 demand to
delete this provision from the Agreement.
The City contends that as a result of this minimum manning
provision, it is required to staff the Fire,pepartment at a level
higher than required by the operational needs of the Department.
, ,
The City maintains that it can safely' staff' at a lower. level
without jeopardizing the safety o,f firefighters or the public. The
, ,
City argues that as a result of this minimum roann~nq provision~ it
,
'
has been denied the ability to .properly manage the Fire Department
anQ cut costs, and that it cannot avail itself. of technological
advances in ~irefightinq equipment and techniques ,which may reduce
manpower needs. Further, t'he City claims that it is prec,lu'ded"
"
.
, ,
throug,h the, minimum manning provision, from making adj ustments in
manpower ,needs to tnore properly reflect the, City' 5 changing
I
popula~ion and,fire fighting operational needs. Finally, the,City
.. .
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argues ~hat it should have the managerial discretion to balance the
level of staffing i~ can afford with protecting the public safety,
The Union is strongly opposed to any change in the minimum
mann1ng pIo~l~~Onj ~nd maintains that there ~s a direct
relationship to the minimum m9,nning requirements and firefighter
safety. .The ~inimum manning provision has di'rec:;t impact on safety I
~peed, effec~iveness and the inj~ry rate of firefighters. The high
number of injuries sustained at the recent fire on Bleeker Street,
. su:pports the Unlon's claim that the~e is a, direct corre~ation
betwe,en minimum. manning and fireftghter" safety. On that day, the
. .
C{ty was not in compliance with the m~nimurn manning 'provision and
s~affed at 24 instead of 28 firefighters. Th~ Union argues tha~
Utica cuirently ranks s~cond, behind only Niagara Falls, in total
fires per capita' "for 1997,' and ranks first in 1998, responding t.o
3.68 fires per capita. Eliminating or reducing the minimum manning
.
,
provision would, in the Union's view,'result in additional injuries
.
"
to firefighters, particularly in light .of 'the increase in arson
within the City of Utica.
Panel Determination on Manning of Ap~aratus
The Panel. has determined to grant., the City's' proposal and
delete Article VI, Section' 1L from the Agreement., for several
.reasons as detailed below. l
...
'.
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First, it is extremely rare to firid a minimum manning
provision in any of the upstate fire depar~menL collec~ive
,
.
bargaining agreements. Of the selected ~ornparable cities, only the'
City of Troy contract has. a minimum manning provision, and that
provides for manning at 22 men per da~.6 The Panel also noi~s th~t
. .
the Ci ty of 'Troy currently does not enjoy an -enviable financial
situation and has res~rted to drastic measure~, including layoffs
of City employ~es, to meet its budgetary obligations.'
Importantly, none of' the .other comparable jurisdictions have
a minimum manning provision in the. collective bargainin~
agreements. Nor do most other fire departments in New York State.
Most departrnen1;s have set minimum manning as a. matter of department
. ......
. .
policy, with management determining the appropriate manning based
on operational needs and budgetary concerns.
The abs~nce. ~f a minimum rna.nning 'provision in the collective
barg~inlng agreement~ of comparable fire'departments reflects a
long held view tba.t staffing is. a managerial prerogative. It is
generally held that staffing rela.tes directly. to the manner in
,whit:h th~ public employer pr.ov;.des its service to the public and is
6.By contract, that nwnber will be reduced to 21 effective
1/1/00. ;'
.
-
. ,
The City of Troy is one of the cities receiving NYS Aid
for Distr~ssed Cities.
.. .
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a uniquely management prerogative.c While demands concerning
minimum mahning provisions have been previously held to be
nonmandatory subjects of negotiations~ that a.nalysis was overturned
by the recent PERB ruling in City of Cohoes.9
The Panel finds that if the City is to take responsibility for
managing its workforce and returning Utic~ to a position of fiscal
soundness, it. must have the managerial discretion to de~ermine what
staffing is required on a daily basis to meet the ope"rational needs
of the Fire Department. The City' of Utica has changed greatly in
.
"
the. past decade since the minimum manning provision was placed in
the Aqreem~nt; and not to the better. 'Population ~nd resources
have seriousLy declined. The Panel finds that the City must have
. ,
the ability to deter~ine how best to utilize existing resources
and should not be. subject to a minimum manning ..provision which is
no longer accurate based on operational needs as assessed'by
-
"management of the fire Department. " In the final analysis, the
Panel is of the vi~w that the City must be given, and must assume,
. .
responsibility for detepnininq how many firefighters are necessary
to provide for the public safe~y.
a'See generally. Public. Sector Labor Law, 2d Edition (NYSBA:
~998) pp. 469-470. . "
i
. ~ City or Coho'es and Uniform Firefighters "of Cohoes, Lo~al
2562, 31. PERB 1[3020 (1996>.. . ~ ,
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It is the finding'of this, Panel that the City cannot perform
its mission to govern ~easonably and manaqe its workfotce, if it is
subject to a minimum. 'manning provision. The City must have
the righc to'determine, based on safety, concerns, accepted
firefighting techniques andoperation.al needs" the appropriate,
level of ~t~ffing. The City ~annot continue t~ be held hostage by
a mirtimum manning provision which does, not, allow for the exercise
of governmental managerial discretion ,and authority.
,
, ,
Finally, the Parte!' must c6nsider the overwhelming cost of the
maintenanc,e o-f the minimum ,manning, pro'vision in light of the fiscal
crisis which exists in the Ci ty of Utica., When. the City has
- .
complied with the current minimum manning provision of 28 men per
shift, the replacement cost has been approximately $75,000 per
.
-
month (see City Exhibit 30). As testified to by former City Budget
Director Tom Keeler~ ~he City was forced ~o allocate additional'
.funds to the 1998-99 Fire Department budget, to meet the cost of
replacement time under the minimum manning provision, which
averaged out. to a.pproximately $72,000 'per month for 'fiscal 1998-99,
which ended on 3/31/99. The t'otal cost for re'placement time under
the minimum manning provision' was over $864,'000 fo'r fiscal year
1998-99.
The. Panel notes that replacement time becomes a "f ixed
expense" for the City because the C'ity has no control over absencesi
by f~refighters an~ therefore, 'cannot control, how ~any fi'refight~s
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will be have to be called in on an overtime basis to meet the
minimum staffing requirement o,n any gi yen day. In fact, Union
President Zumpano testified that in order for the City to meet the
existing manning requirement and avoid the daily recall of'off~duty
firefight,ers, ~he City would need to employ 181 firef~ghters: an
additional 42 firefighters above the current authorized complement.
Clearly, the City cannot afford such luxury~ The record indicates
that the Ci~y has had to transfer funds, to the Fire Department ~n
a continuing basis to fund the cost of such replacement time (see
City Exhibits 3lA, 31B and 31C).' Such expense cannot be ,allowed to
continue if City elected officials and managers' are to restore
fiscal soundness to Utica.
The Panel has made a considered decision in deleting Article
VI, Section 12 from the Agreement effective April 1, 1996, whic'h is
the beqinning of the term covered by this Award. In doing so, the
Panel recognizes that the City should have the managerial right' to
determine shift size, and further, to accomplish some retroactive
savings' for the periods when the city was, . for one reason or
another, not in full compliance with the provision. The' Panel
int~nds for the savings generated herein by t~e deletion of the
. .
minimum manning provision to fund the 3% salary increa$e provided
herein" and the increase in ~tipend provided to certain EMT's, (see
discussion inf~a). l
.
,
,
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'
Award on Mannina Q.f Aooarat.us
Effective April 1, 1996, Article VI, SectiOn 12 of the 1992-96
Agreement shall be deleted in its entirety. That specifically
includes paragraphs A, Band C of such section.
EMERGENCY MEDICAL TECHNICIANS
Backqround on Emergency Medicql Te~hnicians
Currently,' those members of the unit who are New York State
Certified Emergency Medical Tec~nicia.ns .(EMT;s) and are assigned to .
Rescue -1 receive a daily 'stipend of $20 pursuant to Atticle IV,'
Secti6n 1(~) (1) of the 1992-96 Agreement. If there ~re more than
two EMT's assigned to Rescue 1, those assignees over two receive a
stipend of $10. per day. ..
Additionally~ any member of the unit who is an EM! I or II
receives a yearly stipend of $300.00, and any member of the unit
who is an. EMT III or IV receives a yearly stipend of $600.00
pursuant to Article IV, Section 1(B) (2) and (3) respectively_
Determination on Emergency 'Medical Technicians'
The stipends provided on an artnual basis. to EMT~s pursuant to
Articl~ IV, Sections 1(8) (2) and (3) w~re significantly increased
as a resul~ of. the 1992-96 Interest Arbitration A~ard (see page
,
.
30). Those stipends, payable at $'300 per year for EMT'5 I arid II,'.
. I
and at $600 per year for EMI's III and IV, are qener~lly c~mparaq~~
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to what is paid in the comparable jurisdictions. No change is
warranted in view of the current financial circumstances of the
City of Utica.
However, the Partel does find that an'increase .iswarranted for
those ~MT' s. who are assigned to Rescue 1 a.nd regularly utilize
their skills and knowledg~ on a daily basis. ,'"Thedaily stipend
shall be increased, effective 4/1/96, to $30 per day for those
EMT's assigned to Rescue 1. In.the event that more than two EMT's
.
"
~re 'assigned to Rescue 1, the stipend for those assignees over two
shall be increased to $20 per day, effective 4/1/96.
AWARD ON EMERGENCY MEDICAL TECHNICIANS
1. Article IV, Section 1 (B) (1) of the 1992-96 Agreement shall
. . .
be.amended to increase the stipend for those EMT;s who are assigned"
to Rescue ~, to $30'per day, effective 4/1/96. In the event that
more than two EMT'5 are assigned to Rescue 1,' ~he stipend for those
assignees over two shall be increased to $20 per day, effective
4/1/96.
" '
;"
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REMAINING ISSUES
Discussion on Remainina Issues
The Panel has reviewed in great detail all of the demands and
proposals of both parties, as well as the extensiv~ and voluminous
,
.
.
record in support of said proposals. The fact that these pr6posals
have not been specificallY addIessed in this Opinion and Award does
not mean that they were not closely studied and considered in the
overall context of contract. terms and benefits by the' Panel
members. In interest arbitration, as in collec~ive bargaining, not
all proposals are accepi,ed, and not .all contentions are agreed
with. T~e Panel, in. reaching-what it has determinecl to be a fair
result, has not addressed or made an Award on many of the proposals
submittedby each of the parties. 'The Panel is of the. view that
this approach i~ .consistent' with the practice of collective
bargaining. For the substantive and technical contract changes
sought by both parties, the collective bargaining process must be
utilized. Thus, we make the following award on these issues:
AWARD ON REMA.INING ISSUES
Any proposals and/or items other than those. specifically
modified by this Award are .her,eby r.eject'ed.
"
. (
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Pursuant to'Section 209.4 (c) (vi). of the Public Employees' fair
Employment Act, this Award provides for a'determination for the
period commen~ing April 1, 1996 an~ ending March 31, 1998.
. .
Member
Concur
Dissent
JANE K. FININ, ESQ.
Employee Organization Panel Member
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STATE OF NEW' YORK)
COUNTY OF
~\~~ ) '. ss. :
On this. 'l.-~'~~day of ~',\ , 1999, before me personally came
. and appeared Jeffrey M. Selchick, Esq.; to me known and known to me'
to be the individu~l described in the foregoing Instrument, and he
acknowledged ~o me that he .xecuted the s~me. .
~
STATE OF NEW YORK) .
COUNTYO~ l4(b€L~~).') ss. :
On this 2 ~..(day of l4e r. 1 ., 1999, before llie personally came
and appeared James W. Roemer, Jr., Esq., to me known and known to
me to be the individual described in the foregoing Instrument, and
he acknowle~ged to me that he executed the same.
TAMARA J~ AUSTIN
Notsrv Public. State of New York
No OtAU5023031
Qualif.ec In '~er.s~~:"e. Cc£1tH\I(nmr- ... - - O\-3',.:..~t.t.
STATE or NEW YORK. )
COUNTY OF . )
,tAMAAA. TIN
Notary Public. State of New 'torte
No. 01AU5023031
Ou~tifiedi~ Renssel~r C~
. COftlM.sslone"p.res _0 \r- l- .
S5. :
On this '. '. day of . , 1999, before me personally came
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AGREEMENT
between
CITY OF UTICA, NEW YORK
and
LOCAL 32 INTERNATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF FIRE FIGHTERS
A.F.L. - C.I.O. - C.L.C.
UTICA PROFESSIONAL .FIRE FIGHTERS ASSOCIATION
for the period
April 1, 1992 through March 31, 1996
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This Agreement, entered into this day of ,
1995 by the City of Utica, New York, (hereinafter referred to as
the CITY) and Local 32, International Association of Fire Fighters,
A.F.L.-C.I.O.-C.L.C., utica Professional Fire Fighters Association
(hereinafter referred to as the ASSOCIATION).
ARTICLE I. ASSOCIATION RECOGNITION AND CHECK-OFF.
Section 1. The CITY recognizes the ASSOCIATION as the sole
..
bargaining agent for all City Employees assigned to the Bureau of
Fire Department of Public Safety, except for the Fire Chief.
(
Section 2. The CITY agrees that no member of the ASSOCIATION
shall be discriminated against, coerced or influenced in any way or
manner because of his membership in the ASSOCIATION or by reason of
his be~ng an officer of the ASSOCIATION.
Section 3. The ASSOCIATION hereby agrees to and affirms the
provisions of Section 207, paragraph 3, of the Public Employees
Fair Employment Act (so called Taylor Act) to the effect that it
does not assert the right to strike against the City, directly or
indirectly, nor to assist or participate in any such strike or to
impose.an obligation to conduct assist, or participate in any such
strike directly or indirectly.
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( Section 4. The CITY, upon receipt of a duly executed dues
deduction authorization, agrees to deduct from the second payroll.
of each month, followi~g the signing of this Agreement, all
ASSOCIATION assessments from all Bureau of Fire Personnel who have
executed a dues deduction authorization and forward said monies to
the Treasurer of the ASSOCIATION together with a list of payees.
ARTICLE II. WORK SCHEDULES, HOURS AND VACANCIES
Section 1. Line Fire Fighters Division.
..
Definition -- Any member of the Bureau of Fire whose daily
duty is the actual extinguishing of fire and the accomplishment of
(
rescue.
If the complement of fire fighters falls below that
established by law, then the employer.must fill that position
within 90 days from the date said vacancy occurs; if the complement
of officers or maintenance personnel falls below that established
'by law, the employer must fill said position within 120 days from
the date said vacancy occurs.
Section 2. Fire Dispatchers Division.
E~cept as otherwise agreed upon the Fire Dispatch Division
shall work a 24 tour of duty.
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Section 3. Day and Civilian Division.
Day and civil employees of the Bureau of Fire shall work an
8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. daily schedule with an hour allowed for
lunch, Monday through Friday, with days off when'City Ball is
officially closed.
Section 4.
All line Fire Fighters to, work a 24 hour, schedule..,
'
ARTICLE III. LEAVES OF ABSENCE.
c Section 1. Sick Leave.
A. Any member of the Bureau of Fire who, while off duty,
suffers an illness or sustains a disabling injury, shall" notify the
Deputy~Chief and his company officers and the man in charge of his
company, at least one hour before the required time to report for
duty, of the nature of the illness 'or injury and the name of the
attending physician, if any. If such notice is not given, the
members shall be considered tardy in reporting to work. If the
illness or injury is an emergency, the one hour notice to the
company officer or the man in charge of the company is waived and
notice shall be given as soon as practical. The member shall make
the notification personally, or if unable to do so, cause it to be
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( made by a responsible person.
If any member of the Bureau of Fire is absent for more than
three (3) consecutive 'days due to illness or injury, a doctor's
statement'from the attending physician indicating the nature of the
illness or injury will be required.
B. Whenever a member of this ASSOCIATION or his attending
physician reports that a member is sick or disabled, the Fire
Surgeon may be notified by the Bureau of Fire and he may, examine
the sick or disabled member as soon after notification as possible,
either at the member's home or at the surgeo'n' s office, at the
City's expense, notwithstanding the fact that said member may have
c already been examined or already be under the care of his own
physician. If examination is not feasible, the Fire Surgeon may
immediately contact the member to determine the nature of the
illness or injury.
C. Following examination or contact with said member, the
'Fire Surgeon shall certify to the' Fire Chief his judgment and
medical opinion of the member's fitness for duty and outline any
limitations of said duty, if any, which should be imposed upon the
member's activities while sick or disabled.
D. A member may call off of sick leave at any time but must,
notify the Deputy Chief and commanding officers at least one hour
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( prior to regular tour of duty.
E. If the member is certified by the Fire Surgeon as unfit
for normal duty, he shall not engage in any other employment
outside the Bureau of Fire during the period of unfitness.
F. If the member desires to undertake activities not
permitted by the Fire Surgeon'.s certificate, he must first obtain
the express consent of the Fire Chief or the ranking officer of the
company.
G. If the member's non-service connected illness or injury
(
is of such a nature that he is unfit to perform his normal duty, he
shall not engage in any other employment outside the Bureau of Fire
during the period of unfitness.
H. Th~ preceding paragraphs shall 'also apply when a member
becomes sick or injured while on duty, as set forth in Section 207A
General Municipal Law of the State of New York.
I. sick leave for line Fire Fighters, civilian employees and
dispatchers, within the ASSOCIATION, shall accumulate on the basis
of 1-1/4 days per month to a maximum accumulation of 300 days.
Said time shall be expended by the days actually off duty because
of ill~ess or injury. Sick days shall be considered, for this
purpose, as'24-hour days for day workers.
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( J. Service connected injuries or illness and time actually
spent in hospitals shall not be charged against accumulated sick
leave; regularly scheduled compensatory days shall not be 'charged
against accumulated sick leave. Members shall be paid back for any
vacation days lost during a member's illness as soon as possible
after such member returns to duty. If illness occurs during a
member's 'vacation period, the City shall not be responsible for any
payment of such vacation days.,
K. All members entering the Department shall earn sick leave
-
at the rate of 1.25 days per month.
L. Any member of the Bureau of Fire shall be granted time
c off with pay when a personal emergency arises, while on duty to
'consult with a doctor and/or dentist. Such member shall return to
duty immediately upon release of such emergency.
Section 2. Death Leave.'
A. Special leave shall be granted in the case of death of a
wife, child, mother, father, sister, sister's spouse, brother,
brother's spouse, mother-in-law, father-in-law, grandparent,
grandchild, wife's brother or wife's sister, providing that the
member is living with his wife ,at the time of death of any such,
member of the wife' s relatives. Leave shall also be granted in the
event of death of a foster or step relative, who is in the same
6
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relationship with the member as the'direct relative listed above.
B. The length of special death leave shall be determined by
the faith of the deceased person and that faith's funeral practice.
c. Any member of the Bureau of Fire shall be granted a death
leave for the day of the funeral of a blood relative not covered by
the provisions of the preceding paragraphs. The actual leave time
granted shall be determined in each individual case by the Fire
Chief or Chief Officer.
Section 3. Emergency Leave.
A. Special leave shall be granted any member of the Bureau
of Fire in the event of serious illness of a wife, child, father,
mother, brother, sister, mother-in-law, father-in-law.
B.. In the case of childbirth or any emergency arising within
a member's family while he is on duty, the Commanding Officer shall
release the member immediately and notify the Chief or Deputy Chief
on duty at the time. The member shall make every effort to return
to duty as soon as possible.
Section 4. Election Leave.
Every member on duty on any el.ection day where the polls do
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not open at 6:00 a.m., shall be granted reasonable leave time in
order to vote.
section 5. Personal "Man for "Man Leave Shall Continue.
( 1) Such leaves shall be submitted to and may be
accepted by the Company Commander, or in his absence, by the
Officer or member in charge -of the fire house during the day.
Notice of request for such leave shall be submitted at least 24
hours in advance, except-in the case of emergency.
(2) Line Deputy Chiefs shall be in control of their own
leave.
(3) Relief of duty members will be permitted at 7:00
a.m., when relieved with the permission of the Commanding officer.
section 6. Personal Leave Days.
All members of the day and civilian division shall receive two
non-cumulative personal days annually-.
Section 7. Association Business Leave.
A. Leaves of absences with pay shall be granted to the top
four officers of the ASSOCIATION when on ASSOCIATION business as
8
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follows:
( 1) Official ASSOCIATION business meetings and any
special meetings -- two men up to three hours -- not to exceed
twelve meetings per year.
(2 ) Labor management committee meetings and meetings
with the Chief and/or Commissioner of Public Safety and/or the
Mayor of the CITY as necessary.
(3) The annual New York State Professional Fire Fighters
Association Convention, .one New York State Professional Fire
(
Fighters Association Legislative Seminar per year, and the bi-
annual International Association of Fire Fighters Convention
(delegate strength).
(4 ) Leaves of absence with pay shall be granted to the
President and one designate of the ASSOCIATION to attend New York
State Professional Fire Fighters Association
meetings (not to exceed three meetings per year).
District Two
(5) The President of the ASSOCIATION shall be granted
time off with pay to attend Central New York Labor Council and the
New York State AFL-CIO meetings, regular or special, and their
Conferences, Seminars and Conventions, whenever manpower is
available to relieve him.
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B. The CITY agrees that whenever necessary up to three per
day of the top four officers of the ASSOCIATION shall be granted
leaves from duty with pay, for their attendance at each of the
aforementioned functions.
C. The President of the ASSOCIATION and/or his appointees
shall be entitled to release time with pay to attend any legitimate
business not mentioned above ,upon the necessary approval of the
Fire Chief or Chief Officer and such approval will not be
unreasonab~y withheld.
D. The CITY agrees to provide leave time from duty with pay
to anyone member of the ASSOCIATION who is elected to any office
in the New York State Professional Fire Fighters Association or the
International Association of Fire Fighters, to carry out the duties
of his office.
Section 8. Education Leave.
Upon adequate notice and without loss of pay, departmental
leaves shall be granted to any member of the Bureau of Fire covered
by this Agreement for the furtherance of his eduction, knowledge
and availability to perform his fire fighting duties at the
discretion of the commissioner of Public Safety.
Section 9. Maternity Leave.
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, Any female member of the Department shall be entitled to
maternity leave for a period not to exceed three (3) months.
This leave shall be additional to any leave taken by the
employee and said leave will be granted after a request is made in
. writing. This leave shall be without pay but all other benefits
granted under this Contract shall remain in full force and effect
during this period.
ARTICLE IV. SALARIES AND OTHER BENEFITS.
Section 1. Salaries.
c A. The base salaries for the duration of this Agreement
shall be as follows:
(1) All Firefighters unit members who were on the fire
payroll on 4/1/92 and were at the second year base salary or above,
and remain on the payroll on the date of this Award, shall receive
~ 4% increas~ in salary effective 4/1/92, excluding those at the
entry level salary. All Firefighters who were on the payroll on
4/1/92 .and who subsequently retired will receive the 4% retroactive
award limited solely to th~ir base salary from 4/1/92 until the
date of their retirement. Such retirees shall receive no other
retroaqtive. payments.
11
\(' (2) All Firefighters unit members who were on the fire
payroll on 4/1/93 and were at the third year base salary or above,
and remain on the payroll on the date of this Award, shall receive
a lump sum payment of $1,500 in lieu of any percentage increase to
salary or any other payment. This payment of $1,500 shall be
placed on the salary schedule effective 4/1/95, with the exception
of the entry level salary and the second year salary.
(3 ) All Firefighters unit members who were on the fire
payroll on 4/1/94 and were at the third year base salary or above,
and remain on the payroll on the date of this Award, shall receive
a lump sum payment of $1,500 in lieu of any percentage increase to
(
salary or any other payment.. This payment of $1,500 shall be
placed on the salary schedule effective 4/1/95, with the exception
of the entry level salary and the second year salary.
(4) The above two payments of $1,500 each to eligible
unit members are lump-sum payments in lieu of any percentage
increases on base salary or otherwise, and shall constitute the
sole and full retroactive payment for the period commencing 4/1/93
and ending 3/31/95. There will be no recalculation of overtime
payments and other payments called for by the contract using these
two payments of $1,500. The 4% increase effective 4/1/92 is fully
retroactive for the entire period up to the date of the Award.
(5 ) Effective 4/1/95 the salary schedule shall be
12
( 1) Any member that is New York State Certified
Em~rgency Medical Technician shall be compensated with an
additional stipend at a rate of $20.00 per day for riding Rescue
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increased by 3%, with the exception of the entry level salary which
remains frozen at $24,492.
(6 ) Effective 1/1/96 the salary schedule shall be
increased by 3.5%, with the exception of the entry level salary
which remains frozen at $24,492.
(7 ) The salary schedule for the 1992-96 Agreement is
attached hereto as Appendix A.
B. EMERGENCY MEDICAL TECHNICIANS
STIPEND
1, for as long as the unit is under the command of the Bureau of
Fire. In the event that more than two Firefighters are assigned to
Rescu~. 1, the stipend shall remain at $10.00 for assignees over the
two presently assigned on a normal basis.
(2) Any certified Emergency Medical Technician I or II
shall receive an additional $300.00 per year which shall be
included in his gross salary and be pro-rated from the time he
received his certification.
( 3 ) Any Certified Emergency Medical Technician III or IV
13
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shall receive an additional $600.00 per year which shall be
included in his gross salary and be pro-rated from the time he
receives his certification.
(4) The City agrees to pay the cost of any mandated
schooling, training, instruction or course incurred in renewing the
certification for any level EMT. Members who attend such
recertification instruction while on duty shall be released from
work.
(5 ) All increases in EMT stipends in Article V Section
IB are effective 4/1/95.
Section 2. Insurance
A. Medical Plan. The CITY shall continue to provide each
member of the Firefighters' ~nit and their dependents with a paid
hospitalization plan consistent with the provisions of this
section.
(1) Effective April I, 1995, the City shall adopt the
necessary resolution and take all other required action to adopt
the New York State Government Health Insurance Program, Core plus
Medical and Psychiatric Enhancements, for members of the
Firefighters unit.
14
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(2 ) Effective April 1, 1995, all members of the
Firefighters unit will contribute 10% of the cost of their
coverage, whether individual or family. The 25% contribution now
p~id by firefighters hired after April 1, 1990 shall be reduced to
10% effective with the changeover to the Empire Plan on April 1,
1995. The City shall adopt and implement a Flexible Benefit Plan
pursuant to Section 125 of the Internal Revenue Code. All
contributions made by utica 'firefighters for health insurance
coverage shall be made and taken by the City in accord with Section
125 of the Internal Revenue Code, providing for a Flexible. Benefit
Plan.
c
(3) All HMO's in which firefighters are currently
enrolled shall continue in accord with 'currentpractice. For those
firefighters enrolled in an HMO, including firefighters hired after
April 1, 1990, there shall be no employee contribution required,
unless the net cost of HMO coverage exceeds 90% of the cost of
Empire..Plan coverage (individual or family coverage as selected).
In the event selected HMO coverage exceeds 90% of the net cost of
Empire Plan coverage, the employee must contribute that portion of
the increased cost, up to a maximum of 10% cost of the Empire Plan
(individual or family coverage as selected). Additionally, should.
the cost of the selected HMO coverage exceed the cost of the Empire
Plan, the employee must pay 10% of the total cost of the HMO
selected.
15
c ( 4 ) Members of the Firefighters unit who retire on or after
March 16, 1995 shall be bound by the health insurance provisions
herein, and shall, effective April 1, 1995, contribute 10% towards the
cost of their health insurance coverage, individual or family coverage
as selected.
(5 ) The City shall have the right to change to a different
health insurance plan, or continue its existing plan, if the Empire
Plan premiums have increased to the extent that.another plan providing
substantia~ly similar coverage is more cost effective. Upon
determination by the City that another plan is more cost effective, it
shall give the Union 90 days advance notice of such change, and shall
c
allow the Union to examine the new plan and present any arguments of
objection to the City. The issue of whether or not the new plan is
substantially similar is arbitrable at the request of the Union with
Jeffrey Selchick, Esq. as designated arbitrator during the term of this
agreement.
B. Dental Plan. The City shall continue in effect its current
Dental Plan until the parties negb~iate and agree upon a new Dental
Plan. Any new plan shall cost the City no more than $93.00 per month
per member for the life of this Agreement. Under such a plan,
employees will pay any cost over the $93.00 per month cost. All
contributions made by utica firefighters for dental coverage shall be
made and taken by the City in accord with Section 125 of the Internal
Revenue Code, .providing for a Flexible Benefit Plan. Effective May 1,
16
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1995 the members will pay all costs that exceed $93.00 per month. The
City shall be responsible for up to $93.00 per month for any Dental
Plan. In the event that the parties cannot agree on a new Dental Plan
by June 1, 1995, either party may submit the dispute to Jeffrey
Selchick to arbitrate the selection of a Dental Plan during the term of
this agreement.
c. Life Insurance. If at any time during the life of this
Agreement the CITY provides life insurance for any other city employee
it will also be provided for the Bureau of Fire employe,es, included
within this Agreement in' the like amount.
, D. Any member of this ASSOCIATION who retires after March 16,
1995 shall receive a fully paid hospitalization plan equivalent to the
plan described in paragraph" a" and said plan shall provide coverage to
the dependents of a member who has retired after March 16, 1995. Said
plan shall continue until the plan's recipients attain the age of
sixty-five (65).
Section 3. Overtime
A. All overtime shall be paid on a monthly basis on the 2nd pay
day of the month following the month in which it is earned.
B. All time worked by any member of the Bureau of Fire, covered
by this Agreement in excess of their normal work week schedules shall
17
( be compensated as follows:
( 1) Line Fire Fighters. All time worked in excess of a
member's regular tour of duty shall be paid at a 40-hour per week
factor.
(2 ) Day and Civilian Workers. All time worked in excess of
their regularly scheduled work wee~ 37 1/2 hours per week, shall be
paid as overtime at a 37 1/2 hour per week rate factor.
C. All multiple alarm fire call-back overtime shall be paid at
a time and one half rate factor with minimums as follows:
C'
( 1) Line Fire Fighters - Four Hours. Any time worked up to
two hours and 40 minutes shall be credited as four hours overtime. All
time after two hours and 40 minutes shall be credited at a time and one
half. rate and the final determination as' to how much time is involved
shall~be brought down to the nearest quarter hour.
(2 ) Day and Civilian Workers - Two Bours. Any.time worked
up to one hour and 20 minutes shall be credit as two hours overtime.
All time after one hour and 20 minutes shall be credited ata time and
one half rate and the final determination as to how much time is
involved shall be brought down to the nearest quarter hour.
( 3 ) Mechanics, Signalmen and Fire Prevention Inspectors on
18
( "stand-by" time. When required to be on "stand-by" time, a man shall
receive an automatic four hour time credit for each "stand-by" detail,
only if called to duty, but in no event shall any individual receive
more than four hours ."stand-by" time in any 24 hour period, and in
addition, all such members of the Bureau of Fire covered by this
Agreement shall receive actual call-back overtime credit in addition to
"stand-by" time.
D. All other call-backs shall be paid at regular rates.
E. If a man is held over thirty (30) minutes or less, he will be
paid one (1) hour at his regular pay rate. After thirty (30) minutes,
his time shall be computed at time and one-half.
(
F. It.is agreed that employees returning from sick leave must
notify the Deputy Chief and his commanding officer at least one hour
prior to his return. Failure to notify w111 result in four hours loss
of pay~ for the day returned.
Likewise, if a man called in for replacement duty is not notified
at' least 45 minutes prior to his scheduled reporting. time of a
cancellation of his call-back, he will be entitled to 4 hours pay.
Section 4. Holiday - Pay
A. All members of the Bargaining unit shall be paid in moneys
19
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( for 125 hours. Said moneys will be paid on the' first pay day in
November at the November rate.
B. All members included above shall receive upon their
retirement holiday pay earned at 30 & 1/4 hours per calendar qu~rter.
c. In addition, all uniform members of the Bargaining unit who
are detailed by the Fire Chief .to duties other than line fire fighting,
which are necessary for the proper functioning of the Bureau of Fire,
shall also receive comparable holiday pay.
D. All members of the utica Bureau of Fire who are presently
receiving benefits pursuant to Section 207-A of the General Municipal
(
Law, or who will become recipients thereof, shall be entitled to the
same holiday pay as set forth above.
Section 5. "Out of Title Pay".
A. When any employee of the Bureau of Fire covered by this
Agreement is assigned from 8:00 a.m~ to 6:00 p.m. and/or 6:00 p.m. to
8:00 a.m. to "out of title" work at a hi~her rank (i.e., Private to
Lieut.; Capt. to Deputy Chief), he shall be compensated on a per diem
basis at the salary rate of the higher rank and shall be paid in full
on the 21st day of the month following the month it was earned.
B. (1 ) "Out of Title" work shall be offered to any member of
20
( the utica Professional Fire Fighters Association who is on a
promotional list and/or with nineteen years or more of service in order
of seniority.
(2 ) The ASSOCIATION, individually and collectively, on
behalf of its membership, does hereby voluntarily waive and
intentionally relinquish any rights afforded under the provisions of
Section 61, Subdivision 2 of the New York State Civil Service Law for
employees assigned out of classification duties pursuant to this
section. 'i
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Section 6. Vacations.
(
A. The vacation scheduled for all members of the Bureau of Fire
included within this Agreement shall be as follows:
YEARS IN BUREAU DAY WORKER LINE FIRE FIGHTER
New members entering the bureau shall be
credited with 1.75 vacation days per month or
major portion thereof, from the date of
appointment for the first year of service and
such vacation shall be given during that
initial year. After the first calendar year,
the regular vacation schedule shall apply.
2-5
6-10
11-15
16-Retirement
18 working. days
21 working days
24 working days
27 working days
6 working days
7 working days
8 working days
9 working days
All line Fire Fighters covered by this Agreement shall receive at
least one cycle of vacation between June 15th and September 15th each
calendar year.
21
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( Vacation time is earned during the previous calendar year worked.
Seniority shall prevail on the choice of one vacation cycle.
Any member of the Bureau of Fire covered by this Agreement who in
any year enters a new longevity step in the period between January 1
and June 30 shall receive his vacation as if he had been in his new
step on January 1. Any longevity step changes between July 1 and
~
December 31 in any year shall be effective for vacation purposes during
the next vacation period.
B. All members of the Bureau of Fire shall receive 15 days
terminal leave with pay 15 days prior to his retirement date, providing
he has 75 to 150 sick days leave credited to his account. If he has a
(
full 150 days sick leave credited to his account, he shall receive one
month terminal leave with pay one month prior to his retirement date.
C. If the vacation schedule of any member of the" Bureau of Fire
covered by this contract falls within the month immediately prior to
his retirement, thereby making the employee eligible for both vacation
.
(Art. IV, Sec. 6A) and terminal leave (Art. IV Sec. 6B) benefits, it is
hereby agreed by and between the ASSOCIATION and the CITY that the
employee will receive either terminal leave payor vacation pay,
whichever is greater, but in no event shall said employees receive both
benefits at the same time.
D. Vacation time for day workers runs from January 1 to December
22
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( 31 except when the Commissioner of Public Safety may extend the time
over if needed.
section 7. Pensions.
The CITY shall continue to provide all members of the Bureau of
Fire covered by this Agreement with all of the existing pension plans
on a non-contributory basis.
section 8. widow's Benefits.
The estate of the named beneficiary of any deceased member of the
Bureau of Fire shall be paid for all unused vacation time, unused sick
(
leave time, pursuant to Article VI, section 15, accumulated overtime or
unpaid holiday time.
Section 9. Dependent Parents.
The CITY and the ASSOCIATION mutually agree that they will jointly
seek amendment of Ordinance No. 360'of 1967 to include the provisions
of Section 208-C of the General Municipal Law.
Section 10. Gasoline and Mileage.
The CITY shall issue fifteen gallons of gasoline per week to
members of the Bureau of Fire who use their private vehicles when
23
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required for Bureau. of Fire business.
Section 11. City Buses.
. If for any reason the Transit Authority refuses to allow members
of the Bureau of Fire to use city buses at no expense when in uniform
and on official department business, the CITY shall furnish Bureau of
Fire members required to ride 'buses while on duty with fare.
Section 12. Replacement of Personal Property.
A. The CITY agrees that if any member of the Bureau of Fire
while on duty sustains damage or destruction of his eye glasses, said
glasses shall be replaced with identical glasses as of the time of
damage or breakage.
B. The CITY agrees to repair or' replace dentures damage~ or
broken in the line of duty.
section 13. Clothing Allowance.
A. The CITY shall continue to furnish fatigue uniforms and any
and all such fatigue uniforms will be replaced for all personnel as
soon as possible after April 1, 1986.
B. $200.00 clothing allowance as provided for in Ordinance No.
24
( 557 of 1967 shall be furnished members of the Bureau of Fire that do
not receive a fatigue uniform. Linemen and Mechanics will also receive
a $200.00 annual clothing allowance.
C. The CITY shall furnish a new regulation dress uniform to all
new members of the Bureau of Fire.
. D. The CITY shall furnish a new regulation dress uniform to all
members of the Bureau of Fire who by reason of promotion are mandated
to change their style of regulation dress uniforms.
E. The CITY shall provide all members of the Bureau of Fire with
the following new equipment when required in the performance of their
c duties.
Fire Coat1.
2. Day Boots
3. Helmet
4. Eye Protectors
5. winter and Summer Gloves
6. winter Dress Coat for Fire Prevention
F. The CITY shall provide any special equipment required ~or
fire fighting and shall replace worn out equipment as necessary.
G. The CITY may use used equipment if both parties agree and new
equipment is on order.
25
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( Section 14. Clothing Maintenance.
A. Each member of the Bureau of Fire receiving the $200.00 per
year clothing allowance provided in Section 13-B of the Article, shall
also receive from the CITY $50.00 per year for clothing maintenance of
his regulation dress uniform.
B. Each member of the Bureau of Fire not receiving the $200.00
per year clothing allowance provided in Section 13-B of the Article,
shall receive from the CITY $30.00 per year for the ,cleaning and
maintenance of his regulation dress uniform.
(
section 15. Sick Leave Incentive.
A. For each unit member who has zero absences due to sickness or
physical 'inability to work under Section 207 of the General Municipal
Law, for the year period running from April 1 to March 31 of each year,
he shall receive a year-end bonus of $300.00
B. For each unit member who has one (1) absence due to sickness
or physical inability to work under Section 207 of the General
Municipal Law, for the year period running from April 1 to March 31 of
each year, he shall receive a year-end bonus of $150.00
c. Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 209 (a) ( 1) (e) of the
Civil Service Law, the Sick Leave Incentive program contained in this
26
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section shall terminate upon the expiration of this contract.
ARTICLE V. LABOR MANAGEMENT.
Section 1. Labor Management and Safety Commission.
A. A Labor Management Committee shall be immediately established
upon the execution of this Agreement. the committee shall consist of
the President of the ASSOCIATION and two additional members of the
ASSOCIATIO~ plus legal counsel, all chosen by the President of the
ASSOCIATION. Also the Mayor, the Commissioner of Public Safety and two
additional men of the Mayor's choosing.
(-
B. A Safety Committee shall 'be immediately established upon the
execution of this Agreement. The committee shall consist of the
President of the ASSOCIATION and two additional members of the
~ASSOCIATION plus legal counsel, all chosen by the President of the
ASSOCIATION. Also the Mayor, the Commissioner of Public Safety and two
additional men of the Mayor's choosing.
C. Any issues/questions raised at Labor Management Committee
referred to in Subdivision (d) or at the Safety Committee referred, to
in Subdivision (b) and which are not resolved shall be subject to the
Grievance process set forth in this ,Agreement.
Section 2. Meetings.
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(2 ) The CITY agrees that it will submit to the Committee all
proposed work schedules for the line fire fighting division of the
Bureau of Fire at least 90 days prior to the effective date of said
(
(
,
'
A. The Labor Management Committee shall meet at the call of
either the President of the ASSOCIATION, Commissioner of Public Safety
or the Mayor.
B. The Safety Committees shall meet at the call of either the
.
President of the ASSOCIATION, Commissioner of Public Safety or the
Mayor.
Section 3. Consultation and Notice.
Work Schedules
( 1) The Labor Management Committee established in Section 1
of this Article, shall be empowered to conduct consultation sessions on
work schedules for all divisions of the Bureau of Fire at the request
of either the CITY or this ASSOCIATION.
schedule. The CITY further agrees that the schedule to be put into
effect shall be submitted to the affected membership of the Bureau of
Fire at least 30 days prior to the effective date of the schedule.
(3 ) The CITY further agrees that if any amendments are
proposed to be made in any schedule affecting line fire fighters the
28
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( proposed amendment shall be submitted to the labor Management Committee
at least 30 days prior to the effective date and to the affected
membership of the Bureau of Fire at least 15 days prior to the
effective date.
Section 4. Changes & Alterations in the "Book of Rules"
The CITY agrees that the proposed changes in the "Book of Rules"
of the Bureau of Fire shall be submitted to the Labor Management
Committee f~r review and recommendations and the proposed changes shall
be effective only after being reduced to writing.
Section 5. Additional Agreements.
(
In the event the Labor Management Committee, after consultation,
reaches agreement on any additions or amendments to this Agreement,
such additions or agreements shall be reduced to writing, executed and
added to this Agreement as Addendum paragraphs.
ARTICLE VI. GENERAL PROVISIONS
Section 1. Identification Cards
Identification cards shall be furnished by the CITY to each member
of the Bureau of Fire.
29
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section 2. Emergency and/or Fill-In Details.
A. Any member of the Bureau of Fire assigned to an emergency or
"Fill-In" detail at an Engine House other than the one to which he is
usually assigned shall be furnished transportation from his regular
Engine House to the point of the emergency or "Fill-In" detail, upon
request.
B. Any member assigned such detail shall be considered on duty
at the time he reports to his regular location for his regular duty and
is then assigned to the emergency o;r:"Fill-In" detail.
C. Any member assigned to such emergency or "Fill-In" detail
shall be allowed sufficient time on his way to said detail to arrange
for food so that he shall be able to have his normal meals on said
detail.
D.. All members of the Bureau of Fire shall be given 14 hour
notice prior to "Fill-In" detail except in cases of sickness or
.
emergency leaves.
Section 3. Defense of Actions.
The CITY agrees to defend and pay any settlement, claims. or
judgments brought against or recovered against any member of the Bureau
of Fire arising from the Bureau member's activities in the performance
30
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( of duty only, including but not limited to, the operation of Bureau of
Fire vehicles or apparatus, where such defense and payme~t is mandated
as a CITY obligation by law.
\
section 4. Riots and Conflagrations.
The CITY agrees that in the event of a riot or conflagration,
members of the Bureau of Fire'shall be provided with adequate relief;
meals, sleeping facilities and police protection.
section 5. Non-Interference with picket Lines.
(
The CITY agrees that no member of the Bureau of Fire shall be
ordered to interfere with legally constituted picket lines except to
perform regular Fire Bureau duties.
section 6. Relief from Duty.
In the event of a fire lasting four hours in duration or when
.
weather conditions are excessively 'hot or cold, relief from the fire
scene of 60 minutes for each member.present at the fire shall be
provided. If relief is not given, members will be paid at a rate of
double time from the time the alarm was received to the time the member
returns from service. Should member refuse to take the aforementioned
relief, his'right to the double time payment shall be forfeited.
31
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Section 7. Off-Duty Personnel Call-Back.
The CITY agrees that in the event of any emergency all off-duty
personnel shall be called back to duty before any request for other
assistance is made.
Section 8. switchboard Detail.
A. No member of the Bureau of Fire shall be detailed to the
switchboard to fill in for any part of an evening tour of duty after
having been on fire duty from 8:00 a.m. of that day except in the event
of an emergency.
B. Any member of the Bureau of Fire working the day tour of the
switchboard shall not be required to report back to an Engine House to
complete a tour there.
c.. A roster of all qualified members of the ASSOCIATION to
operate the switchboard shall be established. No member of this roster
.shall be detailed to the switchboard' for more than one day period until
every member of this roster has completed .his tour there.
Section 9. Mechanics.
Only department mechanics and no other personnel can be called to
work on department vehicles. Only department mechanics can authorize
32
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towing of vehicle failures.
Section 10. Correspondence.
A. Writings. All official departmental business such as general
duty order, special duty orders, memorandums and all other
correspondence or documents received or issued shall be in writing.
B. Association/City correspondence. The' officers representing
the CITY in the department of Public Safety, Bureau of Fire and the
,ASSOCIATION agree to acknowledge correspondence in writing from the
other' within five business days of the receipt of such(5 )
correspondence.
C. A roster of all qualified members of the ASSOCIATION to
operate the switchboard shall be established.
Section 11. Payment of Special Funds.
A. Holiday salary shall be paid once a year on the first pay day
in November.
Clothing allowance and clothing mairitenance shall be paid
once a year on the first pay day in November.
B.
section 12. Manning of Apparatus.
33
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A. The CITY agrees that there shall be no less than 9 pieces
of apparatus in service commencing April 1, 1987.
The CITY further
agrees that there shall be no less than 28 men on duty on any given day
commencing April 1, 1987.
B. The CITY agrees to have an officer and three men on each
apparatus in service each day except in cases of sickness, emergency
leaves, compensatory days and vacation.
C. ~n the event that any company has less than the prescribed
, number of personnel, off-duty personnel shall be called back to meet
the minimum manpower. He shall be paid at his prevailing rate of pay.
Such monies shall be paid under the overtime provisions in ARTICLE IV
Sec. 3.
Section 13. The CITY agrees that all apparatus purchased after
april 1, 1980 shall have enclosed cabs.
.
Section 14. The CITY agrees that no member of the Bureau of
Fire shall have to 'perform carpentry (except for the department
carpenter), masonry, plumbing or painting (except for tools and
equipment) work in any Engine House.
section 15. The CITY agrees not to take a line Fire Fighter
from his regular tour of duty and send him to a theater, an auditorium
or similar detail..
34
section 16. The CITY agrees to pay any member upon his
retirement for each day of unused sick leave credited to his account at
the time of his retirement at the rate of $5.00 per day, for the first
150 days and at a rate of $50.00 per day for the next 150 days, not to
exceed 300 days.
section 17. Vacancies on Appa~atus.
In filling vacancies on apparatus and switchboard, the Chief must
..
notify the ASSOCIATION
membership of such vacancy by posting a notice
on each station bulletin board as soon as a vacancy exists.
If any
member of this ASSOCIATION has the ability and qualification for the
work involved, and has been a member of the Bureau of Fire for a full
twenty-four (24) months of service, he may request a transfer to fill(
the vacancy, in writing within five (5) days.
The Chief will fill the vacancy by transferring the member having
the greatest seniority and everything being equal, within fifteen (15)
days of the date of the posting. The Chief. may delay the fi+ling of
the vacancy if new members are not appointed.
Members may only submit one transfer request within a twenty-four
month period.
When companies are taken out of service permanently,
members will
be able to have seniority rights on existing companies in service.
( 35
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section 18. Safety standards for Fire Vehicles.
The CITY shall establish minimum safety standards for vehicles
consistent with the standards of the State Motor Vehicles Bureau for
comparable vehicles and shall have annual inspections to insure the
maintenance of these standards.
section 19..0fficers Changing Platoons.
When officers are requested to change platoons in January or July,
they shall make their own arrangements with each other within their
respective companies to get themselves onto the right platoon within
thirty (30) days of the posted notice of reassignment.
Section 20. Veteran's Time.
Veteran's days and compensatory days will be scneduled for all
members of the Department by the Chief. Days may not be rescheduled
without both parties agreeing.
section 21. Verbal Orders.
All verbal orders by the Mayor, Public Safety
Commissioner, Fire
Chief, or any designating
commander, concerning policy
matters
involving individuals or personnel of the utica Professional
Fire
Fighters Association shall be confirmed in writing within 24 hours of
36
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the verbal order and placed in a file to become a part of permanent
record.
Section 22. Officer Call-Backs.
A. For the purpose of this section, a call-back is defined as an
instance where because of scheduled staffing needs, a firefighter or
officer is offered the opportunity to work in order to fill a vacancy
or cover for an absent employee.
B. Call-back opportunities will be offered using a rotation among
all personnel who have signed up in advance to be canvassed for call-
back. The canvass will use four separate rotating wheels. The first
wheel will be limited to firefighters and officers with 15 years of
service or more. The second wheel will be limited to firefighters and
officers with more than 9 and less than 15 years of service. The third
wheel will consist of firefighters and officers with more than 5 "and
less than 10 years of service. The fourth wheel will consist of all
firefighters and officer with 5 years of service or less.
c. Call-back will be distributed among all people in the wheel on
an equitable basis as follows. Call-back opportunities w~ll be
equalized over a 2a-day cycle. An officer or firefighter will not be
eligible for call-back if the call-back would result in the officer or
firefighter working more than 216 hours in the 2a-day cycle. If call-
back is offered, it will first be offered to the person in the first
37
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( wheel who has the least amount of call-back within the current 28-day
cycle. If that person declines, or is unavailable when called, it will
be offered to the person on the first wheel with the next lowest total
in the 28-day cycle. The process will be repeated for each call-back
opportunity until either every person on the first wheel declines or is
no longer eligible. At that point t~e second wheel is canvassed using
the same procedure, followed by the third and fourth wheels. A member
who declines will not be recanvassed until the next cycle for the
member's wheel.
D. When an officer or firefighter does not wish to work call-back
..
he/she may remove his/her name from the wheel. If he/she wishes to
participate at a later time, he/she can sign back on at the beginning
of the next 2a-day cycle. No record of refusals will be kept.
However, any member who falls three opportunities :behind will not be
allowed to make U~ the lost chances.
Section 23. Agency Shop.
The pa=ties hereto agree that'from April 1, 1986, forward, the
agency shop statu~e of the State of new York will apply to the Bureau
of Fire, Decartmect of Public Safety, City of utica.
ARTICLE VII. ASSOCIATION ACTIVITIES.
Section 1. C'::fice Space.
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i in any Engine House where the President, vice President, Secretary and
Upon request the ASSOCIATION shall be provided space by the CITY
(
"
Treasurer of the ASSOCIATION is assigned. This shall include
sufficient space for a desk, chairs, side chair, typewriter, filing
cabinets, telephone and light.
section 2. Announcements'.
A. Speaker System. The CITY agrees to allow the ASSOCIATION the
.
use of the'speaker system to announce deaths in members' families,
ASSOCIATION meetings and other pertinent ASSOCIATION information with
the approval of the Deputy Chief in charge.
B. Teletype System. The CITY agrees that the Bureau of Fire
Teletype System may be used to transmit notices of'deaths of members'
families to all Engine Houses.
ARTICLE VIII. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS.
Section 1. Saving Clause.
In the event that any provision of this Agreement shall be held to
violate any federal, state or local law or any local ordinance, said
provision shall be separate from the remaining provision of the
Agreement and the said provisions shall continue in full force and
effect.
39
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section 2. City Affairs.
Any privileges already accorded to the members of the Bureau of
Fire covered by this Agreement shall not be rescinded as a result of
this Agreement. This is in no way construed to usurp,the generally
accepted prerogatives of manageme~t. The ASSOCIATION understands that
the importance of the normal and orderly conduct of the CITY's business
and operations and the ASSOCIATION and its members will cooperate and
assist the CITY in its performance of its duties and obligations to the
citizens thereof. The provisions of this Agreement shall.be expressly
limited to salaries, benefits and other conditions of employment of the
..
covered employees of the CITY and shall not, in any way, be construed
to restrain or limit the CITY in the full and absolute management of
its affairs.
section 3. Duration of Agreement.
A. Negotiation for Renewal of Agreement. Proposals to revise or
to add to this Agreement by either party hereto must be submitted to
'the other party in writing on or before December 1, 1995, with
negotiations for a new contract to automatically begin on January 8,
1996. Negotiations however may begin at a later date if mutually
agreed upon in writing to suit the convenience of either of the parties
hereto.
B. Duration of Agreement. This Agreement shall be effective
40
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from April 1, 1992 through. March 31, 1996. If, on April 1, 1996, no
new agreement has been executed between the CITY and the ASSOCIATION,
the CITY agrees that all of the terms, provisions, and benefits of this
Agreement shall remain in effect until the new agreement has been
executed, retroactive to the extent permitted by law.
\.
section 4. Grievances.
Definition of Grievance - A grievance is any controversy, dispute
or difference between the parties arising out of the inte~pretation.or
application of this agreement or book of rules or working conditions
affecting the employee relations of any individual employee or the
ASSOCIATION and the employer. Any member of this bargaining unit will
be extended the use of this grievance procedure for disciplinary
matters and reserve the right to have, pursuant to Section 75 of the
Civil Service Law if necessary.
Procedure - Any grievance shall be reduced to writing and such
grievances shall be signed by the aggrieved party and presented to the
Commissioner of the Public Safety. Within five (5) working days
thereafter, the Commissioner of Public Safety shall schedule a meeting
to discuss the subject of said grievance and attempt to satisfactor~ly
and mutually agree upon the disposition thereof.
If such grievance is not disposed of by such conference, the
Commissioner of Public Safety, with five (5) working days thereafter,
41 ~
reply in writing to the ASSOCIATION, or member, the ASSOCIATION
",.formember shall present such grievance in writing together with a copy
of the Commissioner's of Public Safety's reply to the Mayor of the CITY
within ten (10) working days thereafter. The Mayor shall reply in
writing within ten (10) days to the ASSOCIATION and member.
, I~
Arbitration - If the decision of the May or~unacceptable to the
ASSOCIATION or member, the following procedure shall apply:
The ASSOCIATION shall, within thirty (30) days from the receipt of
the Mayor's signed, written decision, forward a written notice to the
Mayor that the ASSOCIATION desires to arbitrate the matter.
At a mutually agreeable time,' but not more than thirty (30)
(
calendar days from the date of the notice of demand for arbitration,
the parties agree to meet and agree on a written stipulation as to the
specific issues in dispute and, if, possible, on an impartial
arbitrator. If the parties are unable to agree on a stipulation or an
impartial arbitrator, either party may write requesting P.E.R.B. to
appoint an arbitrator in the matter.and furnish the arbitrator copies
of the written grievance and the written replies thereto requesting the
arbitrator to arbitrate the matter. The decision of the arbitrator
shall be final, conclusive and binding upon all parties. The cost of '
arbitration shall be shared by both parties to this Agreement.
( 42
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have hereto set their hands and
seals this day of 1995.
By:
By:
CITY OF UTICA, NEW YORK
LOUIS A. LA POLLA, Mayor
LOCAL 32, INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
FIRE FIGHTERS, A.F.L.-C.I.O.-C.L.C.,
UTICA PROFESSIONAL FIRE FIGHTERS
ASSOCIATION
DONALD McGUINNES, President
43
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CURRENT
(3/31/92) 4/1/92 4/1/95 12/31/95
FIREFIGHTER
Entry Level 24,492 24,492 24,492 24,492
Second Year 26,534 27,595 28,423 29,418
Step 1 (3-5 years) 29,596 30,780 34,815 36,033
Step 2 (6-8 years) 29,986 31,177 35,264 36,498
Step 3 (9-11 years) 30,272 31,483 35,610 36,856
Step 4 (12-15 years) 30,566 31,789 35,955 37,214
Step 5 (16-19 years) 30,860 32,094 36,301 37,572
Step 6 (20 years-Ret. ) 31,153 32,399 36,647 37,930
LIEUTENANT
Step 1 (3-5 years) 32,556 33,859 38,296 39,636
Step 2 (6-8 yeaFs) 32,976 34,295 38,790 40,148
Step 3 (9-11 years) 33,297 34,629 39,171 40,542
Step 4 (12-15 years) 33,623 34,968 39,551 40,935
Step 5 (16-19 years) 33,946 35,304 39,931 41,329
Step 6 (20 years-Ret.) 34,268 35,639 40,312 41,723
CAPTAIN, LINEMAN, FINANCE
ADMINISTRATOR
Step 1 (3-5 years) 35,812 37,244 42,126 43,600
Step 2 (6-8 years) 36,274 37,725 42,669 44,163
Step 3 (9-11 years) 36,629 38,094 43,088 44,596
Step 4 (12-15 years) 36,985 38,464 43,506 45,029
Step 5 (16-19 years) 37,341 38,835 43,924 45,462
Step 6 (20 years-Ret. ) 37,695 39,203 44,343 45,895
DEPUTY CHIEF
Step 1 (3-5 years) 39,393 40,969 46,338 47,960
Step 2 (6-8 years) 39,401 40,977 46,936 48,579
Step 3 (9-11 years) 40,292 41,904 47,397 49,055
Step 4 (12-15 years) 40,684 42,311 47,857 49,532
Step 5 (16-19 years) 41,075 42,718 48,317 50,008
Step 6 (20 years-Ret.) 41,465 43,124 48,777 50,484
., ,
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4 CURRENT
(3/31/92) 4/1/92 4/1/95 12/31/95
DEPUTY CHIEF/INSTRUCTOR,
INSPECTOR, SIGNAL MAINT.
Step 1 (3-5 years) 43,332 45,065 50,972 52,756
Step 2 (6-8 years) 43,491 45,231 51,630 '53,437
Step 3 (9-11 years) 44,321 46,094 52,136 53,961
Step 4 (12-15 years) 44,752 46,542 52,642 . 54,485
Step 5 (16-19 years) 45,183 46,990 53,149 55,009
Step 6 (20 years
- Ret.) 45,612 47,436 53,655 55,533
ASSISTANT CHIEF
Step 1 (3-5 years) 47,665 49,572 56,069 58,032
Step 2 (6-8 years) 48,280 50,211 56,793 58,781
Step 3 (9-11 years) 48,753 50,703 57,350. 59,357
Step 4 (12-15 years) 49,227 51,196 57,907 59,933
Step 5 (16-19 years) 49,701 51,689 58,463 60,510
Step 6 (20 years-Ret.) 50,173 52,180 59,020 61,086
ASSISTANT MAINTENANCE
Step 1 (3-5 years) 36,052 37,493 39,750 41,500
Step 2 (6-8 years) 36,474 37,977 40,000 41,600
Step 3 (9-11 years) 36,829 38,349 40,250 41,700
Step 4 (12-15 years) 37,185 ~8,721 40,500 41,800
Step 5 (16-19 years) 37,541 39,093 40,750 41,900
Step 6 (20 years-Ret.) 37,895 39,466 41,000 42,000
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STATE OF NEW YORK
PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT' RELATIONS BOARD
INTEREST ARBITRATION PANEL . .,
In the Matter of the .Arbitration
between
-THE CITY OF UTICA,
Public Employer,
.
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-and- ..
UTICA PROFESSIONAL FIREFIGHTERS ASSN.,
LOCAL 32, INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
FIREFIGHTERS, AFL-CIO-CLC.
Employee Organi~ation.
.
.
.
.
PERB Case No. IA93-032; M93-140
\
,,:
BEFORE: Jeffrey M. Selc~ick, Esq.
Public Panel Member and Chairman
Ronald G. Dunn, Esq.
Employee Organization Panel Member
Benjamin J. Ferrara, Esq.
Employer Panel Member
APPEARANCES:
.
.'
. ..
,'-'
For City of Utica:
, rerrara, Fiorenza, Larrison, Barrett & Reitz, P.C.
Henry F. Sobota, Esq., of Counsel
For Utica Professional Firefiqhters Association:
Gleason, Dunn, Walsh & O'Shea
Mark T..Walsh, Esq., of Counsel
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Pursuant to the provisions contained in Section 209.4 of the
Civil Service Law, the undersigned Panel was'de9ignat~d by the
Chairperson of the New York State Public Employment Relations
Board, to make a just and reasonable determination of a dispute
between the City of utica ("City") and the utica Professional
Firefighters Association ("Union").
The City of Utica is ~ municipal corporation located in
Oneida County. Its population is currently estimated as
approximately 70,000 people.
The Union is the certified bargaining agent for all full-
time civil service uniformed and investigative Firefighter
personnel, including Firefighters, Li~utenants, Captai~s, ~hief
Instructors, Deputy Chiefs and Assistant Chief, and'a Finance
Administrator, Fire Mechanics and Fire Signal Maintenance
Workers, exclusive of the Fire Chief. There are 180 authorized
r
unit positions, but due to unfilled vacancies (currently 15),
there has consist~ntly been less than the full complement.
The last collective bargaining agreement between the parties
covered the period commencing April 1, 1989 and ending March 31,
1992.
Prior to the expiration of the 1989-92 Agreement, in
February of 1992, the parties began negotiations for a successor
{/
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contract, but such negotiations were unsuccessful, and"'in July of
1993 the parties reached impasse. Subsequent mediation by a PERB
Mediator was unsuccessful, and on Nove~er 10, 1993., the ,Union,
filed a Petition for_Interest ArbitratIon pursuant to ~ection
.
209.4 of the civil Service Law (Joint Exhibit 1).
The City filed a Response to said Petition on December' 2,
1993 (Joint Exhibit 2), and thereafter, on January 21, 1994
'.
(Joint Exhibit 3) the undersigned Public Arb~tration Panel w:~s:
'
"
designated by the Public Employment Relations Board, pursua'nt to
Section 209.4 of the NYS Civil Service Law.
Hearings were conducted before the undersigned Pan~l in
r -- .. ..n...__
utica on July 15 and August 16, 1994. At all hearings, both
parties were represented by Counsei and by other repres~ntatives.
,
Both part.:i..essubmitted nnmpr011Q a.nd extenRi ve exhibits and
documentation, and both parties presented argument on their
,
respective positions. After the hearing process was completed,
..,
both parties submitted additional exhibits and post-hearing
briefs to the Panel.'
Thereafter, the undersigned Panel met in several Executive
Sessions; and reviewed all data, evidence, argument and issues.
After significant discussion and deliberations at the Executive
Sessions, the Panel members reached unanimous agreement on this
Interest Arbitration Award. ~
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The positions originally taken by both parties are quite
adequately specified in the Petition and the Response, numerous
hearing exhibits, and post-hearing ~riefs, which are all
incorporated by reference into this Award. Such positions will
merely be summarized for the purposes of this Opinion and Award.
-*' The parties extended the jurisdiction of the Panel and
..-r.:-
requested that a four (4) year Award be issued. Set out herein
.-/
.... ~
is the Panel's Award as to what constitutes a just and reasonable
determination of the parties' contract for the period April 1,
')
~
1992 th~ough March 31, 1996.
In arriving at such determination, the Panel has considered
the following factors, as specified in Section 209.4 of the civil
Service Law:
a) comparison of the wages, hours and conditions of
employment of the employees involved in the arbitration
proceeding with the wages, hours'and conditions of
employment of other employees performing similar services or
requiring similar skills under similar working conditions
and with-other employees generally in public and private
employment in comparable communities;
b) the interests and welfare of the public and the
financial ab{lity of the public employer to pay;
c) comparison of peculiarities in regard to other
trades or professions, including specifically, 1) hazards of
employment; 2) physical qualifications; 3) educational
qualifications; 4) mental qualifications; 5) job training
and skills;
d) the terms of collective agreements negotiated
between the parties in the past providing for compensation
and fringe benefits, including, but not limited to, the
provisions for salary, insurance and.retirement benefits,
medical and hospitalization benefits, paid time off and job
security.
I'
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HEALTH INSURANCE
',.- .
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Discussion on Health Insurance . . ~ "":-:' ';'--:' , "
Much like the situation in the recent Interest..Arbitration
dispute between the City and the Police Benevolent Association,
which was handled by this same Interest Arbitra.tion. Eaner, the.:
City has had a continuing problem with the ever increasing cost
-
of providinq health insurancp tQ unit members. Under the current
..7
contractual commitment, the City provides 100% of health
,
..
insurance coverage for all. members of the Firefighters unit,
except for those employees hired after April II. 1990, who are
required to contribute 25%'of the cost of health insurance.
There are currently 20 firefighters paying 25% of health
insurance costs (City Exhibit 51).
r
All parties herein. recognize that the continued escalation
--
--,
of employee health insurance costs significantly affects the
City's ability to pay for a fair and reasonable increase in
..
'"
salaries. During the instant arbitration hearings, the City
,.-
indicated that the cost of providing family health insurance and
related benefits coverage under the existing plan for
firefighters is $6,917 for 1994-95 (City Exhibit 40). This
represents an increase of 10.4%.over the cost for the same health
coverage in 1993-94 '(Uni6n Exhibit 31).. Unquestionably, the City
is paying more for health insurance coverage than other publ~c
employers, due to the higher level of benefits and low co-pays
provided through the existing health insurance/plan.
,...:.
f
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As indicated in the Interest Arbitration Award for the
Police unit, the citi~ through negotiations with employee
organizations representing all City employees, has sought to have
,
,
all City employees contribute 10% of the cost of health.
insurance. This would be in addition to those employees hired
after April 1, 1990, who are already contributing 25%, and under
the City's proposal, will continue to pay 25%.
.~i~l:.:.: .
,
'a
The. Panel takes notice of the fact that the City has reached
agreement with the CSEA unit1 that if other City employees,
including either police or fire are required to contribute 10%,
then CSEA unit members will contribute 10%. Additionally, the
City is seeking significant changes in the current health
insurance coverage, including increased deductibles, increased
prescription co-pays and a less expensive dental 'plan, all.of
which should serve to lower the costs.
In the recent Police Interest Arbitration Award, this Panel
has directed a change in health insurance coverage effective
April 1, 1995 for ~embers of the Police unit, and has also
directed that all employee~ contribute 10% of health insurance
costs, regardless of date of hire, with such 10% contribution to
be effective April I, 1995 as well.
1 Consisting of a variety of civilian blue collar and
clerical employees of the city.
":.~';~..
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This Panel has previously expressed its strong concern for
'J'the overall financial..health of the City--bot'h currently and for
the long term. In that regard, the Panel has strongiy considered
the fact that the City is now seeking to better,manage 'health
,
insurance costs for all City employees, and has made serious
efforts to implement a health insurance plan City-wide which will
result in lower costs. The Panel has previously .'con'sidered thfs:
issue in the Police Interest Arbitration Award.
As required by the provisions of the Taylor Law, the Panel
has reviewed the appropriate fire department comparables2, and
finds that it ,is clear that all comparable municipalities
continue to struggle to find ways to cope with increasing health
insurance costs. Binghamton and Niagara Falls continue to pay
100% of health insurance costs for firefighte'rs (Union Exhibit A,
tabs 2 and 5). The Cities of Schenectady and Troy provide for a
health insurance contribution which is scaled back during the
first five years of employment, ultimately resulting ip the
payment of 100% of health insurance costs by the employer (Union
Exhibit A, tabs 3 ~nd 4). Additionally, the City of Rome
currently provides 100% of health insurance costs for all
employees except for those hired after December 31, 1985, who
contribute 25% (Union Exhibit A, tab 6).
2 The parties have agreed that for the purpose of this
proceeding the proper comparables for Utica Firefighters are
other upstate New York state cities of comparable size and
population---specifically Niagara Falls, Schene9tady, Troy,
Binghamton and Rome.
;..
'.. .
,.
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important herein is the fact that in the recent Police
Award, issued by this same Interest
on November 15, 1994, the utica Police will be
a new health' insurance plan--the New York State
Insurance Program, eff~ctive April 1, 1995. As
. .
of that change, all unit members will contribute 10% of the
cost of their coverage, whether individual or family. The 25%
~t~P~~ '.
.
~~I~;:.::::
.
,:',
"
. .
contribution presently paid by firefighters hired after April 1,
1990 shall be reduced to 10% effective April 1, 1995.
\
'&
In the recent Police Interest Arbitration Award, the Panel
expressed its view that the City's high cost of health insurance
'-
was a direct result of the present system of being self-insured
in this area. The self-insurance method' of paying claims,
. ..
coupled with the necessary cost of the third party administration
of benefits, has evolved to the point at ~hich the City has no
choice but ~o pay what the Panel views as an excessively high
cost for health coverage--that of almost $7,000 per year per
employee for family coverage. While the City is correct that
assessing all emplayees members hired before April 1, 1990 a 10%
contribution will provide some immediate relief, it does not
realistically solve the problem for the future.
The Panel previously noted in the Police Interest
Arbitration Award that as health costs under the current City
plan continue to rise at an alarming rate, the City will have to
seek additional contributions beyond the 10% from members hired
,,
f
~
~-'
.
'-,
of
.'~
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(
~before April 1, 1990, until such time as all City ,employees' end
"
~
;' up paying 25% of their, health insurance costs. Providing the
,'j
.,r
,,;:,'City with the
~
. :.tI.
.". "..
~~:,:::,, merely solves
.'
:~.I::~~:"
.
..
,f}
.:'..~'
requested 10% contribution to the current pla~
an inunediate shortfali', and does not add~ass the
real problem. That is, the City's cost of healt'~ insurance
coverage is simply too high and a change must occur.'
.f~..
There is no question that the City has recognized that the
,
\
..~~'::; :.'
'0'
.
cost of the current health insurance p'rogram is too high, and in .
response to a consultant's study (City'Exhibi~. 35) has requested
changes in coverage and increased co-pays as mechanisms to help
reduce costs. Nonetheless, even the consultant's study
recognizes that such changes and increased co-p~ys will not
reduce..costs by any certain amount; as it all depends on the
frequency and nature of claims presented to the plan. Thi~ is
the essential problem with the concept of self-insurance, and it
is the view of the Panel; as previously expressed in the Police
Interest Arbitration Award, that such changes and co-p~ys as
requested by the City, along with the 10% contribution for all
members, are insufticient to resolve the health insurance problem
on a long term basis.
Instead, as we held in the Police Interest Arbitration
Award, it is the finding of the Panel herein that the only
certain way to reduce costs is to change to a more effic~ent and
better managed health insurance program. In the face of
continuing health insurance costs, it is necess?ry to change to a
, , ,,
-
.
,...
,
~?
.',
. .0
It'
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( recognizes that managed care is the key to keeping
.'\'::..gQ~tsdown, and yet still providing a high level of benefits.
".
:. ...~
.'
.
~;
.
~~~:Ac90rd~ngly, and in parity with the Utica Police, it is the
'I.
.
t.:f(..;
.
".
.
~,,,=,}~',:~' f~nd~ng of the Panel that effective April 1, 1995, the.City shall
.~,.
_.~~~~~~<:
.
U:'.. :~"..'.provide health insurance coverage for members of the Firefighters
~~:.
.
,unit by joining the New York State Government Employees Health
..
. Insurance Program as a participating agency, and shall adopt a
resolution to such effect, providing that police shall be covered
. .
:::<~;
\~: :
by the Empire Plan benefits' described as Core plus Medical anp
..psychiatric Enhancements..
The. Panel has been advised .by representatives of the NYS
Government Employees Health Insurance Program that under State
law it must accept the Utica Firefighters unit in the NYS
Government Employees Health Insurance Program (often referred to
as the Empire Plan), and that the approximate cost of requested
coverage will be slightly over $5,000 per year per employee for
family coverage.3 That represents a very significant savings
for the City from the existing coverage provided through self-.
insurance for the d~ration of this Award and the future years.
While there is no doubt some differences in coverage and/or
benefits provided, as well as.required co-pays, the Panel finds
3 The Panel recognizes that there may be other cost-
effective managed health insurance plans available which ~ould
fit the needs expressed herein..~The Panel has decided upon the
. NYS Empire Plan because it is required by law to accept the City
of Utica as a participating agency at an .established cost, and
because it has a proven and ongoing track record,in the Utica
area.
:"
~~:~~:;':'" \ .
,
,"I
"5./~~i;,;, "
'
'i)~~~ :, '
'..
: ~ .,. ...
., ..".,
I::~;$.~i.,:! '~':~".'-" '.
'L \' ~-;::'.: '
'. "..
\
'..
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Empire Plan as designated herein provides substantially
that currently enjoyed by utica firefighters-'
a much 'reduced cost to the city. ':. . ! -. ." ..: : '.'.' ~ .-.:-.:...:.
J,
"
'
:
'
The savings gained from changing to the Empire Plan'will
both serve to help to fund salary increases provided in. th~s'.: .
Award and to help the City avoid future unbudgeted and unplanned
for increases beyond. the norm in the area of health insurance. :
The Empire Plan is gaining 'notice for its concep~ ,~f managed".ca.re'
.
and for providing a high level of benefit at the lowest cost
.'
'possible. The Panel believes that such astu~e management will
continue' in the future and will save the City future dolrars~ '
However, 'the Panel further finds that some contribution to
health insurance should be required of every City employee;
including members of the Firefighters unit, and not just those
who were hired after April 1, 1990. As all firefighters share
equally in the dangers of their chosen profession, all.should
share equally in the costs of benefits provided to them.
Therefore, effect~ve with the changeover to the Empire Plan on
April '1, 1995, all members of the Firefighters unit will
contribute 10% of the cost of their coverage, whether individual
or family. The 25% contribution now paid by firefighters hired
after April 1, 1990 shall be reduced to 10% effective with the
changeover to the Empire Plan.'on April 1, 1995. The Citj!;shall
adopt and implement a Flexible Benefit Plan pursuant to Section
\
125 of the Internal Revenue Code. All contrib~tions made by.
:'-
.
~
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.
.-
'{
"t'ica..':firefighters for health insurance coverage shall be made
-..
Xta.nd.taken by the City.:.in accord with Section 125 of the Internal
.,., \.,.
1'
~-
...it:.I~evenueCode, providing for a Flexible Benefit Plan. The Panel
, .
'.
.
..,. ~
,")i.>alsonotes that Section -125 plans can provide savings to. both
~.<;,:.:.
. ;t~):;.employers and employees. The Panel directs that the parties meet
:~?i(:~i:ft.."..~ and discuss extension of the Section 125 plan to permit
~:'.:.'"
~~~.~..'..'
o. ....
firefighters to receive favorable tax treatment for all
unreimbursed medical expenses and dependent care expenses to the
fullest extent permitted by law as long as the City's costs of
'.,\
'. administering the plan do not exceed the savings to the City.
Should the parties fail to agree on this issue, the Panel retains
jurisdiction.
It is not the intent of the Panel to disturb the current
enrollments of any members of the Firefighters unit in Hearth
Maintenance Organizations ("HMO's"), but only to replace the
City's current health insurance program. All such HMO's.in which
members of the Firefighters unit are currently enrolled shall
continue in accord with current practice.
For those members of the firefighters unit enrolled in an
HMO, including Firefighters hired after April 1, 1990, there
shall be no employee contribution required, unless the net cost
of HMO coverage exceeds 90% of the cost of Empire Plan coverage
(individual or family coverage as selected). In the eve~t
...
selected HMO coverage exceeds 90% of the net cost of Empire Plan
coverage, the employee must contribute that portion of the
. .........
... .
"IiIG:-' H~':
.
. .
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.c.
. .
(
up to a maximum of 10% cost of. the Empire Plan.
coverage as selected). Additionally,
-
..
-
_.
..
-
.,
Empire Plan, the employee must pay 10% of the total'cost of
HMO selected. .
'"
.J
Members of the Firefighters unit who retire on or after' the'
date of this Award shall be bound by the health insurance
. ,
"
'I.
:.
':....
:-:.i:~
,',
.
. ......
provisions herein, and shall, effective April 1, 1995" contri.pute
.
.. ,.
.
.'
I
.. ..
,
10% towards the cost of their health insurance coverage,'
individual or 'family coverage as selected.
The Panel has found herein that changing to the Empire Plan
provides substantial benefits at a significantly lower cost than
the City is now incurring. However, in the event the Empire Plan
premiums increase, the City shall have th~ right to change' to a
different health insurance plan if the Empire Plan at rates equal
to or premiums have increased to the extent that another plan
providing substantially similar coverage is more cost effective.
This shall not af:fect the contribution rates specified in this
Award.
Should the City determine that its current provider wi11
meet the coverages and benefits of the Empire Plan at rates equal
to or better than those offered under the Empire Plan, it. may do
'.
.
so.
'" ...- ... . .. '......
{ iI 1;"/ ()y\~ 'f
_'h
f
1 ,.r~
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( : .:upon determination by the City that another health insurance
~::''':'
.
L .....
.;..tilan is more cost eff~.ctive, it shall give the Union 90 days
notice of such change, and shall allow the Union to
new plan and. present any. arguments of objection to
City shall have the unilateral right to change to a
or use its current provider, so
~~.~. :.
~)'Ar:.~..
~.
:,,..
.. ..
long as the coverage provided is substantially similar to the
Empire Plan. The issue of whether or not the new plan is
substantially similar shall be arbitrable at the request of the
Union, and the Panel Chairman retains jurisdiction of this issue
during the term covered by this Award.
The City also seeks to modify the existing dental plan
arrangement which currently is provided as a rider on the
./
existing health insurance plan. The Panel concludes that the
present practice of providing unlimited and complete
reimbursement for dental expenses as long as an employee meets
their major medica~ deductible,. is simply not cost effective for
the City. The Panel is aware of alternative "stand alone" dental
plans which provide substantial benefits at more predictable
costs. The Panel directs the City and the Union to negotiate a
new dental plan within sixty (60) days. The Panel notes that the
current dental plan costs $103.00 per member per month. Jhe
....
Panel envisions that any new plan shall cost the City no more
than $93.00 per month for the duration of this Award, with the
- .' .'.. .
. pO - .
.
.
'.-,
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~ployees paying any amount over that figure using an IRS Section
)~:
~.
25~Flexible Benefit Plan. In order to encourage the parties' to .
,.....
I' "
~.iiutually agree on the selection and implementa tion
~of..a, plan,
' .'
....,
.c:'~~:\:-~" .
" "
'j1.effective May 1, 1995-the City's contribution for'dental 'shall be
..",
);':':~;'
..~;~~,capped at $93.00 per month with the employees paying any
.
'",,~'
~:/<. additional cost. If the parties cannot agree within sixty (60)
'~~,;:.~
: .''~:~,<"days on an alternative plan, the Panel retains jurisdiction to')~
~i reexamine this issue."
..
, ,
Accordingly, and after consideration of the extensive .I .
....
exhibits, documentation, and testimony presented he~ein; and,
after due consideration of the criteria specified 'in Section
-.
. .
.
I
209.4 of the Civil Service Law, the Panel makes the following
AWARD ON HEALTH INSURANCE
Except as noted otherwise above with'respect to the City's
right to change to, or maintain a different plan for
substantially similar coverages and benefits, then:
1. Effective April 1, 1995, the City shall adopt the
\
necessary resolution and take all other required action to adopt
the New York State Government Health Insurance Program, Core plus
Medical and Psychiatric Enhancements, for members of.the
Firefighters unit.
2. Effective April 1, 1995, all members of the Firefighters
unit will contribute 10% of the cost of their coverage, whether
individual or family. The 25% contribution now paid by
firefighters hired after April 1, 1990 shall be reduced to 10%
".~.
"') , ,
;t..I
\1
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.
fective with the changeover to the Empire Plan on April 1,
.
.s. ..
,.
The City shall adopt and implement a Flexible Benefit Plan
';'Dursuanto Section 125 of the Internal Revenue Code. All
:J~i .i}:~
,,~:~~contributions made by Utica firefighters for health insurance
'
"'~'~
~
-
~~(90verageshall be made and taken by the City in accord with
~, ".,,~ :
..'
~:
."
~;/:~:'Section 125 of the Internal Revenue Code, providing for a,
:"
'w.t" ..
!
~i{t~~..Flexible Benefit Plan.
3. All HMO's in which firefighters are currently enrolled
shall continue in accord with current practice. For those
firefighters enrolled in an HMO, including firefighters hired
,
.
.. .
.
......
after April 1, 1990, there shall be no employee contribution
requ~red, unless the net cost of HMO coverage exceeds 90% of the
cost of Empire Plan coverage (individual or family coverage as
selected). In the event selected HMO coverage exceeds 90% of the
net cost of Empire Plan coverage, the employee must' contribute
that portion of the increased cost, up to a maximum of'lO% cost
of the Empire Plan (individual or family coverage as selected).
Additionally, should the cost of the selected HMO cove~age exceed
the cost of the Empire Plan, the employee must pay 10% of the
total cost of the HMO selected.
4. Members of the Firefighters unit who retire on or after the
date of this Award shall be bound by the health insurance provisions
herein, and shall, effective April 1, 1995, contribute 10% towards
the cost of their health insurance coverage, individual or family
coverage as selected.
5. The City shall have the right to change to a different
health insurance plan, or continue its eXJ.sting plan, if the Empire
--....
..~. -.
.
,
.
(
~:.'
't
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'"have increased to the extent that another plan
providing substantially similar coverage is.,more. C.ost .e.f,f.ect,~v~~ :
'/. ... . '. .'
'"
~..,
..
"
.
~p~n'determination by-the City that another plan is more-cost
~.;~:
.
.
t
'
:'effective, it shall give the Union 90 days advance notice of such
" -",.-.
:-: :..:~'..1.. ).. .:. :.-
'.~<:~change, and shall allow the Union to examine ,the new plan and present
~
';:";.'~
,.
.~; any arguments of objection to the City. The issue of whether or not
~i,'
,
"~::
.
,.~~; the new plan is substantially similar is arbitrable at the request of
~:'~
'
. .
.t.
'.
'1t:~:
'.
I
~:}~ti;'
~" "ti"~
:~:.3~;~'
the Union, and the Panel Chairman retains jurisdiction of this issue
'.
during the term covered by ,this Award.
6. The parties are directed to negotiate a new Dental Plan to
replace the existing plan for the life of this Award. Any new ,plan
shall cost the City no more than $~3~per month per member for the
"
.
life of this Award. Under such a plan, employees will pay any cost
over the $93.00 per month cost. All contributions made by Utica
firefighters for dental coverage shall be"made and taken by the City
in accord with Section 125 of the Internal Revenue Code,'providing
for a Flexible Benefit Plan. In order to encourage the parties to
reach agreement on the issue, effective May 1, 1995 the City's cost
shall be capped at $93.00 per member per month until such tLme as a
new plan is agreea upon. the member will pay any additional cost. If
the parties cannot agree on a new Dental Plan within sixty (60) days,
.either party may request the Panel to address this issue.
'.
.
"
.......
'.s;,
'1"'....
."..
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SALARY
on Salar
.,.~..." Notwithstanding the health care cost concerns raised by the
t~:.
:i:'" City, the paramount issue as articulated by the Union is in gaining a
.
~ '_:..~
~;~: significant increase in salary so that the Utica firefighters are no
longer the lowest paid firefighters when compared to similar cities.
The Union is seeking a 10% salary increase effective April 1,~ 1992,
and a 10% salary inc-rease effective April 1, i'993. The Union
:.:... .
',:'
maintains that such proposed significant increases are required and
justified based on comparable salaries received by firefighters in
similar cities. The Union argues that the Utica Firefighters are
..(
dead last when viewed against the agreed upon comparable cities--
Niagara Falls, Schenectady, Troy, Binghamton and Rome. The.Union
also indicates that the higher ranking of~icers in the Firefighters
unit similarly rank last in salary when compared to other superior
officers in the comparable cities.
The Union arg~es that it will take a minimum of 11% across the
board just to bring Utica Firefighters to the average salary of
comparable cities in 1992. Additionally, the Union indicates that
current salaries of utica Police are significantly higher than utica
Firefighters, as a result of previous Interest Arbitration Awards
affecting the utica Police unit. As of March 31, 1992, when the
.;,.
Firefighter contract expired, a top grade Utica Police Officer had a
base salary of $29,857 as compared to a Firefighter's base salary of
$29,390 (see Union Exhibit A, 'tabs 1 and 7). The Utica Police then
... .
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(
increase of 4% on April 1, 1992 and an additional 2% on
1, 1993. That'created a difference of $1,815 per year
the utica Police and Firefighters top base salary. The Union
.=. .. ,~.
parity for the -Firefighters.
'Ill?,-..The City argues that its taxpayers have carried a heavy burden
. .~~~:...
,,~~..~overthe past decade, and that the economic condition of the city
. .~;~~~;
.
.~,
(~:~.simply does not allow for the high salary increases sought by the
,~.... ,
lit::;. .
.
:Firefighters. The City points out that the rate. of inflation has.
'steadily declined, and reached a 7 year 'low of 2.7% in 1993. The
most recent figure (September 1994) puts the rate of increase at
0.27% for the month and 2.96% during the previous 12 months. The
..
.:t':.
.
::~"( City points out that the raises sought by the Firefighters are
substantially above the rate of inflation and are not within the
ability of the City to pay due to the current economic condition of
the City. .
'...,
.
The City reminds the Panel that utica must be considered a
relatively poor city, consisting of large numbers of retired
residents living on fixed incomes, and that it has a declining
property tax base. During the past decade, city taxes have increased
nearly every year (City Exhibit 4). In 1993-94 City taxes were
increased by 22%. Due to increases in City school taxes, the real
property tax burden has continued to rise sharply each year. In
addition to increased real property taxes, the City has implemented a
"
system of user fees for garbage removal, which impacts upon the same
property owners as the increase in real property taxes (City Exhibits
~i~":'.'
-".
.
..
.
"
.. \
J,
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and 29). Furth~r, the City has encountered a problem in
taxes, with uncollected taxes increasing to 7.1% in 1991-
reaching the salary determinations herein, the Panel has
current state of the Utica area's economy, and
from the realignment of nearby Griffis Air
Base--over 6,800 job directly and over 10,000 area jobs in
(City Exhibits 12 and 14). The u.s. Air Force has estimated
that the Base realignment will result in the loss'of $750,000,000
.....
from the area's economy. Tne Panel also takes judicial notice of the
additional cutbacks and elimination at the Rome Labs sector of the
Griffis Air Force Base. This has a direct impact upon the City's
ability to pay the salary raises sought by the Utica Firefighters.
;:1?:::~: .
The Panel has also reviewed the City's budget for 1993-94 and
1994-95 (City Exhibit 44), as well as the budget history for the past
10 years (City Exhibit 26). The Panel has also reviewed utica's
current bond rating (City Exhibits 13 and 31) and the City's overall
financial status (Clty Exhibits 1, 2A, 2B, 23, 24, 25A, 25B and 32).
The Panel notes that the City has implemented a tax cut in the
property tax rate for 94-95 and that the previous budget deficit has
been addressed by the issuance of' Special Revenue Bonds pursuant to
State legislation (Chapter 711, Laws of 92; Union Exhibit 4).
Finally, the Panel takes notice"'of the recent raises provided to the
Utica Police by the recent Interest Arbitration Award.
~.
(
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has budg~ted 4% raises for 1992 and 1993 for the
These raises were based upon the premise that health
containment measures 'would be implemented ,during 'that'
Since that time period has passed, the City poin'ts out'
savings in health insurance costs, and
than 4 % would be, appropriate.',
:
:':
-, -: --
.
,.:
'
',.~~',;The Panel has considered' all of the data and arguments
:~':)'Y
,::'
:
-
,;~,~~',r'presented by both. parties, and has applied such data to the' criteria,
.)¥.'
",
.
,
1IIiI~;:::::::dL::.
statute as specified in Section 209.4 of
t~e Civil
r,.~~l7'
pit...
.
~. '
,
It is clear that, at present, the proper comparables fo~ utica
Firefighters are the New York State cities discussed by both parties,
and previously used as proper comparables in the recent Utica Police
Interest Arbitration Award. Those cities are Niagara Falls, with a
population of approximately 62,000 people; Schenectady, with a
population of approximately 65,000 people; Troy, with a population of
over 54,000 people; Binghamton, with a population of approximately
53,000 people; and.Rome, which although smaller than Utica in both
population and the size of the Fire Department, has many similarities
with utica. The Panel also has compared utica Firefighters benefits
and wages with those of Utica Police, where appropriate.
As the Panel stated in the recent Police Interest Arbitration
Award, there are many factors that must be considered under the
Taylor Law to reach a just and reasonable determination of the proper
";.,
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(
to be awarded to the Utica Firefighters herein. The
sue of utica's ability to pay is an important factor that must be
f?7
fen paramount attention, but it must be viewed against the obvious
,.'
'0
-.
..
..
.'~ portance of maintaining an acceptable level of fire services which
..~e necessary to protect life and property in Utica. The huge and
.4."...
"
"',
~l~angerous fire which occurred on March 14, 1994 at .the Kanatenah
.
'~'~J"
.
'~..Apartments in utica made it clear just how dangerous the job. of a
;" .
..~~~-:.'~~'.
.O:f.f~ref~ghter ~s, and how important it is to the citizens of utica to
J,.". :.'
':.'
.
-
have a competent, professional and well motivated ~ire Department
'(see Union Exhibit 6). Arson continues to be a problem in the City,
and has resulted in an expanding daily workload' for utica
(
Firefighters (Union Exhibit 1). Additionally, utica Firefighters
have been directed to perform additional duties in the areas of
..;...
.
~.,; . Emergency Medical Response '(UnionExhibits 7A, 7B and 7C), Hazardous
, .
Materials Response (Union Exhibits 1 and 7), and daily ~ouse
inspection duties throughout the City (Union Exhibits 7D and 7E).
It is the finding of this Panel that the abil{ty of the City to
provide for salary increases must be reasonably balanced with the
public safety and welfare, and the obligation to provide utica
Firefighters with a fair and equitable wage for the important and in
many cases, dangerous work which they perform.
As of 3/31/92, the date of contract expiration, the top base
salary, after 5 years of service, for a utica Firefighter was
$29,390. A review of salaries of firefighters with similar service
experience, in the comparable cities as of 3/31/92 is revealing:
,~
<to
,
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(
'~;':."'(,~
-". Niagara Falls
Schenectady
Troy
Binghamton
Rome
$30,753
$34,666
$32,554
$34,114
$30,963 , "
:
]::.: The City has made provisions in its budget for a 4% salary
,4.
.
".
:,increase for the Firefighters for 1992-93 and an additional 4% salary
;tir'r
.
~'increase in 1993-94. The salary increases awarded herein' utiiize-"the
'~"e~~: '
~!m6ney previously budgeted, and fund the increases for' 1994-95 ~nd
. -~t:~,: r::,'
.~, 1995~96 with the savings garnered from the change in health insurance
,j
',-.. ,.'
,
.
and the 10% health insurance contribut'ion to be made by all members
of the Firefighters unit. It is the considered opinion of the Panel
that such increases as provided herein are within the ability of the
¥i'
f!.1.
't~~.~.
,
-
.
.:;~~s~: i
:.:
'.
~.'
.,
City to pay and will not require any additional tax le~i or bond
issuance to be met.
..
-..
.
,
The Panel has also considered the fact that the complement of
utica Firefighters remains unfilled and that there are c~rrently 15
vacancies, which has been estimated as saving approxim~tely $300,000
per year (Union Exhibit 1). While some increased overtime for the
remaining officers has resulted from this reduction in complement,
\
this has been at straight time, rather than traditional overtime
rates, and the overall effect has been of a significant monetary
saving to the City.
Therefore, after careful consideration and review of. all the
.;,.
data and material presented herein, the Panel has concluded that
salary increases to Utica Firefighters are warranted, and that the
City does have the ability to pay such modest increases. Such
"
...
\
:'
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necessary, and will help to bri~g utica Firefighters up
viewed against comparable Fire departments in upstate New
.~:. However, it is apparent that the entry level salary for utica
~:.::
,0 .
/, .
"'!'refighters continues to be acceptable, based on number of
./,...,
~i~pplicants seeking employment as Utica firefighters, and when
.
'.
.',
.
~ft::'~ompared with the starting salaries of other comparable fire
;....
'i.f
~~'~departments. The Panel has therefore, excluded entry level salaries
..~::::
~;,~from any of the salary increases awarded herein, and has frozen the
. ~.I
.
L>#
.. fi-:-",
lir
~:r"""';
.:7:',..
,1":..
I''':,'
:...
.
f~.~;
.
.
,,0,
entry level salary for a utica firefighter at $24,492 until March 31,
1996. Any increase in the entry level salary for a Utica firefighter,
after that date shall be the subject of future negotiations between
the parties.
The Panel also finds that second yea~ salaries for utica
firefighters, while below the norm when compared with other
comparable fire departments, are not as far below as those utica
firefighters beyond the second year level. Therefore, 'salaries for.
second year firefighters have been increased by the percentage
increases provided herein, but have been excluded from receiving the
two lump sum payments provided herein.
The Panel notes that the Firefighters have worked without' a new
agreement since 4/1/92. That is one year longer than the period the
...
'.
police worked without an agreement. The Panel recognizes that some
accommodation should be made for those Firefighters who have since
.
'!U'!'- .....
I)
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whom retired in anticipation of an earlier contract
would~.have been retroactive. To accommodate this,
anel will make the first year increase on base salary only
' 1...
for the few number of retirees. ....
. .
...
:,a......
..
.'~'
.
".0:
. ..
;:?,...:-'The Panel also notes that the existing salary for Mechanic
e;..: .
:Supervisor when compared to.other Firefighter salaries in the unit is
.'~~':
.
.1~too high. The City presently employs one Assistant Mechanic. That
,f!:,:
rYexisting employee will enjoy a significant salary increase, albeit
..~\;L.1
one more in line with the salary structure which the Panel ultimateiy
envisi.ons. However, Mechanics hired after the date of this Award
will be paid the same salary as a Firefighter. A Mechanic' Supervisor' .
'.
.
(
'.
.hired, if any, to fill the vacant position after the date. of this
. .Award will be paid the same salary as a Firefighter Lieutenant. The
Panel directs the parties to adjust those categorizations when those
positions are filled.
Accordingly, and after consideration of the extensive exhibits,
documentation, and testimony presented herein; and, after due
consideration of the criteria,specified in Section 209.4 of the Civil
Service Law, the Panel makes the following
AWARD ON SALARY
1. All Firefighters unit members who were on the fire payroll
on .4/1/92 and were at the second year base salary or above, and
remain on the payroll on the date of this Award, shall receive a 4%
increase in salary effective 4/1/92, excluding those at the entry
..~_.
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level salary. All Firefighters who were on the payroll on 4/1/92 and
who subsequently retired will receive the 4% retroactive award
limited solely to,their base salary f~om 4/1/92 until the date of
their retirement. Such retirees shall receive no other' retroactive
payments.
2. All Firefighters unit members who were on the fire payroll
on 4/1/93 and were at the third year base salary or above, and remain
'.
on. the payroll on the date of this Award, shall receive a lump sum
payment of $1,500 in lieu of any percentage increase to salary or any
other payment. This payment of $1,500 shall be placed on the salary,
schedule effective 4/1/95, 'with the exception of the entry level
salary and the second year 'salary.
3. All Firefighters unit members who were on the fire payroll
on 4/1/94 and,were at the third year base"salary or above, and remain
on the payroll on the date of this Award, shall receive a lump sum
payment of $1,500 in lieu of any percentage increase to salary or any'
other payment. This payment of $1,500 shall be placed on the salary
schedule effective 4/1/95, with the exception of the entry level
salary and the second year salary.
4. The above two payments of $1,500 each to eligible unit
members are lump-sum payments in lieu of any percentage increases on
base salary or otherwise, and..shall constitute the sole and full
retroactive payment for the period commencing 4/1/93 and ending
.-- ..- ..-. ._-~
.
- -
...,
- -
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3/31/95. There will be no recalculation of overti~ paymen~s and
L ___
other payments called "for by the contract using these two payments of
~ --
---
$1,500. The 4% increase effective 4/1/92 is fully retroactive for
'
..
the entire period up t~ the date of the Award.
-'
5. Effective 4/1/95 the salary schedule shall be increased by
(
)
3%, with the exception of the entry level salary which remains frozen
at $24,492. . , -,
.
'It
6. Effective 1/1/96 the salary schedule shall be increased by
3eS%, with the exception of the entry level salary which remains
frozen at $24,492.
('
7. The salary schedule for the 1992-96 Agreement is attached
hereto as Appendix A.
8. The longevity article of the existing Agreement is deleted
as no longer necessary in light of the new salary schepule.
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EMERGENCY MEDICAL TECHNICIANS
Discussion on Emergency Medical Technicians
Currently,_ any member of the Firefighters unit who is a New York
State Certified Emergency Medical Technician ("EMT") receives a
yearly stipend of $175.00, and any member of the unit who is an EMT
III receives a yearly stipend of $350.00'. In addition, those
.
',- Firefighters assigned to Rescue 1 previousl~ known as Car 206~
currently receive a stipend of $10.00. Rescue 1 is the busiest
('
apparatus in the Department with its two Firefighters responding to
most Emergency Medical SerVice calls in the City.
In the 1993 consultant's study commissioned by the City (Union
Exhibit 1), it was recognized that the EMT component of the Fire
Department was _becoming more active, due-to a dramatic increase in
calls requiring EMT services. Each Fire Station now has emergency
medical service capability, and the Utica Fire Department is the
first responder to most locales within-the City. As a direct result
,
of the 1993 consultant's study~ certified EMTs were transferred to
various Fire Stations in order to provide necessary. coverage at each
station as recommended by the consultant's study (see Union Exhibits
7A, 7B and 7C). Unquestionably, those members of the Firefighters
unit who perform as EMTs have added duties and responsibilities, and
are required to maintain Stafe certification. S~ch recertification
must occur every 3 year~, and requires classroom instruction and
training. .'
.
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The Panel notes that all of the comparable fire departments
provide greater compensation for EMT"certification than that, provided
by the Utica Fire Department (Union-Exhibit A, ,tab 1).
.
Most provide
either time off for training or at the least, training provided by or
paid for by the employer. In view of the highe~ compensation
. .. ...
--
.
"
, ... .
provided to EMTs by comparable fire departments, and the increased
workload to which utica EMTs are currently'subject to, it is the
finding of the Panel herein that there should be, an, increase ~n the
stipend for EMTs.
The Panel also finds that when undergoing instruction for
recertification while on duty, EMTs should be granted time off with
pay to attend such instruction. If instruction for recertification
is attended while off duty, each unit member shall do 50 on his/her
own time, but the City shall compensate the employee for the cost of
the recertification. The City is encouraged by the Panel to arrange
for recertification to occur while on duty, and at a convenient
location for unit members.
,
"
"
:
3. Article V, section 1B, paragraph 3 of the 1989-92 Agreement
,(
shall be amended to increase the stipend for any Certified Emergency
Medical Technician III or IV to $600.00 per year.
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EMERGENCY MEDICAL TECHNICIANS
1. Article v, section IB, paragraph I of the 1989-92 Agreement
shall be amended to increase the stipend for Rescue 1 to $20.00 per
day. In the event that more than two Firefighters 'are A~signed to
Rescue 1, the stipend shall remain at $10.00 for assignees over the
two presently assigned on a 'normal basis.
2. Article V, Section 1B, paragraph 2 of the 1989-92 Agreement
shall be amended to increase'the stipend for any certified Em~rgency
'. Medical Technician I or II to $300.00 per year.
4. The City agrees to pay the cost of any mandated schooling,
training, instruction or course incurred in renewing the.
certification for any level EMT. Members who attend such
recertification instruction while on duty shall be released from
work.
5. All increases in EMT stipends in this section are effective
4/1/95.
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OUT OF TITLE & CALL-BACK ASSIGNMENTS
Discussion on Out-of-Title and £all-Back Assianments
..
Article IV, section 5 and Article VI, section 22 of the 1989-92
Agreement provides for "absolute preferenc.e" to any member of the
unit planning to retire for a 24 month period for both' "out-of-title"
assignments and for "call'-back" assignments.
"
This'preference allowed for'a prospective retire~ to' get preference'
for both out-of-title pay and call~back 'pay and thereby boost his
final average salary, resulting in an increase in his pension benefit
.(
upon retirement. However, in a recent decisi~n. (F~b.: 1994.). of .the
NYS Police and Fire Retirement System, Matter of Bascom (Union
Exhibits lOB and 10C), the Retirement System refused to count such
payments toward final average salary for purposes of calculating the
retirement pension benefit. As a result of this recent ruling by the
Retirement System, and the interpretation followed in its
determinations' thereafter, members of the unit have lost the benefit
of their previous bargain concerning absolute preference.
Therefore, the Panel has determined that the language contained
in the 1989-92 Agreement must be modified' so as to replace the
language concerning absolute preference with a system for
distributing out-of-title work and call-back assignments based on
seniority. Such modification will serve to fairly distribute such
"
assignments based on seniority and will not be contrary to the
rulings of the Retirement System.
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, AWARD ON OUT OF TITLE
1. Article IV, Section 5B of the 1989-92 Agreement shall be
amended to read as follows:
,
,..
(
,,,. : t
B. "Out of Title" work shall be offered to any member
of the utica Professional Firefighters Association who
is on a promotional li~t and/or with nineteen years or
more of service'in order of seniority.
.'
!
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AWARD ON CALL BACKS
1. Article VI, Section 22 of the 1989-92 Agreement shall be
amended to read as follows:
A. For the purpose of this Section, a call back is defined as
an instance where because of scheduled staffing needs, a firefighter
or officer is offered the opportunity to work in order to fill a
vacancy or cover for an absent employee.
B. Call back opportunities will be offered using a rotation
among all personnel who have signed up in advance to be canvassed for
call back. The canvass will use four separate rotating wheels. The
first wheel will be limited to firefighters and officers with 15
years of service or more. The second wheel will be limited to
firefighters and officers with more than 9 and less than 15 years of
service. The third wheel will consist of firefighters and officers
, with more than 5 and less than 10 years of service. The fourth wheel
will consist of all firefighters and officer with 5 years of service
or less.
,(
C. Call back will be distributed among all people in the wheel
on an equitable basis as follows. Call back opportunities will be
equalized over a 28-day cycle. An officer or firefighter will not be
eligible for call back if the call back would result in the officer
or firefighter working more than 216 hours in the 28-day cycle. If
call back is offered, it will first be offered to the person in the
first wheel who has the least amount of call back within the current
28-day cycle. If that person declines, or is unavailable when
called, it will be offered to the person on the first wheel with the
next lowest total in the 28-day cycle. The process will, be repeated
for each call back opportunity until either every person on the first
wheel declines or is no longer eligible. At that point the second
wheel is canvassed using the same procedure, followed by the third
and fourth wheels. A member who declines will not be recanvassed
until the next cycle for the member's wheel.
D. When an officer or firefighter does not wish to work call
back he/she may remove his/her name from the wheel. If he/she wishes
to participate at a later time, he/she can sign back on at the
beginning of the next 28-day cycle. No record of refusals w~ll be
kept. However, any member who falls three opportunities beh~nd will
not be allowed to make up the lost chances.
1/4 days per month to a maximum accumulation of 300 days. However,
there is no provision for payment for unused days, nor is there any
current incentive for members of the unit to strive to avoid the use
"
of sick days unless absolutely necessary.
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SICK LEAVE INCENTIVE .
Discussion on Sick Leave Incentive
Article III of tne 1989-92 Agreement provides that each member
of the Firefighters unit shall accrue sick leave on the basis of 1-
The Panel is of the'view that a sick leave incentive program
(
will reduce the current use of sick leave by unit members and will
increase productivity within the Fire Department. The implementation
of the sick leave incentive program, effective 4/1/95, will reward
those unit members who have maintained their overall health and have
thereby increased their productivity as utica firefighters.
The Panel is mindful of the unique nature of this"benefit and
that it may not result in mutual advantage to the parties.
Therefore, the Panel imposes a "sunset" provision in this benefit
giving the option to the parties to negotiate its continuance upon
mutually agreeable terms in their next contract.
".
(
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AWARD ON SICK LEAVE INCENTIVE
1. There shall be a new section added to Article V of the 1989-
92 Agreement which provides for the,~stablishment of a sick leave
incentive program for all unit members.
2. The Sick Leave Incentive shall be as follows:I ;.0;..-' ".;.
"
\. ..
':'
.
..
...
'-
'...:.
For each unit member who has zero absences due to sickness
or physical inability to work under section 207 of the
General Municipal Law, for the year period running from
April 1 to March 31 of each year, he shall receive a year
end bonus of $300.00.
.
.
.
.
For each unit" member who has one (1) absence due to
sickness or physical inability to work under Section 20i of
the General Mun~cipa1 Law, for the year period running from
April 1 to March 31 of each year, he shall receive a year
end bonus of $150.00.
Notwithstanding 'the provisions of section
209(a)(1)(e) 'of
the Civil Service Law, the Sick Leave Incentive
program
contained in this section shall terminate upon the
expi=ation of this contract.
. ~
:
.. ...........-
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REMAINING ISSUES
Discussion on Remaining Issues
The Panel has reviewed in great detail all of the demands and
proposals of'both parties, as well as the extensive and voluminous
record in support of s~id-proposals. "The fact that these proposals
,
have not been specifically addressed in this Opinion and Award does
not mean that they were not closely studied and considered in the
overall context of contract terms and benefits by the Panel members.
In interest arbitration, as in collective bargaining, not all
,
proposals are accepted, and not all contentions are agreed with. The
Panel, in reaching what it has determined to be ~ fair result, has
not addressed or made an Award on many of the proposals submitted by
each of the parties. The Panel is of the view that this approach is
(
consistent with the practice of collective' bargaining. Thus, we make
the following award on these issues:
AWARD ON REMAINING ISSUES
Any proposals and/or items other than those specifically
modified by this Award are hereby rejected.
!
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RETENTION OF JURISDICTION.
;
i
The Panel Chairman hereby re~,ain,~' jurisdicti.on ot ~ny and all
", ':-.;
disputes arising out-of the interp~~tation of'this Opinion and Award.
REVISION OF CONTRACT
The Panel directs the parties herein to revise the 1989-92
Agreement in accordance with the provisions o~.thi~'Award" a~d; to
"
,
prepare and execute a 1992-96 Agreement which reflects:the provisions
of this Award, to be completed no later than 7/1/95.
(
,')
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Concur ~~!JS-
Concur
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DURATI01f Of' CONTRACT
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The Panel has been authorized by the parties to exceed the two
year maximum contract duration as provided by the Taylor Law ~n
,Section 209." (c) (vi) -;-
This Award therefore provides for an Agreement for the period
commencinq April 1, 1992 and ending March 31, 1996.
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STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF /1 J...6..1 N >' 88. I
,.
On this /6~day of t11~ 1995, before me personally cameand appeared Jeffrey M. Selchick, Eaq., to me known and kno~ to me
to be the individual described in the foregoing
Instrument" and he.acknowledged to me that he eXecuted~e ea.tne." .. ..
, ,
.'
CATH\'L8!1.OfC8cNOrNllr
"-8JO 8TAT! ~ 18N'tOfIC
-.0. 41108,.Q(WJAID INAaNN CCtM1'V
'
STA'l'B OF
~~~ IOHIDCPININDI Uo.J£f)COUNTY OF
:7 -. --r S8.:
'.
On this /6-11..day of ktL., 1995, before .me personally caJlle
and appeared Ronald G. Dunn, Esq., to me kn~n and known to me to be
the individu~l described in the foregoing Inatrurn nt, and he
acknowledged to me that he
exeCl1tea same.
t
/
. .
/,
~
STATE OF NEW YORK}
COUNTY OF t)t1d/1 (J/J(;,A ,
ROS YN SI:~,'\'~r.~~cnG
N(I{ffr\,i'! :hlic. . ..;,\':~.
"
orL
': <c . ~,"I..Ot,,.,.:.,.
~ in ,".
':"'1\'Coml"''''OI, ".'Qi,...
ul :J~/ Cftse. :
On this/~&I::: day of/?1-J.." 1995, before me personally CAmeand appeared Benjamin J. Ferrara, Esq., to me known and known to me
to be the individual described in the foregoing
Instrument, and heacknowledged to me that he executed the same.
(I~~. ~ ~No ublJ.c--
OHE/lYLAI.KANE.
No'trY. ~~ In ,... SgfC of ~ lorl
Appoftt1'td/" On.ld.
~~
'-4~CO"'''''II;O"h~,...
~/y
/'7
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CURRENT
(3/31/92) 4/1/92 4/1/95 12/31/95
Entry Level 24,492 24,492 24,492 24,492
Second Year 26,534
.'
27,595 28,423 29,418
Step 1 (3-5 years) 29,596 JO,780 34,815 36,033
Step 2 (6-8 years) 29,986 31,177 35,264 36,498
Step 3 (9-11 years) 30,272 31,483 35,610 36,856
Step 4 (12-15. years) 30,566 31,789 35,955 37,214
Step 5 (16-19 years) 30',860 32,094 36,301 37,572
Step 6 (2
°
years-Ret.) 31,153 32,399 36,647 37,930
LIEUTENANT
Step 1 (3-5 years) 32,556 33,859 38,296 39,636
Step 2 (6-8 years) 32,976 34,295 38,790 40,148
Step 3 (9-11 years) 33,297 34,629 39,171 40,542
.(
Step 4 (12-15 ye ar s ) 33,623 34,968 39,551 40,935
Step 5 (16-19 years) 33,946 35,304 39,931 41,329
Step 6 (20 years-Ret.) 34,268 35,639 40,312 41,723
CAPTAIN, LINEMAN, FINANCE
ADMINISTRATOR
Step 1 (3-5 years) 35,812 37,244 42,126 43,600
Step 2 (6-8 years) 36,274 37,725 42,669 44,163
Step 3 (9-11 years) 36,629 38,094 43,088 44,596
step 4 (12-15 years) 3 6 ,. 9 8 5 38,464 43,506 45,029
Step 5 (16-19 yearsJ 37,341 38,835 43,924 45,462
Step 6 (20 years-Ret.) 37,695 39,203 44,343 45,895
DEPUTY CHIEF
step 1 (3-5 years) 39,393 40,969 46,338 47,960
Step 2 (6-8 years) 39,401 40,977 46,936 48,579
Step 3 (9-11 years) 40,292 41,904 47,397 49,055
Step 4 (12-15 years) 40,684 42,311 47,857 49,532
Step 5 (16-19 years) 41,075 42,718 48,317 50,008
Step 6 (20 years-Ret.) 41,465 43,124 48,777 50,484
-/' ~.': ~' .'j
,
.,
',~
CURRENT
(3/31/92) 4/1/92 4/1/95 12/31/95
DEPUTY CHIEF/INSTRUCTOR,
INSPECTOR, SIGNAL MAINT. ..
step 1 (3-5 years) 43,332 ,45,065 50,972 52,756
Step 2 (6-8 years) 43,491
'
' 45,231 51,6JO 53,437
Step 3 (9-11 years) 44,321 46,094 52,136
' 53,961
Step 4 (12-15 years) 44,752 46,542 52,642 54,485
step 5 (16-19 years) 45,183 ;46,990 53,149 55,009
step 6 (20 years
- Ret.) 45,612 47,436 5'3,,655 55,533
ASSISTANT CHIEF
step 1 (3-5 years) 47,665 49,572 56,069 58,032
:50,211 "step 2 (6-8 years) 48,280 56,793 58,781
Step 3 (9-11 years) 48,753 '50,703 5 7 ,.3 5 0 59,357
Step 4 (12-15 years) 49,227 51,196 57,907 59,933
Step 5 (16-19 years) 49,701 '51,689 58,4'63 60,510
("
Step 6 (20 years-Ret.) 50,173 52,180 59,020 61., 086
,\
ASSISTANT MAINTENANCE
Step 1 (3-5 years) 36,052 37,493 39,750 41,500
Step 2 (6-8 years) 36,474 37,977 4 0 , 0 0'0 41,600
Step 3 (9-11 years) 36,829 38,349 40,250 41,700
Step 4 (12-15 years) 37,185 38,721 40,500 41,800
Step 5 (16-19 years) 37,541 39,093 40,750 41,900
Step 6 (20 years-Ret.) 37,895 39,466 41,000 42,000
,
- '''-.'--' 4" ".- ..
